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ABSTRACT

Efficient Disk-Based Techniques for Manipulating Very Large String

Databases

Amin Mohammad Amin Elsayed Allam

Indexing and processing strings are very important topics in database manage-

ment. Strings can be database records, DNA sequences, protein sequences, or plain

text. Various string operations are required for several application categories, such

as bioinformatics and entity resolution. When the string count or sizes become very

large, several state-of-the-art techniques for indexing and processing such strings may

fail or behave very inefficiently. Modifying an existing technique to overcome these

issues is not usually straightforward or even possible.

A category of string operations can be facilitated by the suffix tree data structure,

which basically indexes a long string to enable efficient finding of any substring of

the indexed string, and can be used in other operations as well, such as approximate

string matching. In this document, we introduce a novel efficient method to construct

the suffix tree index for very long strings using parallel architectures, which is a major

challenge in this category.

Another category of string operations require clustering similar strings in order to

perform application-specific processing on the resulting possibly-overlapping clusters.

In this document, based on clustering similar strings, we introduce a novel efficient

technique for record linkage and entity resolution, and a novel method for correcting

errors in a large number of small strings (read sequences) generated by the DNA

sequencing machines.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Indexing and processing strings are very important topics in database management.

Strings can be database records, DNA sequences, protein sequences, or plain text.

Various string operations are required for several application categories, such as bioin-

formatics and entity resolution.

After the recent advances in information technology, string databases become very

large because of the increase in string count or sizes. In this case, several state-of-

the-art techniques for indexing and processing such strings may fail or behave very

inefficiently because of some of the following issues: (i) the strings do not fit in the

main memory while the available techniques assume they fit, (ii) the string index does

not fit in the main memory while the available techniques assume it fits, or (iii) the

available techniques suffer from poor locality of main memory accesses.

Modifying an existing technique to overcome the previously discussed issues is

not usually straightforward. Sometimes, it is impossible or inefficient to do so. A

simple example is that sorting algorithms which work efficiently in-memory are very

different from external sorting algorithms which work efficiently on-disk, although

they perform the same task. The reason is that main memory enables efficient random

access, while disk drives need time-costly seek operations for accessing non-contiguous

disk locations.

A category of string operations can be facilitated by the suffix tree data structure,

which basically indexes a long string to enable efficient finding of any substring of the

indexed string, and can be used in other operations as well, such as approximate string
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matching. A major challenge in this category is how to construct the suffix tree index

for very long strings using parallel architectures (More details appear in Section 1.1).

Another interesting category of string operations require clustering similar strings in

order to perform application-specific processing on the resulting possibly-overlapping

clusters. One application is detecting records that represent the same entity from a

big dataset of records (More details appear in Section 1.2). Another application is

correcting errors in a large number of small strings (read sequences) generated by the

DNA sequencing machines (More details appear in Section 1.3). A major challenge

in this category is how to avoid the quadratic time complexity of pairwise similarity

comparisons of all strings while achieving a satisfactory accuracy.

1.1 Suffix tree construction for very long strings

The suffix tree [3] is a trie that indexes all possible suffixes of a string S (see Figure 1.1

for an example). It is used to accelerate many string operations. For instance, finding

a substring P inside S without an index takes O(|S| + |P |) time [4]. With a suffix

tree the same operation is done in O(|P |) time, which is a significant gain given that

typically S is several orders of magnitude longer than P . Other operations that can

benefit from a suffix tree include approximate string matching, finding the longest

common substring of two strings and finding all common substrings in a database of

strings. Such queries are essential for many applications such as bioinformatics [5],

time series analysis [6], document clustering [7], text editing [8] and compression [9].

Fast suffix tree construction is critical, given the rate of data generation by the

aforementioned applications [10]. For example, modern DNA sequencers can pro-

cess multiple samples per hour, whereas financial applications generate continuous

streams of time series data. If the string S and the resulting suffix tree can fit in the

main memory, there are efficient solutions such as Ukkonen’s algorithm [11], which

constructs the tree in O(|S|) time but becomes very inefficient if it runs out of mem-
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Figure 1.1: Suffix tree for S = “banana$” ($ denotes end-of-string). Edge labels on
a path from the root to a leaf correspond to a suffix in S. Leaf labels show the offset
of each suffix in S.

ory. However, the suffix tree for S is more than an order of magnitude larger than

S. The human genome, for instance, has roughly 2.6G symbols; the resulting suffix

tree occupies around 67GB and challenges the main memory limits of many systems.

Other algorithms, such as TRELLIS [12], work well if at least S fits in main memory,

but are very inefficient otherwise.

In practice S alone can be much larger than the main memory. For example,

operations that involve a database of strings [5] require a “generalized” suffix tree,

which is simply the suffix tree of the concatenation of all input strings. For such cases,

recently two methods have been proposed: B2ST [13] and WaveFront [14]. Both access

S in sequential order which is much faster than random I/Os in modern disks. The

serial version of WaveFront is slower than B2ST, but WaveFront is easily parallelizable;

this is very important given the size of the targeted problems. Nevertheless, the

performance of both algorithms deteriorates as the length of S or the size of the

“alphabet” (i.e., set of symbols appearing in S) increase.

We introduce ERa1, a suffix tree construction algorithm that (i) supports very

long strings and large alphabets; (ii) is much faster than the existing ones even if

memory is very limited; and (iii) is easily parallelizable. In a nutshell, ERa opti-

mizes dynamically the use of memory and amortizes the I/O cost. Specifically, it

1ERa stands for “Elastic Range”, for adjusting dynamically the range of the horizontal
partitions.
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divides the problem “vertically” into construction of independent sub-trees, ensuring

that each sub-tree can fit into the available memory. Sub-trees are further divided

“horizontally” into partitions, such that each partition can be processed in memory

with a single sequential scan of the input string S. At each step, horizontal partitions

are readjusted based on the evolving shape of the tree, in order to maximize memory

utilization. Also, vertical partitions may be grouped together in order to share the

I/O cost. The entire plan can be executed in a serial or parallel system. Our contri-

butions include: (i) A serial version of ERa that is at least 50% faster than existing

serial algorithms. Performance gain is more dramatic for very long strings and large

alphabets. (ii) A parallel version for shared-memory and shared-disk architectures

that include ordinary multicore desktop systems. (iii) A parallel version for shared-

nothing systems, such as clusters or cloud computing infrastructures. (iv) Extensive

experimental evaluation with real datasets of very long strings. ERa indexes the

entire human genome in 19 minutes on an ordinary 8-core desktop computer with

16GB of RAM. For comparison, the fastest existing method (i.e., the parallel version

of WaveFront [15]) needs 15 minutes on an IBM BlueGene/L supercomputer using

1024 CPUs and 512GB of RAM.

1.2 Clustering similar strings for record linkage and entity

resolution

The problem of identifying and consolidating different manifestations of the same real-

world object is of paramount importance. This problem arises naturally in the context

of data warehouses [16], heterogeneous databases [17,18] and data analysis and mining

[19] and pertains to data cleansing. “Duplicate-free” datasets are also needed in

a plethora of modern applications including vital records [20], health care [1], and

insurance and crime investigation [18]. In this document, we consider two variations of

the aforementioned problem. The first one, termed “record linkage” [20,21], identifies
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the different records that represent the same real-world object. The second one,

termed “entity resolution”, ensures that a real-world object is represented by a single

record by also consolidating the identified (by record linkage) records [22]. Entity

resolution is an inherently recursive process; after a consolidation the resulting record

should also be checked whether it identifies the same real-world object with an existing

record in the dataset (in which case entity resolution is recursively executed) or not

(in which case the process terminates).

Recent advances in modern applications require incremental solutions for the rec-

ord linkage and entity resolution problems [16, 18, 23]. Take for example the data

warehouse applications. Modern approaches introduce “active” (or “real-time”) data

warehouses that are consistently up-to-date with their transactional counterparts [16].

The key idea lies on the immediate propagation of every modification that happens

in the transactional system to the data warehouse. This calls for “incremental” vari-

ations of the applied record linkage and entity resolution solutions. In more details,

given a dataset D, “incremental record linkage” considers a new record r and identifies

the records in D that represent the same real-world object with r [24]. “Incremental

entity resolution” ensures that after the addition of the new record r, the real-world

object that corresponds to r is represented by a single record in D [25]. In other

words, if D is duplicate-free, incremental entity resolution maintains this property af-

ter the insertion of r. Similarly to entity resolution, the incremental variation is also

a recursive process; a consolidated record should be recursively checked for matches.

Incremental record linkage and incremental entity resolution can be solved more

efficiently than their non-incremental counterparts. For instance, to address incre-

mental record linkage, we only need to compare the inserted record r with the records

of the dataset D. Note that a non-incremental algorithm will also compare all pairs

of records in D which clearly is not required by the incremental case. Therefore, ap-

plying the non-incremental methods to the incremental problems is not efficient and
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new algorithms that directly address the incremental variations should be devised.

A “natural” method to identify the records in a dataset D that represent the same

real-world object is to compare all pairs of records in D. This quadratic cost algorithm

is prohibitive for large datasets [26]. To improve efficiency, approximate techniques

were introduced. Such methods apply a preprocessing heuristic, called “blocking”,

that efficiently excludes records that are not believed to be similar [26]; the remaining

records are compared using the natural method. The reduction achieved by blocking

may result in a significant performance improvement, but, it may also reduce accuracy

since the applied heuristic may falsely exclude valid linked records. Several blocking-

based techniques were introduced for the non-incremental cases and include Multi-

Pass Blocking [27, 28], Q-gram Based Indexing [23, 29, 30], Canopy Clustering [31],

Suffix Blocking [32, 33], Mapping [19], MFIBlocks [34], and Meta-Blocking [17, 35].

Unfortunately, these methods cannot directly be used for the incremental case. Some

like Multi-Pass Blocking [27, 28] and Q-gram Based Indexing [23, 29, 30] need some

modifications [36], while others like Canopy Clustering [31], Suffix Blocking [32, 33],

Mapping [19], MFIBlocks [34], and Meta-Blocking [17,35] need a complete redesign.

One of the most prominent type of blocking methods is based on clustering records

sharing common substrings, such that these common substrings are not very common

among all records in the database. Constructing such possibly-overlapping clusters

becomes a very challenging task when the number of records is large. This type of

blocking is based on suffixes [2, 34]. In more details, suffix-based blocking methods

construct a structure combining the suffixes of all records in the dataset D [32, 33].

This structure is used to identify the pairs of records that are believed to manifest

the same real-world entity. Suffix-based blocking is both efficient and accurate and

does not require any domain specific knowledge [32]. Additionally, it can be tuned by

only two easy-to-set and intuitive parameters [33]. For the above reasons, we adopt

the idea of using a suffix-based preprocessing heuristic and apply it in order to solve
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the problems of record linkage and entity resolution.

We start by considering the non-incremental variation of record linkage and present

a suffix-based blocking method for this task. In comparison with the current state-

of-the-art suffix-based blocking method, our proposal is at least 5 times faster and

achieves the same accuracy. Then, we consider the incremental variation of record

linkage. To address this problem, we propose a novel incremental suffix-based block-

ing mechanism. Our proposal outperforms existing incremental methods. Specifically,

our method offers better blocking accuracy since, for the same number of excluded

record links, it has more than one and up to three orders of magnitude less falsely

excluded record links. Also, our method is more efficient since, for the same number

of missed links, it is more than two and up to eight times faster. Finally, we consider

incremental entity resolution. Existing methods are quite inefficient. For instance,

a state-of-the-art method requires more than 8 hours to handle a dataset of 20, 000

records [25]. To improve the performance of incremental entity resolution, we present

two novel methods based on suffix blocking that are able to handle the above men-

tioned dataset of 20, 000 records in a few seconds. Our second method, proposes a

novel method that keeps a history of the deleted records and the merging process.

This idea gives us the opportunity to discover alternative matches for the inserted

record that are not possible for existing methods that remove the merged records

from the dataset and improves the accuracy of the algorithm. We have implemented

and extensively experimentally evaluated all our methods. Interestingly, we offer two

implementations of our proposals. The first one is memory-based and naturally offers

the best performance. The second one is disk-based and scales seamlessly to very large

datasets that cannot fit in main memory. Surprisingly, with very few exceptions [33],

current state-of-the-art methods do not offer disk-based implementations.
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Table 1.1: NGS error types. Read lengths are as follows: Small ≈ 36-200 bps,
moderate ≈ 200-700 bps, very long ≈ 1000-10000 bps. Throughput is the number of
reads produced over unit of time.

Brand Read length Throughput Dominant error type

Illumina small very high substitutions
SOLiD small high substitutions
454 FLX moderate moderate insertions, deletions
Ion Torrent moderate high insertions, deletions
Pacific Biosciences very long high insertions, chimeric reads

1.3 Clustering similar strings for error correction of DNA

read sequences

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies generate at decreasing costs large

amounts of data for tasks such as: “de novo” genome assembly, resequencing, single

nucleotide polymorphism discovery, DNA-protein interaction discovery, and identifi-

cation of chromosomal rearrangements [37,38]. Reads produced by NGS technologies

suffer from sequencing errors in the form of substitutions, insertions and deletions of

bases, which complicate further processing. Table 1.1 summarizes the types of errors

in recent NGS technologies.

Read error correction has two major key challenges: (i) Correcting reads associated

with low-covered regions of the genome; reads having high error rate; and reads that

can be mapped to inexact repeat regions. (ii) Handling insertion and deletion errors.

This is important since sequencing machines that produce long reads, which are useful

for obtaining high-quality assemblies, suffer from such errors (see Table 1.1).

Accurate techniques for error correction are based on read alignment. An essential

step for read alignment is how to cluster similar reads in order to align the overlapping

parts of similar reads. Constructing such possibly-overlapping clusters becomes a very

challenging task when the number of read sequences is large.

We propose Karect (KAUST assembly read error correction tool). Karect belongs

to the multiple sequence alignment category. It considers each read r as reference,
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performs multiple alignment for a set of reads similar to r, and stores the accumulated

results in a partial order graph [39]. Compared with existing approaches, Karect

introduces novel methods to select an optimized set of reads similar to r; represent

reads in the graph; compute weights for the graph edges; and construct corrected

reads. Karect has the following advantages: (i) It supports substitution errors (called

“mismatches”), insertion and deletion errors (called “indels”), and is compatible with

most NGS technologies. (ii) It is fast, supports parallel execution on multi-core

CPUs, and can work with limited memory. (iii) It is effective against low-coverage

regions, high error-rate regions, and inexact repeat regions. (iv) Experiments on data

from several genomes sequenced by various sequencing technologies, show that Karect

consistently outperforms existing techniques in terms of both individual-bases error

correction (up to 10% increase in accuracy gain) and post “de novo” assembly quality

(up to 10% increase in NGA50).

1.4 Contributions and dissertation organization

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 is a survey about some previous work related to this research area.

Chapter 3 introduces a novel method to construct the suffix tree index for very

long strings using parallel architectures. A paper describing this approach is published

in the Proceedings of the Very Large Database Endowment (PVLDB), a top-ranked

journal in the databases area [40].

Chapter 4 introduces a novel method for detecting records that represent the

same entity from a big dataset of records. At the time of writing this document, a

paper describing this approach is under revisions in Data and Knowledge Engineering

(DKE), a leading journal in the databases area.

Chapter 5 introduces a novel method for correcting errors in a large number of

small strings (read sequences) resulting from DNA sequencing machines. A paper
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describing this approach is published in Bioinformatics, a top-ranked journal in the

area [41].

Chapter 6 highlights some conclusions of this document.
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Chapter 2

Related work

This chapter is a survey about some related previous work. Section 2.1 presents the

most important disk-based suffix tree construction algorithms. Section 2.2 presents

the most important record linkage and entity resolution algorithms. Section 2.3

presents the most important techniques for error correction of DNA read sequences.

2.1 Suffix tree construction for very long strings

The most important suffix tree construction algorithms are classified into three main

categories: in-memory, semi-disk-based, and out-of-core. Table 2.1 summarizes the

comparison.

Table 2.1: Comparison of the most important algorithms for suffix tree construction

In-memory Semi-disk-based Out-of-core

Criteria Ukkonen Hunt TDD ST-Merge TRELLIS WaveFront B2ST

Complexity O(n) O(n2) O(n2) O(n2) O(n2) O(n2) O(n2)

Memory locality Poor Good Good Good Good Good Good

String access Random Random Random Random Random Sequential Sequential

Parallel No No No No No Yes No

(i) In-memory approaches perform very well as long as the input string and the

resulting suffix tree fit in main memory. This category includes algorithms, such as

McCreight’s [3] and Ukkonen’s [11]. For a string S of size n, the time complexity of

the latter is O(n), which is optimal. However, this category suffers from poor locality

of reference [42]. Once the suffix tree cannot fit in the main memory, the algorithms

of this category require on average O(n) expensive random disk I/Os. Recall that the
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suffix tree is an order of magnitude larger than the input string. Therefore, in practice

in-memory methods are prohibitively expensive even for moderately long strings.

(ii) Semi-disk-based methods solve the locality of reference problem by decompos-

ing the suffix tree into smaller sub-trees stored on the disk. This category includes

Hunt’s algorithm [43], TDD [44], ST-Merge [42] and TRELLIS [12]. The latter par-

titions the input string into several substrings, and constructs the corresponding

sub-tree independently for each substring. The resulting sub-trees are stored on the

disk. In a second phase, the sub-trees are merged into the final suffix tree. The time

complexity is O(n2), but as long as the string S fits into memory, the algorithms in

this category perform few random I/Os so in practice they are faster than Ukkonen’s

algorithm. However, if S is larger than the memory, the merging phase generates a lot

of random disk I/Os rendering these algorithms very inefficient [13, 14]. It is worth

noting that the sub-tree construction phase can be parallelizable but the merging

phase is expected to require a lot of communication among processors. We are not

aware of any parallel version of semi-disk-based algorithms.

(iii) Out-of-core category contains two recent methods that support strings larger

than the main memory with reasonable efficiency by avoiding random I/Os. The

first method, B2ST [13] is based on suffix arrays [45]. A suffix array is a vector that

contains all suffixes of the input string S sorted in lexicographical order. A longest

common prefix array is a vector that stores the length of the common prefix between

each two consecutive entries in the suffix array. B2ST divides the input string S

into several partitions and builds the corresponding suffix array and longest common

prefix array for each partition. Then, it merges the suffix arrays of all partitions

and generates suffix sub-trees. Note that the tree is constructed in batch at the final

phase. This is an advantage of the algorithm because by avoiding the tree traversal

for the insertion of each new node, it is more cache friendly. The time complexity is

O(cn), where c = (2n/M) and M is the size of the main memory. If M is comparable
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to n then c is considered constant and the algorithm performs very well. However,

in practice n is expected to be much larger than M ; in such a case the complexity

becomes O(n2). A drawback of B2ST is the large size of temporary results. The

human genome for example is roughly 2.6G symbols whereas the temporary results

are around 343GB. Furthermore, a parallel version of the algorithm would incur high

communication cost among the processors during the merging phase; we are not aware

of any parallel implementation.

WaveFront [14] is the second out-of-core algorithm. In contrast to B2ST, which

partitions the input string S, WaveFront works with the entire S on independent

partitions of the resulting tree T . Tree partitioning is done using variable length

S-prefixes making sure that each sub-tree fits in main memory. Since S may not fit

in memory the algorithm may need to read S multiple times. To minimize the I/O

cost, WaveFront accesses S strictly in sequential order. Each sub-tree is processed

independently without a merging phase, so the algorithm is easily parallelizable. The

parallel version has been implemented on an IBM BlueGene/L supercomputer; in

absolute time it is the fastest existing method (it can index the human genome in 15

minutes [15]). Nevertheless, the algorithm cannot scale indefinitely, because more sub-

trees increase the so-called “tiling overhead” [14]. Internally, WaveFront resembles the

block nested loop join algorithm and requires two buffers. For optimum performance,

these buffers occupy roughly 50% of the available memory, leaving the rest for the

sub-tree. This is a drawback of the algorithm, because less memory leads to smaller

and more trees that increase the tiling overhead. Moreover, even though the algorithm

expands the sub-tree in layers, it needs to traverse the tree top-down for every new

node, increasing the CPU cost.

Our approach, Elastic Range (ERa) is closer to WaveFront, therefore there is no

merging phase and it is easily parallelizable. However, ERa is significantly faster

than WaveFront since it is based on properties that allow a level by level construc-
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tion mechanism that performs clever memory management and minimizes the tiling

overhead. Also, ERa amortizes the I/O cost by grouping together sub-trees where

appropriate. Finally, ERa avoids multiple traverses of the sub-tree, achieving much

lower CPU cost. Our approach is described in full details in Chapter 3.

2.2 Record linkage and entity resolution

Motivated by real applications such as linking vital records [20] and medical records

[1], early record linkage and entity resolution techniques were non-blocking. Such

techniques simply compare all existing record pairs using a domain-dependent sim-

ilarity function to identify similar records, then, if required, they merge the similar

records using a domain-dependent procedure [25]. Based on pairwise record compar-

isons, records can optionally be clustered using probabilistic techniques [18], machine

learning techniques such as support vector machines [32], or graph clustering tech-

niques [24].

Blocking-based techniques are required for large datasets. In Multi-Pass Block-

ing [27, 28], blocking keys are chosen as any combination of record fields. Records

sharing at least one blocking key value are candidates for comparison. This technique

is computationally efficient, however, its accuracy depends on the selection of block-

ing keys. Q-gram Based Indexing [23, 29, 30] utilizes approximate string matching.

Records sharing a minimum number of common q-grams are candidates for com-

parison. This technique is computationally expensive and applicable only to small

datasets [2]. Canopy Clustering [31], selects a random record and compares it with

all other records using a distance measure, such as the tf-idf measure. This process

is repeated several times, generating canopies which may overlap. Records in the

same canopy are candidates for comparison. The main difficulty of Canopy Cluster-

ing is to determine the values of parameters, the distance threshold and the number

of canopies, without falling into under-selection or over-selection of candidate record
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pairs. Mapping [19] techniques map blocking key values of each record to points in a

multidimensional space. Two records are candidates for comparison if their mapping

points are within a chosen distance threshold. The process can be repeated using

different blocking keys. The selection of the blocking keys and parameter values are

determined by experiments on a sample of records [19]. Unless blocking keys sizes

are small, this technique is computationally expensive. Suffix blocking is a promis-

ing blocking technique based on suffix arrays [32, 33]. This technique provides a fast

and domain-independent selection function by exploiting variable length n-grams on

a suffix array representation [32]. MFIBlocks [34] iteratively applies an algorithm

for mining maximal frequent itemsets in order to generate record blocks. Meta-

Blocking [17,35] is a general blocking framework for highly heterogeneous databases.

Meta-Blocking differs from traditional blocking in incorporating record comparisons

during the blocking stage, in order to adjust record blocks. Meta-Blocking can utilize

an underlying traditional blocking method.

Incremental blocking-based techniques are required to solve the incremental prob-

lem efficiently on large datasets. Multi-Pass Blocking [27, 28] can be efficiently ex-

tended to be incremental [36]. Q-gram Based Indexing [23,29,30] can be extended to

be incremental as well, however, it is computationally very expensive when applied

to large datasets [2].

There exist incremental techniques in the literature that address different aspects

of the problem, which are not the focus of this document. The work of [18] focuses

on minimizing communication overhead, given that the dataset exists on remote site

where procedures are not allowed to run, and training data is available to build a

probabilistic model. The work of [46] focuses on efficiently handling the change of

entity resolution rules and data schema to reproduce entity resolution results based on

previously computed results. The work of [24] focuses on incrementally maintaining

clusters of similar records, compatible with the optimization function of any graph
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clustering technique.

Our approach is based on suffix blocking. Our approach is described in full details

in Chapter 4.

2.3 Error correction of DNA read sequences

Error correction methods utilize the high data coverage to correct the erroneous bases

in reads. Existing methods are classified in five categories: (i) k-spectrum based

methods, such as Lighter [47], Blue [48], Trowel [49], HECTOR [50], BLESS [51],

Musket [52], Reptile [53], Quake [54], Hammer [55], and the works of [56, 57, 58, 59,

60,61] that decompose reads into the set of all k-mers.

Error correction is based on the k-mer frequencies. Variants of these methods

are used as pre-processing stages in several assemblers, such as SOAPdenovo [62],

ALLPATHS-LG [63], SGA [64], and SPAdes [65, 66]. (ii) Suffix array/tree based

methods, such as SHREC [67], HSHREC [68] and HiTEC [38], are generalizations of

k-spectrum methods that support multiple k values. They build a suffix array/tree of

all read suffixes, and correct errors using the k-mer frequency weights associated with

the suffix tree nodes, whereas RACER [37] is based on the same concepts, without ex-

plicitly using a suffix array. Fiona [69] utilizes partial suffix trees along with statistical

methods. (iii) Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) based methods consider each read

r as reference and perform multiple alignment of reads that share at least one k-mer

with r. Coral [70] creates a consensus sequence after each alignment with r. DAG-

Con [71] uses a directed acyclic graph instead of a consensus sequence. ECHO [72]

computes consensus bases expectation maximization algorithm that by performing

pairwise alignment among reads sharing at least one k-mer. MuffinKmeans [73] groups

reads based on spectral clustering before applying MSA. (iv) Filtering methods, such

as Diginorm [74] exclude a substantial number of reads classified as erroneous based

on k-mer frequencies. (v) Hybrid methods, such as LoRDEC [75], Proovread [76],
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LSC [77] and PBcR [78] specifically target the correction of Pacific Biosciences reads,

which are very long and chimeric, using Illumina reads.

Most methods consider only substitution errors. Blue, Fiona, HECTOR, MuffinKmeans,

DAGCon, Coral, and HSHREC support insertion and deletion errors. The current

implementation of BLESS supports substitution errors only. Hybrid methods target

specifically Pacific Biosciences reads.

Our approach, Karect, supports all error types and belongs to the multiple se-

quence alignment category. Our approach is described in full details in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Suffix tree construction for very long strings

In this chapter, we present ERa, a disk-based suffix tree construction method which

utilizes parallel architectures and works efficiently with very long strings that are much

larger than the available memory. ERa outperforms existing disk-based methods.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 furnishes the preliminaries of suffix

trees. Section 3.2 introduces the serial version of ERa. Section 3.3 presents the

parallel versions. Section 3.4 discusses our experimental results. Finally, Section 3.5

concludes the chapter.

3.1 Background: Suffix tree

Let Σ denote an “alphabet” (i.e., set of symbols). An input string S of length n+ 1

is a sequence S = s0s1 · · · sn−1$, where si ∈ Σ, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and $ 6∈ Σ; $ is the end-

of-string symbol. A “prefix” of S is sequence s0 · · · si and a “suffix” of S, denoted by

Si, is si · · · $ (0 ≤ i ≤ n). In this chapter, we will consider prefixes of S and prefixes

of suffixes of S. To avoid confusion, we will refer to the latter by “S-prefixes”. The

unique terminal symbol $ ensures that no suffix Si is a proper S-prefix of any other

suffix Sj (i 6= j).

A “suffix tree” T is a trie that indexes all suffixes of S. In the rest of the chapter,

we will use the example string and corresponding tree of Figure 3.1; the alphabet

consists of four symbols {‘A’, ‘C’, ‘G’, ‘T’} which is typical in bioinformatics. The

main properties of the suffix tree are:
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• There exist exactly n+ 1 leaves with node labels from 0 to n. For any leaf vi, the

concatenation of the edge labels on the path from the root to vi spells out suffix

Si. For example v20 corresponds to S20 = “TGC$”.

• Each internal node other than the root, has at least two children and each edge is

labeled with a S-prefix of S. If, during construction, a node appears with only one

child, then the node and its child are merged and the edge labels are concatenated

(this explains edge labels with more than one symbol in the example).

• No two edges out of a node can have edge labels beginning with the same symbol.

Figure 3.1: Input string S, where Σ = {‘A’, ‘C’, ‘G’, ‘T’}, and corresponding suffix
tree T . For simplicity, TG (i.e., the sub-tree under “G”) is not shown

Table 3.1: Suffixes sharing the S-prefix “TG”. i refers to the offset of the suffix in
the string of Figure 3.1

i Si Suffix

0 S0 TG GTGGTGGTGCGGTGATGGTGC$
3 S3 TG GTGGTGCGGTGATGGTGC$
6 S6 TG GTGCGGTGATGGTGC$
9 S9 TG CGGTGATGGTGC$

14 S14 TG ATGGTGC$
17 S17 TG GTGC$
20 S20 TG C$
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The suffix tree can be divided into a set of sub-trees; Tp denotes the sub-tree that

indexes suffixes sharing a S-prefix p. In the example, T is divided into TA, TC, TG,

TTG, and T$. Table 3.1 shows all suffixes with S-prefix “TG”; these suffixes will be

indexed in TTG. The frequency fp of a S-prefix p is the number of suffixes in Tp. For

example, fTG = 7, whereas fA = 1. As we will see later, the frequency is proportional

to the amount of memory needed for the construction of the sub-tree. Given the

available memory, we can bound the maximum frequency of all p below a threshold

by using variable length S-prefixes [14]. For example, each of the S-prefixes in the set

{“A”, “C”, “TGA”, “TGC”, “TGGTGC”, “TGGTGGTG”} has frequency at most 2.

Note that, reducing the maximum frequency increases the number of sub-trees.

Storing S-prefixes in the edge labels requires O(n2) space for the tree. Typically,

a suffix tree edge stores only two integers representing the starting and the ending

index of the S-prefix in S. Using this representation space complexity drops to O(n).

The figures throughout the chapter show S-prefixes for clarity. Also, we sort the

edges that emanate from a node according to the lexicographical order of their labels.

Thus, a depth first search traversal will result in suffixes in lexicographical order.

3.2 Elastic Range (ERa)

Elastic Range (ERa) is a novel approach that divides the problem vertically and hor-

izontally (see Figure 3.2). Vertical partitioning splits the tree into sub-trees Tp1 . . . Tpn

that fit into the available memory using variable length S-prefixes similarly to [14,43].

ERa goes a step further by grouping together sub-trees to share the I/O cost of ac-

cessing the input string S. Horizontal partitioning is applied independently in each

sub-tree in a top-down fashion. The width of the horizontal partitions is adjusted

dynamically (hence the name elastic range) based on how many paths in the sub-tree

are still being processed. This allows ERa to use only a small part of the memory for

buffers, rendering the algorithm cache-friendly and minimizing the tiling overhead.
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Each group represents an independent unit; groups can be processed serially or in

parallel. The resulting sub-trees are assembled in the final suffix tree by a trie on the

top. The trie is constructed with the S-prefixes used for vertical partitioning and is

very small (e.g., the trie for the human genome is in the order of KB). The rest of

this section describes the serial version of ERa. The parallel versions are discussed

in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Problem decomposition in ERa

3.2.1 Vertical partitioning

Let p be a S-prefix and Tp be the sub-tree that corresponds to p. Recall from Sec-

tion 3.1 that fp is the number of suffixes with S-prefix p (see example in Table 3.1).

Each suffix corresponds to a leaf node in Tp and it is shown [43] that the num-

ber of internal nodes is equal to the number of leaves. The size in bytes of Tp is

2fp · sizeof (tree node). Let MTS be the size of the memory reserved for the sub-tree.

Tp can fit in the memory only if fp ≤ FM , where

FM =
MTS

2 · sizeof (tree node)
(3.1)

To partition T into sub-trees that fit in MTS, we employ the idea of variable
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length S-prefixes [14, 43]. The algorithm starts by creating a working set containing

one S-prefix for every symbol in the alphabet Σ. Then the entire input string S is

scanned to calculate the frequencies of each S-prefix in the working set. At the end of

this step, each S-prefix whose frequency is at most FM is removed from the working

set. The remaining S-prefixes are extended by one symbol and the process is repeated

until the working set is empty. In the example of Table 3.1, assume FM = 5. Since

fTG = 7, we extend “TG” by one symbol and get fTGA = 1, fTGC = 2 and fTGG = 4

that are all at most 5 and are removed from the working set; note that fTGT = 0

since there is no “TGT” substring in S. The worst case complexity is O(n2) time,

where n is the size of S. In practice, for typical values of MTS the algorithm runs in

O(n). The human genome, for instance, requires 5 to 6 iterations when MTS is 1 to

2GB.

However, the algorithm from [14] has a serious drawback: it generates unbalanced

sub-trees that waste a lot of memory. In the previous example, the available memory

can support frequencies up to FM = 5 but the frequencies of the resulting sub-trees are

much smaller. Each small sub-tree is processed independently and accesses S multiple

times; therefore there are a lot of redundant I/Os. Also, a parallel implementation

would waste resources because the CPUs that process the smaller sub-trees will be

idle for long time. To avoid these problems, we propose a grouping phase after the

initial partitioning.

We use a simple heuristic for grouping: The set of S-prefixes from the previous

phase are put in a linked list sorted in descending frequency order. The head of the

list (i.e., the S-prefix with the highest frequency) is added in a new group. Then,

the list is traversed and S-prefixes are added to the group as long as the sum of the

frequencies in the group is at most FM . The process is repeated until all S-prefixes

are processed (see Algorithm VerticalPartitioning). In the previous example,

this heuristic groups “TGG” and “TGA” together, whereas “TGC” is in a different
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group. “TGG” and “TGA” share a common S-prefix “TG” but this is a coincidence.

The algorithm works with all S-prefixes generated from S and may group together

two or more completely unrelated S-prefixes.

Algorithm: VerticalPartitioning

Input: String S, alphabet Σ, FM (see Equation 1)
Output: Set of V irtualTrees

1 V irtualTrees := ∅
2 P := ∅ // linked list of S-prefixes
3 P ′ := { for every symbol s ∈ Σ do generate a S-prefix pi = s }
4 repeat
5 scan input string S
6 count in S the appearances fpi of every S-prefix pi ∈ P ′
7 for every pi ∈ P ′ do
8 if 0 < fpi ≤ FM then add pi to P
9 else for every symbol s ∈ Σ do add pis to P ′

10 remove pi from P ′

11 until P ′ = ∅
12 sort P in descending fpi order
13 repeat
14 G := ∅ // group of S-prefixes in a virtual tree
15 add P.head to G and remove the item from P
16 curr := next item in P
17 while NOT end of P do
18 if fcurr + SUM gi∈G

(
fgi
)
≤ FM then

19 add curr to G and remove the item from P

20 curr := next item in P

21 add G to V irtualTrees

22 until P = ∅
23 return V irtualTrees

A group of S-prefixes defines a “virtual” sub-tree that is processed as a single

unit. When the input string S is read from the disk, it is used by the entire group,

therefore the I/O cost is amortized. Also, in a parallel environment, the utilization

of resources is much better. Obviously, when MTS is large, more sub-trees can be

grouped together and the gain is larger.
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3.2.2 Horizontal partitioning

During this step ERa constructs the suffix sub-tree Tp for a S-prefix p where Tp fits in

the available main memory budget (Section 3.2.1). We base our method on properties

of the suffix-tree (Proposition 1) that have not be exploited by previous approaches.

Initially, in Section 3.2.2.1, we devise Algorithm ComputeSuffixSubTree that

exploits these properties to optimize access to the input string S. Then, Section

3.2.2.2 further extends the idea to also optimize main memory access (Algorithm

SubTreePrepare).

3.2.2.1 Optimizing string access

To illustrate the key idea of our method, we will need the following notation. Let e be

an edge of Tp. We denote by (i) label(e) the label of e, (ii) parent(e) the unique parent

of e, and (iii) pathlabel(e) the concatenation of edge labels on the path from the root

to e. We consider nodes u1, u2 and u3 of the suffix-tree illustrated in Figure 3.1 and

make the following observations:

1. If an edge e connects to a leaf then pathlabel(e) appears only once in S. For

instance, edge e = (u1, 14) that connects to leaf 14 has pathlabel(e) = “TGA. . . $”

that appears only once in S.

2. If an edge e has a label of more than one symbols, say s1s2s3 · · · , then pathlabel(parent(e))·

s1 is always followed by s2 in S, pathlabel(parent(e)) · s1s2 is always followed by s3

in S and so on. For instance, for edge e = (u1, u3) having label “GTG”, “TGG” is

always followed by ‘T’ in S where “TG” = pathlabel(parent(e)).

3. If an edge e is branched into another edge e′ then pathlabel(e) · s, where s is

the first symbol of label(e′), appears (at least once) in S. For instance, edge

e = (u1, u2) is branched into edge e′ = (u2, 9) and “TGCG” appears in S, where

(i) “TGC” = pathlabel(e) and (ii) ‘G’ is the first symbol of label(e′).
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Interestingly, the above observations are general properties of the suffix-tree that

are captured formally by the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let S be a string and e an edge of its suffix-tree.

1. Edge e is connected to a leaf node iff pathlabel(e) appears only once in S.

2. If label(e) = s1 · · · sk, then substring pathlabel(parent(e)) · s1 · · · si−1 is always fol-

lowed by si in S (1 < i ≤ k).

3. Edge e is branched into edges e1, . . . , ej iff pathlabel(e) · si (1 ≤ i ≤ j) appears at

least once in S where s1, . . . , sj are distinct symbols formed by the first symbols of

label(e1), . . . , label(ej) respectively.

Contrary to previous suffix-tree construction approaches, Proposition 1 provides

us with a method to build the suffix sub-tree Tp of a S-prefix p level by level in a

breadth-first fashion. This is achieved using Algorithms ComputeSuffixSubTree

and BranchEdge. In more detail, Algorithm ComputeSuffixSubTree creates

an edge e′ labeled with p. Then, BranchEdge is executed; it computes set Y that

stores all symbols appearing after p in S. Following, the algorithm considers the 3

cases identified by Proposition 1. An example is shown below:

Algorithm: ComputeSuffixSubTree

Input: String S, S-prefix p
Output: The suffix sub-tree Tp(Nodes,Edges)

1 root := new Node(root)
2 u′ := new Node
3 e′ := new Edge(root, u′)
4 Label e′ with S-prefix p
5 BranchEdge(S, Tp(Nodes,Edges), e′)
6 return Tp(Nodes,Edges)

Example 1. Let us construct, using Algorithm ComputeSuffixSubTree, the suf-

fix sub-tree TTG of S-prefix “TG” for the string S presented in Figure 3.1. In each

step of the algorithm, we illustrate in Figure 3.3 the constructed suffix-tree.
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Algorithm: BranchEdge

Input: String S, suffix sub-tree Tp(Nodes,Edges), edge e(u1, u2)

1 Y is a set containing the symbols that follow pathlabel(e) in S

2 if pathlabel(e) appears once in S then // Leaf node
3 Label e with label(e) · · · $

4 else if |Y | = 1 then // Same symbol s1 after pathlabel(e) in S
5 Extend the label of e to include symbol s1

6 BranchEdge(S, Tp(Nodes,Edges), e)

7 else
8 for each si do
9 u′ := new Node

10 e′ := new Edge(u2, u
′)

11 Label e′ with si
12 BranchEdge(S, Tp(Nodes,Edges), e′)

Figure 3.3: Constructing the suffix sub-tree of “TG” (Example 1). Thin edges are
finalized while thick edges need further processing.

Initially, Algorithm ComputeSuffixSubTree creates an edge labeled with “TG”

and executes Algorithm BranchEdge (Figure 3.3(a)). Since Y = {‘A’, ‘C’, ‘G’}, Al-

gorithm BranchEdge branches the current edge into 3 new edges labeled with ‘A’,

‘C’ and ‘G’ (Figure 3.3(b)) and is recursively executed for these new edges. While

processing these edges, the algorithm determines that (i) the edge labeled with A

connects to a leaf with label 14 (i.e., the offset of S-prefix “TGA. . . $” in S), (ii)

the edge labeled with ‘C’ should be branched into two new edges labeled with ‘G’

and $ respectively and (iii) the edge labeled with ‘G’ should be extended to include

symbol ‘T’ (Figure 3.3(c)). Algorithm BranchEdge proceeds in a similar manner
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until sub-tree Tp is created.

The heart of the suffix sub-tree construction mechanism lies in Algorithm Branch-

Edge. For the clarity of presentation, this algorithm is illustrated in its simplest form

(i.e., recursive) and without any optimization. The most costly operation of Algo-

rithm BranchEdge is the construction of set Y since it requires a complete scan

of the input string S. Such a scan is required for every modified edge. For instance,

in Figure 3.3(b) BranchEdge scans S three times, one for each thick edge (labeled

with ‘A’, ‘C’ and ‘G’). Also, for each scan the algorithm reads and stores in Y only

one symbol after each occurrence of pathlabel(e) in S.

The actual implementation of BranchEdge is iterative (non recursive) and has

three major optimizations:

1. The cost of scanning S is amortized for all the edges of a level. For Figure 3.3(b),

a single scan of S is needed to process all thick edges ‘A’, ‘C’ and ‘G’.

2. For each scan of S, the algorithm reads a range of symbols. This means that Y

is now a set of strings (instead of a set of symbols). The exact size of the range

depends on the available main memory (see Section 3.2.4). In total, by reading l

symbols, we reduce the scans of S by a factor l.

3. The algorithm constructs the sub-tree Tp for a S-prefix p. If more sub-trees are

grouped in the same virtual tree (see Section 3.2.1), then each scan of S updates

the edges of all sub-trees in the virtual tree.

From this point onwards, we consider that the ComputeSuffixSubTree algorithm

uses the above described optimized version of BranchEdge.

3.2.2.2 Optimizing memory access

The experimental evaluation and profiling of the Algorithm ComputeSuffixSub-

Tree showed that a significant amount of time is spent on updating the constructed
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(in main memory) suffix sub-tree Tp. This is mainly due to the fact that the con-

struction process requires memory accesses that may not be sequential nor local. To

address this issue, we propose a novel two step approach formed by a preparation and

a construction step.

The preparation step is executed by Algorithm SubTreePrepare. It extends

the optimized version of BranchEdge and employs Proposition 1 to construct not

the sub-tree but a novel intermediate data structure. The construction step is per-

formed by Algorithm BuildSubTree that utilizes the data structure produced by

the preparation step to construct the suffix sub-tree in batch. By decoupling the

sub-tree construction from the preparation, we localize memory accesses and avoid

costly traversals of the partial sub-tree for each new node.

The crux of the proposed method is the intermediate data structure. It consists of

array L that stores the leaves and array B that stores branching information. More

precisely, array L stores the positions of the input S-prefix p in S, i.e., the leaves of

the sub-tree. The order of the leaves in L is such that the corresponding suffixes are

lexicographically sorted, i.e., SL[i] ≤ SL[i+1]. Array B is more involved and consists

of triplets of the form (c1, c2, offset) where c1 and c2 are symbols and offset is an

integer. Intuitively, B [i] describes the relation between the branch Bri−1 that leads

to L[i − 1] and the branch Bri that leads to L[i] (1 ≤ i). Specifically, offset is the

number of symbols in the common path of Bri−1 and Bri (this corresponds to the

size of the common longest S-prefix of SL[i−1] and SL[i]). Symbol c1 (respectively c2)

is the first symbol of the branch to L[i− 1] (respectively L[i]) after their separation.

For instance, using L and B we can represent TTG (Figure 3.1) as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

L 14 9 20 6 17 3 0

B (‘A’, ‘C’, 2) (‘G’, $, 3) (‘C’, ‘G’, 2) (‘G’, $, 6) (‘C’, ‘G’, 5) (‘C’, ‘G’, 8)

For example, (i) L[0] = 14 since the lexicographically smallest suffix is S14 (Table
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3.1), and (ii) B [5] = (‘C’, ‘G’, 5) since the branch leading to L[4] = 17 separates after

5 symbols (i.e., “TGGTG”) from the branch leading to L[5] = 3 and ‘C’, ‘G’ are the

first symbols after the separation (Figure 3.1).

To compute arrays L and B that correspond to the sub-tree Tp of a S-prefix p,

we employ Algorithm SubTreePrepare (recall that L stores the leaves and B the

branching information of Tp). The algorithm uses 4 auxiliary data structures of size

|L|, namely I , A, R and P . During the process the order of the elements in A, R, P

and L may change. Intuitively:

• Array R is the main memory buffer of the input string S. Specifically, R[i] stores

symbols required to construct the branch leading to leaf L[i].

• Array I is an index that holds information that restores the original order of leaves

in the string S. More precisely, the position of the ith leaf in S may be accessed us-

ing L
[
I [i−1]

]
. If I [i] = done then the corresponding branch is completed. In other

words, leaves L
[

I [0]
]
, . . . ,L

[
I [|L|−1]

]
appear in that order in S. Thus, to fill R, S

is sequentially read until the symbols pertaining to leaves L
[

I [0]
]
, . . . ,L

[
I [|L|−1]

]
are found and stored in R

[
I [0]

]
, . . . ,R

[
I [|L| − 1]

]
, respectively (Lines 10-12 of

SubTreePrepare). Overall, array I is of paramount importance since it allows

us to fill the buffers of R in a single sequential scan of S (and thus retain the

properties of Algorithm BranchEdge).

• Array A identifies the active areas of the process. Elements i and i + 1 belong to

the same active area if A[i] = A[i+ 1]. If A[i] = done then element i is completed.

• Array P stores the order of appearance in the string S of the leaves in L. If P [i] = x

then leaf L[i] corresponds to the x+ 1 appearance of S-prefix p in S. P is used in

Lines 21 and 23.

We will illustrate Algorithm SubTreePrepare using the following example.
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Algorithm: SubTreePrepare

Input: Input string S, S-prefix p
Output: Arrays L and B corresponding suffix sub-tree Tp

1 L contains the locations of S-prefix p in string S
2 B := ()
3 I := (0, 1, . . . , |L| − 1)
4 A := (0, 0, . . . , 0)
5 R := ()
6 P := (0, 1, . . . , |L| − 1)
7 start := |p| // Start after S-prefix p
8 while there exist an undefined B [i], 1 ≤ i ≤ |L| − 1 do
9 range := GetRangeOfSymbols // Elastic range

10 for i := 0 to |L| − 1 do
11 if I [i] 6= done then
12 R

[
I [i]

]
:= ReadRange(S,L

[
I [i]

]
+ start , range)

// ReadRange(S, a, b) reads b symbols of S starting at position a

13 for every active area AA do
14 Reorder the elements of R, P and L in AA so that R is lexicographically

sorted. In the process maintain the index I
15 If two or more elements {a1, . . . , at} ∈ AA, 2 ≤ t, exist such that

R[a1] = · · · = R[at] introduce for them a new active area

16 for all i such that B [i] is not defined, 1 ≤ i ≤ |L| − 1 do
17 cs is the common S-prefix of R[i− 1] and R[i]
18 if |cs| < range then
19 B [i] := (R[i− 1][|cs|],R[i][|cs|], start + |cs|)
20 if B [i− 1] is defined or i = 1 then
21 Mark I

[
P [i− 1]

]
and A[i− 1] as done

22 if B [i+ 1] is defined or i = |L| − 1 then
23 Mark I

[
P [i]

]
and A[i] as done // Last element of active area

24 start := start + range

25 return (L,B)

Example 2. We will construct arrays L and B of the suffix sub-tree TTG of S-prefix

“TG” for the string S presented in Figure 3.1. The algorithm starts by initializing all

necessary structures (I ,A,R,L and B). Then, the algorithm decides to read ranges

of 4 symbols1 from the input string S (range = 4) to fill the buffers of R (Lines 9-12).

The values of the variables up to this point are as follows:

1We will discuss how the range is determined in Section 3.2.4
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Trace 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R “GTGG” “GTGG” “GTGC” “CGGT” “ATGG” “GTGC” “C$”

P 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

L 0 3 6 9 14 17 20

For instance, if i = 3 the algorithm considers position I [3] = 3 and reads from S

symbols “CGGT” that correspond to the range = 4 symbols after position L
[

I [i]
]

+

start = 9 + 2 = 11.

Following (Lines 13-15), the algorithm considers all elements (since they belong

to the same active area marked with 0) and reorders R, P and L so that R is lexi-

cographically sorted, while maintaining array I . The algorithm continues executing

Lines 16-23 which compute array B . The results of this iteration are illustrated below:

Trace 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

I 5 6 3 done done 4 done

A done done done 1 1 2 2

R “ATGG” “CGGT” “C$” “GTGC” “GTGC” “GTGG” “GTGG”

P 4 3 6 2 5 0 1

L 14 9 20 6 17 0 3

B (‘A’, ‘C’, 2) (‘G’, $, 3) (‘C’, ‘G’, 2) (‘C’, ‘G’, 5)

Note that Lines 13-15 place at the fourth position (i = 3) leaf L[3] = 6 that corre-

sponds to the lexicographically fourth suffix of “TG” (i.e., S6). The fact that the
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current position (3) was moved from position 2 of the initial order is marked by

I [2] = 3. Also, Line 15 identifies two more active areas denoted by 1 and 2 in A.

Also note that, for i = 1, Lines 16-23 focus on R[0] = “ATGG” and R[1] =

“CGGT”, which do not have a common S-prefix (i.e, |cs| = 0). Thus, the algorithm

sets (i) B [1] = (R[0][0],R[i][0], 2+0) = (‘A’, ‘C’, 2) and (ii) I [P [0]] = I [4] = done and

A[0] = done. The equation in (i) illustrates that sub-tree branches after start + |cs| =

2 symbols (i.e., “TG”) and follows from Proposition 1, Case 3. The equations in (ii)

show that suffix SL[0] = “TGATGG. . . $”, that appears only once in S, does not need

any further processing (follows from Proposition 1, Case 1).

In each iteration, the construction of B involves sequential access of array R

and can be performed very efficiently by a single memory scan. The next (and

final) iteration of the while loop (Lines 8-24) considers only i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 5} for which

I [i] 6= done and fills only the appropriate elements of R (5, 6, 3, 4 respectively). After

the execution of Lines 13-23, the structures are update as follows:

Trace 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

I done done done done done done done

A done done done done done done done

R “GGTG” “$” “TGCG” “TGGT”

P 4 3 6 2 5 0 1

L 14 9 20 6 17 3 0

B (‘A’, ‘C’, 2) (‘G’, $, 3) (‘C’, ‘G’, 2) (‘G’, $, 6) (‘C’, ‘G’, 5) (‘C’, ‘G’, 8)

Note the reorder of the elements of R, P and L for i ∈ {5, 6} that correspond to the

lexicographical sorting of active area tagged with 2.

Summarizing, Algorithm SubTreePrepare retains the sequential access of the

input string S (using array I ) but also constructs I and B using sequential main
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memory access. Algorithm BuildSubTree takes these structures and builds the

corresponding suffix sub-tree using also sequential memory access.

Algorithm: BuildSubTree

Input: Arrays L and B
Output: The corresponding suffix sub-tree Tp

1 root := new Node(root)
2 u′ := new Node
3 e′ := new Edge(root, u′)
4 Label e′ with SL[0] // The suffix that corresponds L[0]

5 Label u′ with L[0] // First (lexicographically) leaf
6 Push e′ to Stack
7 depth := |label(e′)|
8 for i := 1 to |B | − 1 do
9 (c1, c2, offset) := B [i]

10 repeat
11 Pop an edge se(v1, v2) from the Stack depth := depth − |label(se)|
12 until depth ≤ offset
13 if depth = offset then
14 u := v1

15 else
16 Break edge se(v1, v2) into edges se1(v1, vt) and se1(vt, v2)
17 Label se1 with the first offset symbols of label(se)
18 Label se2 with the remaining symbols
19 u := vt
20 Push se1 to Stack
21 depth := depth + |label(se1)|
22 u′ := new Node
23 ne := new Edge(u, u′)
24 Label ne with SL[i] // The suffix that corresponds L[i]

25 Label u′ with L[i] // Next (lexicographically) leaf
26 Push ne to Stack
27 depth := depth + |label(ne)|
28 return Tp

Example 3. We continue Example 2. Algorithm BuildSubTree creates an edge

that links the root with the lexicographically first leaf L[0] = 14. This edge is labeled

with “TGAT. . . $”, which is the suffix that corresponds to L[0]. Also this edge is

pushed to the stack and variable depth is initialized to 10 (i.e., the size of the label).

All the above are illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). Then, the algorithm goes through the
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Figure 3.4: Trace of the BuildSubTree algorithm for the first four entries of Trace
3. The stack is depicted in gray next to each sub-tree

following iterations:

• The 1st iteration considers B [1] = (c1, c2, offset) = (‘A’, ‘C’, 2). Edge “TGAT. . . $”

is popped. Since offset = 2, this edge breaks into two edges labeled with “TG”

and “AT. . . $” (Lines 15-21). Moreover, a new edge is created that (i) links edge

“TG” and the second leaf L[1] = 9 and (ii) is labeled with “CG. . . $”. Also,

edges “TG” and “CG. . . $” are pushed to Stack and depth = |label(“TG”)| +

|label(“CG. . . $”)| = 2 + 13 = 15. This iteration is depicted in Figure 3.4(b).

• The 2nd iteration considers B [2] = (‘G’, $, 3) and proceeds in a similar manner. It

is depicted in Figure 3.4(c).

The remaining iterations are similar and are omitted.

3.2.3 Complexity analysis

Let S be the input string, n = |S| be its length, LP be the longest path label in the

suffix tree of S and L be the largest list that stores the offset of each occurrence of

a S-prefix p. In the worst case, |LP | = O(n) and |L| = O(n). To see this, consider

S = “aaaa$” for which n = 4, |LP | = 3 (since S-prefix “aaa” appears at positions 0

and 1) and |L| = 4 (since S-prefix “a” appears 4 times).
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Algorithm SubTreePrepare in each iteration of the while loop (Lines 8-24)

retrieves range symbols for each entry of L and sorts them lexicographically. Thus,

each iteration takes |L| log |L| time. Moreover, each iteration is performed |LP |
range

times.

Therefore, the overall worst case complexity of SubTreePrepare is |L|·log |L|· |LP |
range

which is O(n2 log n) time. Algorithm BuildSubTree generates one leaf node for

each entry of L. To this end, it accesses the stack up to |LP | times. Therefore, its

worst case complexity is |L| · |LP | which is O(n2).

However, in practice and in all application scenarios L � n and |LP | � n hold.

In fact it is reasonable to expect that L and |LP | are orders of magnitude smaller

than n. Thus, the overall expected complexity bound of ERa is much better than

the worst case bound. This is also verified by the experimental evaluation, which

demonstrated that ERa scales almost linearly to n.

3.2.4 Memory allocation and disk access

Efficient allocation of the available memory is critical because, if more memory is

available for the sub-tree, vertical partitioning will generate fewer virtual trees, hence

the I/O cost will be lower. Let MTS be the maximum tree size and fp = |L| be the

frequency of the sub-tree Tp of S-prefix p. Recall from Section 3.2.1 that |L| ≤ FM .

ERa divides the available memory into three parts (see Figure 3.5):

1. Retrieved data area: It contains the input buffer BS and the array R of next

symbols. It also contains a small area (less than 1MB) for the trie that connects

sub-trees.

2. Processing area: It contains data structures that are used during construction.

These include arrays I , L, P , A and B . The size of all of these arrays is of factor

|L|. L together with B consume almost 40% of the available memory.

3. Suffix tree area: Its size (i.e., MTS) is roughly 60% of the total available memory.
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The size of BS is relatively small and should be a multiple of the block size of

the underlying I/O subsystem; in our environment 1MB was adequate. The size of

R affects the range of symbols to be fetched in each scan (Line 5, Algorithm Sub-

TreePrepare). A large R minimizes the number of string scans while a small R

avoids unnecessary reads and frequent cache misses. These occur when algorithm

reads range symbols from S but only few of them are needed to determine that it

corresponds to a leaf and does not need further processing. The proper size of R

mainly depends on the alphabet size, which determines the branching factor of the

tree. Intuitively, to build suffix trees with a larger branching factor, we require more

concurrent active areas and thus a larger size of R. In our experiments, we found that

a good size for small alphabets (e.g, DNA data) is 32MB whereas for large alphabets

(e.g., Protein data) it should be 256MB (Figure 3.7).

Observe that the processing and the suffix tree areas in Figure 3.5 overlap. Sub-

TreePrepare uses part of the suffix tree area to store arrays I , A and P . Recall

that the sub-tree is constructed in batch by Algorithm BuildSubTree which only

needs arrays L and B ; therefore, I , A and P can be safely overwritten.

Figure 3.5: Allocation of the available memory. Processing and sub-tree areas overlap.

ERa implements dynamic memory management to reduce significantly the I/O

cost. Recall that Algorithm SubTreePrepare scans the string |LP |
range

times. While
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the size of R is constant, the number of active areas in L are reduced after each

iteration if new leaves are discovered; inactive areas do not need space in R. Let

|L′| ≤ |L| be the number of L entries that belong to active areas at the current

iteration. Line 9 in SubTreePrepare calculates the range of next symbols to

prefetch as range = |R|
|L′| . In practice, after a few scans of S a lot of areas become

inactive and range becomes large, leading to a dramatic improvement in I/O cost.

The gain becomes more significant as the size of the input increases. Our experiments

revealed that, for very long strings, the performance of the algorithm is doubled.

ERa also optimizes the disk access pattern. Previous methods (e.g., WaveFront)

at each scan read the entire string in sequential order. The intuition is that (i)

sequential order avoids the seek time, therefore it is roughly an order of magnitude

faster than random I/Os in modern disks; and (ii) since the probability of finding

at least one required symbol within each disk block is high, only a few blocks will

be unnecessarily fetched if the entire S is read. While (ii) is true for the initial

iterations of ERa, we observed that, as more leaves are discovered and areas become

inactive, the probability of fetching a block that does not contain any required symbol

increases significantly. For this reason, we implemented a simple heuristic: If a block

(or a continuous range of blocks) is not expected to contain any necessary symbol,

we skip these blocks by performing a random seek. Whether next block(s) contain

at least one necessary symbol can be determined by the information in I and range.

Note that, even though a random seek is performed, the seek time is expected to be

very small because the next block is physically very close to the current disk head

position. The experiments show a gain of up to 10%.

3.3 Parallel construction

Indexing very long strings can use parallel computing resources and aggregated CPU

power to achieve better performance. Most existing suffix tree construction algorithms
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(including the recent B2ST) are not easily parallelizable because each thread processes

a small portion of the string S and there is a costly phase that merges thread results.

To the best of our knowledge, the most successful parallel construction algorithm is

PWaveFront [15].

Horizontal partitioning of ERa is easily parallelizable because each process is

independent and there is no merging phase (Section 3.2.2.2). We developed two par-

allel versions of ERa: one for shared-memory and shared-disk systems (e.g., typical

multicore desktops) and a second one for shared-nothing architectures (e.g., com-

puter clusters or cloud computing infrastructure). We did not parallelize the vertical

partitioning phase since its cost is low.

3.3.1 Shared-memory and shared-disk

This category contains multicore systems where cores share the main system’s RAM

and disk. A master thread at one of the cores generates groups of variable length

prefixes and divides these groups equally among the available cores including itself.

The main advantage of this architecture is that the input string is available to all cores.

A significant drawback is the bottleneck at the memory bus and I/O subsystem when

multiple cores attempt to access the string. Therefore, scalability is expected to be

limited.

3.3.2 Shared-nothing architecture

In this architecture, each node has its own disk and memory; thus the aggregated

I/O and memory bandwidth scale with the number of nodes. Again, a master node

generates groups of variable length prefixes and divides them equally among the avail-

able nodes including itself. Since each node works independently, this architecture

has the potential to scale-up very well. Note, however, that during initialization the

input string should be transmitted to each node; this is the main drawback of this
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architecture. We expect that the problem can be minimized by using an appropriate

parallel file system.

3.4 Experimental evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation for the serial and parallel versions

of ERa. We compare our work against the two existing “out-of-core” approaches,

B2ST and WaveFront, and a “semi-disk-based” approach: Trellis. For B2ST [13]

and Trellis [12], we downloaded the serial implementation from the authors’ sites.

There is no parallel version and the existing implementations support only strings

with 4 symbols. WaveFront was not available, so we implemented our own serial

version following [14] and a parallel version following PWaveFront [15].

We used large real datasets: (i) The Human Genome2 with size roughly 2.6GBps3

and alphabet of 4 symbols; (ii) DNA4, containing 4GBps from an alphabet of 4

symbols, which is the concatenation of horse, zebra-fish and human DNA sequences;

(iii) the Protein5 dataset containing 4GBps from an alphabet of 20 symbols, and (iv)

the English text from Wikipedia6 containing 5G characters from an alphabet of 26

symbols.

3.4.1 Serial version

All serial methods were implemented in C, except Trellis that was implemented in

C++, and compiled with gcc version 4.4.1 in Linux. The experiments were executed

on a machine with two quad-core Intel CPUs at 2.67GHz and 24GB RAM. As the

main focus is on “out-of-core” approaches, our experiments used a ratio of memory

budget to input string size that is up to 1:5. We limited the available memory using

2http://webhome.cs.uvic.ca/~thomo/HG18.fasta.tar.gz
3GBps: Giga Base pairs - equivalent to 109 symbols
4http://www.ensembl.org/info/data/ftp/index.html
5http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/?query=&format=*
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database_download

http://webhome.cs.uvic.ca/~thomo/HG18.fasta.tar.gz
http://www.ensembl.org/info/data/ftp/index.html
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/?query=&format=*
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database_download
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ulimit -v, and turned off the virtual memory (swapoff -a).

3.4.1.1 Horizontal partitioning

In this experiment, we compare the two horizontal partitioning methods proposed

in Section 3.2.2 for ERa. The 1st approach (ERa-str) uses Algorithms Compute-

SuffixSubTree and BranchEdge that tune string access (Section 3.2.2.1), while

the 2nd approach (ERa-str+mem) uses Algorithms SubTreePrepare and Build-

SubTree that tune string and memory access (Section 3.2.2.2). We varied the size

of the input string from 256MBps to 2048MBps (DNA dataset) while setting the

memory size to 512MB, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). Moreover, Figure 3.6(b) compares

the construction time for a 2GBps DNA sequence with memory size varying from 0.5

to 4GB. These experiments demonstrate that ERa-str+mem (Section 3.2.2.2) offers

significant improvements.
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Figure 3.6: Serial execution time of horizontal partitioning methods; DNA dataset.
(a) 512MB RAM; (b) |S|=2GBps

3.4.1.2 ERa tuning

Here we tune the size of R (i.e., read-ahead buffer for next symbols) that significantly

affects the performance of ERa (see also Section 3.2.4). Larger R means less scans
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Figure 3.7: Tuning the size of R: 32MB for DNA (|Σ| = 4); 256MB for Protein
(|Σ| = 20)

of the string while smaller R avoids unnecessary reads. Since the size of R depends

on the size of the alphabet, we seek the proper size of R for a small alphabet (DNA

dataset of 4 symbols) and a large alphabet (Protein dataset of 20 symbols). To

this end, we fix the memory to 1GB and generate inputs with 2.5 to 4GBps from the

prefixes of DNA and Protein datasets. Figure 3.7(a) shows that 32MB is a good value

for the DNA dataset, whereas Figure 3.7(b) shows that 256MB is appropriate for the

Protein dataset, which has larger alphabet. The results for English were similar to

Protein, since both datasets need 5 bits to encode each symbol; therefore, we used

|R|=256MB for English, too.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the following experiments use the disk seek optimiza-

tion, described in Section 4.4. This optimization improved the performance of the

serial version by roughly 10% (see Section 3.4.2.1 for more details).

3.4.1.3 Vertical partitioning

Recall from Section 3.2.1 that vertical partitioning in ERa extends WaveFront by

grouping the sub-trees into virtual trees to amortize the I/O cost. Figure 3.8(a)

compares the effect of using the virtual trees versus no tree grouping, for the DNA

dataset and 1GB RAM. Virtual trees achieve at least 23% better overall performance.
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Figure 3.8: Effect of virtual trees and elastic range. DNA dataset; 1GB RAM; serial
execution

3.4.1.4 Elastic range

The next experiment shows the effect of the elastic range approach. Recall from

Section 3.2.4 that as more areas become inactive, ERa uses the space that becomes

available in R (whose size is constant) to prefetch more symbols for the active areas.

Figure 3.8(b) compares the performance of elastic range against two alternatives that

use static ranges of 16 and 32 prefetched symbols; elastic range is 46% to 240% faster

and the gain increases for very long strings. Note that using a larger static range is

not a good alternative to the elastic range. For example, 32 symbols is 22% faster

than 16 symbols for string size equal to 4GBps, but it is 13% slower than 16 symbols

for |S| = 1.5GBps.

3.4.1.5 Comparison against WaveFront, B2ST and Trellis

The following experiments compare ERa against WaveFront and B2ST. We have

allotted to all algorithms the same amount of memory. B2ST allocates the memory

to the input and output buffers and the intermediate data, such as suffix arrays. For

WaveFront, the best setting according to [14] divides the memory equally between

the processing space, the input buffers and the sub-tree. In contrast, ERa first
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allocates memory for R (according to Figure 3.7), 1MB for the input buffer and 3MB

for the trie index. 60% of the remaining memory is allocated to the sub-tree and

the rest is used for processing space (i.e., arrays B and L). A, P and I are located

temporally in the area of the sub-tree, as discussed in Section 3.2.4. Because of the

better allocation, ERa can construct larger sub-trees than WaveFront using the same

amount of memory.

Figure 3.9(a) compares the construction time for the Human Genome dataset with

memory size ranging from 0.5 to 16GB. ERa is consistently twice as fast compared to

the best competitor, where string size is larger than the memory budget (out-of-core

construction). It is worth noting that, while WaveFront is slightly faster than B2ST

for large memory size, it is dramatically slower when the memory is limited. Note

that, the available implementation of B2ST does not support large memory; this is

why B2ST plot stops at 2GB.

We also compared the performance of ERa against the performance of WaveFront

and Trellis using large memory budget. Note that Trellis needs to accomodate

the entire input string in memory. Since the human genome cannot fit in 2GB mem-

ory, the plots for Trellis start at 4GB. Recall that both ERa and WaveFront access

the string sequentially from disk during construction. As shown in Figure 3.9(a), both

ERa and WaveFront outperform Trellis. Although Trellis does not pay the I/O

cost of accessing the string, it has to access in random fashion the large sub-trees

(total size is roughly 26 times larger than the input string) from the disk during the

merging phase. Our results agree with those from [13,14].

Furthermore, we varied the size of the input string from 2.5 to 4GBPs (DNA

dataset) while setting the memory size to 1GB. The total execution time is shown in

Figure 3.9(b). ERa is at least twice as fast as its competitors. The performance gap

from WaveFront is increasing for longer strings.

Finally, we evaluated the performance of ERa and WaveFront for different alpha-
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Figure 3.9: Serial execution time versus (a) available memory and (b) string size
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Figure 3.10: Serial execution time of (a) ERa and (b) WaveFront versus variant
alphabets; 1GB RAM

bet sizes. Figure 3.10 shows the results of both methods for DNA (|Σ| = 4), Protein

(|Σ| = 20), and English (|Σ| = 26) datasets. For ERa, since DNA has only 4 sym-

bols, each symbol is encoded in 2 bits, in contrast to Protein and English that need

5 bits per symbol. Therefore, a larger part of the DNA string can fit in the memory.

Also fewer symbols mean smaller branch factor, therefore less CPU cost. For these

reasons using ERa, the processing of DNA is around 20% times faster than Protein

and English. Moreover, the longest sequence that is repeated in the English dataset

is shorter than the longest repeated sequence in the Protein dataset. The longest

repeated sequence affects the depth of the tree. Therefore, ERa indexes the English

dataset faster than the Protein.
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WaveFront inserts the suffixes (leaf nodes) ordered as they appear in the string

from left to right. Since the leaves of the suffix tree are sorted lexicographically,

nodes that are logically connected, are not physically nearby in the suffix tree built

by WaveFront. The more symbols, the larger the branch factor, which leads to more

random memory accesses. Consequently, WaveFront spends a lot of time navigating

the tree in order to insert a new leaf node. In contrast, since ERa sorts first the

leaves lexicographically, it is not affected significantly by the branch factor.

3.4.2 Parallel Version

We developed parallel versions of ERa and WaveFront using MPI7. For WaveFront

we followed [15]. There is no existing parallel version of B2ST. Moreover, such an

implementation would probably be inefficient because of the costly merging phase at

the end of the construction. We focus on two architectures: (i) shared-memory and

shared-disk, which represents the modern multi-core desktop systems; and (ii) shared-

nothing architecture, such as computer clusters or cloud computing environments.

We use two metrics common to high performance computing: (i) Strong scalability

(also known as speed-up): shows the performance for constant input size and increas-

ing number of processors; and (ii) Weak scalability (also known as scale-up): shows

the performance when the ratio of the input size to the number of processors remains

constant (e.g., when the length of the string doubles, the number of processors also

doubles).

3.4.2.1 Shared-memory and shared-disk architecture

The scalability of the shared-memory and shared-disk architecture suffers from the

interference at the memory bus and the I/O system. Here, we investigate this in-

terference. We used the same machine as the previous section (i.e., Linux with two

7http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi
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quad-core Intel CPUs at 2.67GHz and 24GB RAM), but we employed 1 to 8 cores and

used 16GB RAM. The memory is divided equally among cores (1 core with 16GB, or

2 cores with 8GB RAM each, etc.).

For the next experiment we turn off the disk seek optimization (Section 3.2.4);

the reason will become evident in the next paragraph. Figure 3.11(a) illustrates the

execution time of ERa-No Seek and WaveFront for the Human Genome (i.e., strong

scalability) with 16GB RAM. With 4 cores ERa-No Seek indexes the entire Human

Genome in 19 minutes. ERa-No Seek scales well up to 4 cores (4GB RAM per

core). In fact ERa is at least 1.5 times faster than WaveFront for up to 4 cores.

However, ERa does not scale well to 8 cores. We believe the reason is that each

of the 8 cores accesses only 2GB RAM, meaning that a smaller part of the tree is

processed in one iteration. Therefore, each core requests data more frequently, leading

to bottlenecks due to interference. In contrast, we believe WaveFront scales better to

8 cores (although in absolute time is still worse than ERa), because the CPU cost

of the algorithm is higher. Therefore, it requests less frequently data from the disk,

causing less interference.
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Figure 3.11: Shared-memory, shared-disk; strong scalability; 16GB RAM divided
equally among cores

To confirm our justification we run the same experiment with the larger DNA

dataset (i.e., 4GBps). Now each core has more workload. Figure 3.11(b) illustrates
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that ERa-No Seek scales better to 8 cores. The same graph also shows the perfor-

mance of ERa with the disk seek optimization turned on. With few cores, ERa-With

Seek performs better, because it skips the parts of the input string that do not contain

relevant input (see Section 3.2.4). For 8 cores, however, ERa-No Seek becomes bet-

ter. This is due to the fact that each of the 8 cores work asynchronously on different

parts of the string. The disk seek optimization is applied independently by each core

and causes the disk head to swing back and forth, creating significant delays.

3.4.2.2 Shared-nothing architecture

For the shared-nothing architecture experiments, we used a Linux cluster consisting

of 16 machines connected through a switch, each with one dual-core Intel CPU at

3.33GHz and 8GB RAM. In each machine we used only one core and limited the

memory to 1GB; therefore, if all 16 nodes are used, the total memory is 16GB. Note

that the results in this paragraph are not comparable with those in the Share-memory

and disk paragraph for two reasons: (i) the cluster machines have faster individual

CPUs and (ii) the total memory of the cluster varies from 1GB to 16GB depending

on the number of machines used, whereas in the previous section the memory was

fixed to 16GB irrespectively of the number of cores.

Table 3.2 shows the strong scalability results for the Human Genome. ERa is 3

times faster than WaveFront. Also the speed-up (refer to column titled ERa speedup)

is very close to the theoretical optimal (i.e., 1.0), indicating very good load balanc-

ing. Note that all, but the last, columns in the table show only the time for tree

construction. In the measurements, we have not included: (i) The time for the initial

transfer of the input string to all nodes (roughly 2.3min). The bottleneck of string

transfer is the slow switch; the performance can be improved with better network

equipment that supports broadcast. (ii) The vertical partitioning phase that takes

around 1.6min since that phase has not been parallelized. The last column (titled
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ERa-all) shows the speedup considering these overheads; the speed-up is still very

good, although not as close to the optimal. If everything is added, ERa indexes

the entire Human Genome in roughly 11.3 minutes on a cluster with 16 commodity

machines.

Table 3.2: Shared-nothing; strong scalability; human genome; 1GB RAM per CPU.
The last column shows the speedup for the entire process. The other columns exclude
the string transfer (2.3min) and the vertical partitioning phase (1.6min)

CPU WaveFront ERa Gain ERa ERa all
(min) (min) speedup speedup

1 285.2 93.4 305% − −
2 142.2 46.4 306% 1 0.94
4 71.2 23.4 304% 0.99 0.87
8 36.2 12.4 292% 0.94 0.73
16 19.2 7.4 259% 0.78 0.53

Since more memory was available in our machines, we run an experiment using

4GB per node. ERa indexed the Human Genome in 8.3 minutes. To the best of our

knowledge in absolute time this is the fastest measurement reported so far. Note that

we achieved this speed on a cluster whose total cost is roughly US$ 20,000 (February,

2011), low enough to be within the reach of many individuals.

The last experiment investigates the weak scalability (recall that in weak scalabil-

ity the ratio between the size of the input S and the number of nodes is constant). We

used the DNA dataset and varied the size from 256MBps for 1 node to 4096MBps for

16 nodes, with 1GB memory per node. According to the definition of weak scalability,

in the optimal case the construction time should remain constant. In our case, since

the size of S increases proportionally to the number of nodes, the number of sub-trees

to be constructed by each node is indeed constant. However, the average construction

time of each sub-tree increases proportionally to |S|, because each node still needs

to scan S the same number of times. Therefore, optimal weak scalability cannot be

achieved. Figure 3.12 illustrates that the construction time indeed increases linearly
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to the number of processors for ERa and WaveFront (note that the overheads for the

string transfer is excluded). However, the rate of increase of ERa is much smaller

than that of WaveFront. Therefore, as the string size increases, the performance gap

widens; for example, when the string size is 4096MBps, ERa is 2.5 times faster than

WaveFront. This is an important advantage of ERa, since in practice strings are

expected to be very long.
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Figure 3.12: Shared-nothing; weak scalability; DNA dataset; size varies from
256MBps to 4096MBps

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a disk-based suffix tree construction method, called

Elastic Range (ERa), which works efficiently with very long strings that are much

larger than the available memory. ERa partitions the tree construction process hor-

izontally and vertically and minimizes I/Os by dynamically adjusting the horizontal

partitions independently for each vertical partition, based on the evolving shape of

the tree and the available memory. Where appropriate, ERa also groups vertical

partitions together to amortize the I/O cost. We developed a serial version; a parallel

version for shared-memory and shared-disk multi-core systems; and a parallel version

for shared-nothing architectures. ERa indexes the entire human genome in 19 min-

utes on an ordinary desktop computer. For comparison, the fastest existing method

needs 15 minutes using 1024 CPUs on an IBM BlueGene supercomputer.
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Chapter 4

Improved suffix blocking for record linkage and entity

resolution

In this chapter, we present a memory-based and disk-based variants of a novel suffix-

based blocking method that outperforms existing methods. This chapter is organized

as follows. Section 4.1 considers record linkage and introduces an improved block-

ing method for this task. In Section 4.2, we present a novel blocking method for

incremental record linkage. Section 4.3 introduces two novel blocking methods for

incremental entity resolution. In Section 4.4, we present our experimental analysis.

Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Record linkage

Record linkage on a dataset D can be trivially done by a comparison method that

extensively compares all record pairs of the dataset D. This method requires O(|D|2)

comparisons. Thus, if the dataset D is large this method is prohibitively expensive;

even for datasets of hundred thousand records, it might require months to complete.

To address this efficiency issue, “blocking methods” for record linkage were intro-

duced [19, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33]. These methods are performed in two stages, namely a

blocking and a comparison stage. The crux of such methods, is the “blocking stage”,

that applies a fast heuristic method to exclude pairs of records that are not believed

to be linked. The remaining pairs are forwarded to the “comparison stage”, that just

verifies (typically using a similarity function) whether the corresponding records are
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ID Name Address

r1 jim mat ny usa
r2 vic mat ny usa
r3 mat jim ny usa
r4 jim mat wa usa
r5 jim vic ny usa

(a) A dataset D

Record suffix Record ID LCP

1 jim mat ny usa r1 0
2 jim mat wa usa r4 2
3 jim ny usa r3 1
4 jim vic ny usa r5 1
5 mat jim ny usa r3 0
6 mat ny usa r1 1
7 mat ny usa r2 3
8 mat wa usa r4 1
9 ny usa r1 0

10 ny usa r5 2
11 ny usa r3 2
12 ny usa r2 2
13 usa r1 0
14 usa r4 1
15 usa r5 1
16 usa r3 1
17 usa r2 1
18 vic mat ny usa r2 0
19 vic ny usa r5 1
20 wa usa r4 0

(b) The sorted suffixes SortSuf and array LCP correspond-
ing to D

Figure 4.1: Example of a dataset and suffix-based blocking structures

linked or not. The reduction achieved by the blocking stage may result in a significant

performance improvement, but, it may also reduce accuracy since the heuristic may

falsely exclude valid linked pairs.

One of the most prominent type of blocking method is based on suffixes [2, 34].

In more detail, “suffix-based blocking” methods construct and sort the suffixes of all

records in the dataset [32, 33]. Consider for example the dataset D of Figure 4.1(a);

the sorted suffixes of the records of the dataset, denoted by SortSuf (D), are illus-

trated in Figure 4.1(b). SortSuf (D) is typically coupled with a helper array named

LCP . LCP [i] is the number of subsequent starting common words between the suf-

fixes SortSuf [i] and SortSuf [i − 1] (by definition LCP [1] = 0). In Figure 4.1(b), we

have LCP [2] = 2 since the suffixes SortSuf [1] and SortSuf [2] share a subsequence
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of 2 starting common words “jim mat”. Similarly, LCP [19] = 1 since the suffixes

SortSuf [18] and SortSuf [19] share only the starting common word “vic”. Recent

suffix-based blocking methods, identify sets of records that correspond to blocks of

suffixes in SortSuf (D) and use these sets to create the pairs that are forwarded to the

comparison stage. The blocks of suffixes are identified based on two parameters [32].

The first one, denoted by minLCP , determines the minimum number of subsequent

starting common words between the suffixes of a block. Sets of records that corre-

spond to blocks of suffixes in SortSuf (D) having minLCP or more subsequent starting

common words are saved for further processing; blocks having less are discarded.

The second parameter, denoted by maxAPP , sets the maximum allowed number of

appearances of the common subsequences in the entire dataset. Sets of records that

correspond to blocks of suffixes in SortSuf (D) that their subsequent common words

appear maxAPP or less times in the entire dataset are saved for further processing;

blocks with more are discarded. For each such set of records B, suffix-based blocking

methods forward to the comparison stage the pairs of records that can be formed

by the records of B. For example, consider Figure 4.1. Setting maxAPP = 3 and

minLCP = 2 renders a suffix-based blocking method to result in two blocks of suffixes

of Figure 4.1(b): the block [1, 2] that shares “jim mat” and the block [6, 7] that shares

“mat ny”; these blocks correspond to records {r1, r4} and {r1, r2} respectively (see

also Figure 4.1(b)).

In this chapter, we consider suffix-based blocking methods for record linkage.

In fact, we focus on the blocking stage of such methods and particularly on the

identification of the sets of records that correspond to suffix blocks that satisfy minLCP

and maxAPP constraints and, thus, deserve further processing. This is the most

expensive part of these methods and, thus, the one that deserves to be optimized.

After these sets of records are identified, producing the pairs to be compared and

performing the comparison stage is trivial.
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The SAB suffix-blocking method for record linkage [32], to enforce minLCP and

maxAPP constraints, considers every suffix with size greater or equal to minLCP . For

each such suffix s , SAB considers the first minLCP words of s and locates the largest

block B in the array of sorted suffixes that start with these words. If the size of block

B is less than maxAPP , the set of records that correspond to B is saved for further

processing and SAB considers the following suffix. Otherwise, SAB progressively

increases the working number of words (to minLCP + 1, minLCP + 2, etc.) and pro-

ceeds similarly. To present a concrete example, consider Figure 4.1(b) and parameters

minLCP = 1 and maxAPP = 3. Since minLCP = 1, SAB considers all suffixes of D

(illustrated in Figure 4.1(b)). Thus, SAB first considers suffix s = “jim mat ny usa”

and searches for the block B starting with “jim” which is formed by the first 4 rows

of Figure 4.1(b). Since the size of B exceeds maxAPP , SAB searches for a new block

starting with “jim mat” which is formed by the first 2 rows of Figure 4.1(b). Now,

since the block size is smaller than maxAPP = 3, SAB saves the records that cor-

respond to this block (i.e., r1 and r4) for further processing and moves to the next

suffix.

For each considered suffix s , SAB [32] searches the array of sorted suffixes O(|s|)

times. In this section, we will develop a method that, for each suffix, performs “only

one” search. Our approach, illustrated by Algorithm SuffBlock, uses a sliding

window of increasing size. Using this window, we are able to apply both minLCP and

maxAPP parameters simultaneously without missing eligible candidates. The process

is achieved very efficiently without unnecessary checks. Algorithm SuffBlock uses

a working and a saved window denoted by w and wS respectively. The length of the

longest common subsequence of all suffixes in the working window w is maintained

in the curLCP variable. The working window w is progressively extended provided

that the minLCP and maxAPP constraints are not violated. Moreover, w is saved to

the stored window wS if during the extension curLCP is decreased. The output of
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Algorithm: SuffBlock

Input: The sorted suffixes SortSuf and array LCP of a dataset D
Output: The set Saved of sets of records that require further processing
Parameters: maxAPP and minLCP

Local variables: i, curLCP , w, wS

1 Let Saved = ∅, i = 1, LCP [ |LCP |+ 1 ] = 0
2 while i ≤ |LCP | do
3 Let w = [w−, w+] be the working window; initially w− = w+ = i
4 Let wS = [wS

−,wS
+] be the saved window; initially wS = w

5 curLCP = LCP [i+ 1]
6 while minLCP ≤ curLCP , |w| ≤ maxAPP and LCP [w−] < curLCP do
7 if LCP [w+ + 1] < curLCP then
8 wS = w
9 curLCP = LCP [w+ + 1]

10 w+ = w+ + 1 // Extend window w

11 if |wS | > 1 then
12 Add to Saved the set that contains all records corresponding to the window

wS

13 i = wS
+ + 1

14 return Saved

the algorithm Saved consists of a set of sets; each set contains candidate records that

deserve further processing.

In more details, Algorithm SuffBlock proceeds as follows. Line 1 initializes

variables. Then, it performs a “while” loop (Lines 2–13) that scans array LCP

of the dataset D. Starting at the current position i, SuffBlock initializes the

working windows w and the saved window wS and sets curLCP = LCP [i + 1] (Lines

3-4). Following, as long as the minLCP and maxAPP constraints are not violated (i.e.,

minLCP ≤ curLCP , |w| ≤ maxAPP and LCP [w−] < curLCP), the algorithm extends w

(Line 10). If during this extension, the value of LCP array is decreased (Line 7) the

current window w is saved to wS (Line 8). Then, Line 12 adds to the output Saved

the set that contains all records corresponding to the saved window wS (provided that

there are more than one). Finally, SuffBlock continues just after the end of the

saved window (Line 13) and repeats Lines 2–13.
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r1 jim mat ny usa
r4 jim mat wa usa

r1 jim mat ny usa
r2 vic mat ny usa

(a) maxAPP = 3 and minLCP = 2

r1 jim mat ny usa
r4 jim mat wa usa

r1 jim mat ny usa
r2 vic mat ny usa

r2 vic mat ny usa
r5 jim vic ny usa

(b) maxAPP = 3 and minLCP = 1

Figure 4.2: Output of SuffBlock with input dataset D of Figure 4.1(a) on different
parameter values (Example 4)

Example 4. Let us execute Algorithm SuffBlock with input the sorted suffixes

SortSuf and array LCP (Figure 4.1(b)) that correspond to the dataset D of Fig-

ure 4.1(a) and parameters maxAPP = 3 and minLCP = 2. After initializations, the

algorithm enters the outer “while” loop (Line 2) and sets w = wS = [1, 1] and

curLCP = 2. At the first iteration of the inner “while” loop (Line 6), w is extended

to w = [1, 2]. At the second iteration, we have wS = [1, 2], curLCP = 1 and w = [1, 3].

Following, SuffBlock at Line 12 adds to the output the set containing records r1

and r4 corresponding to wS = [1, 2] for further processing, sets i = 3 and moves to Line

2. In a similar manner, SuffBlock processes the remaining records of D, and also

adds to the output the set containing records r1 and r2 corresponding to wS = [6, 7].

The final result is illustrated in Figure 4.2(a). Note that SuffBlock, considers for

further processing records r1 and r4 sharing “jim mat” while it does not consider

records r1 and r2 that share the much frequent “ny usa”. Setting minLCP = 1 renders

SuffBlock to return an additional set that contains records r2 and r5 corresponding

to wS = [18, 19]. The final result is illustrated in Figure 4.2(b).

Setting minLCP = 1 renders Algorithm SuffBlock to consider two records for

similarity test if they have a common sequence of any size provided that it is not very

common in the dataset (see also Example 4).

Theorem 1. Algorithm SuffBlock outputs all subsets of a dataset D having a
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common sequence of at least minLCP words unless this common sequence appears

more than maxAPP times in D.

Proof. Let us assume that there is a set of m records having a common sequence seq

of words of size at least minLCP . There exist a suffix for each of these m records

starting with the common sequence seq. These suffixes will be adjacent in the sorted

record suffixes list. If the number of these suffixes is at most maxAPP , they will occur

in the same sliding window and their associated records will be returned by Algorithm

SuffBlock else they are discarded.

Proposition 2. The time complexity of Algorithm SuffBlock isO(|D|·|r|·maxAPP)

where |r| is the maximum record size. SuffBlock can be performed with a single

scan of SortSuf (D). The overall time complexity of the blocking process, i.e., initial-

izing the SortSuf (D) array and executing SuffBlock, is O(|D| · |r| · (log(|D| · |r|) +

maxAPP)).

Proof. The number of iterations of the outer “while” loop is O(|D| · |r|). The number

of iterations of the inner “while” loop is O(maxAPP) (in each loop w is extended by

one and it is always |w| ≤ maxAPP). In total, SuffBlock can be performed in

O(|D| · |r| ·maxAPP) time.

SuffBlock extends the working window w by reading sequentially the sorted

suffixes of SortSuf (D) (Line 10). SuffBlock only needs to go back when the saved

window is smaller than the working window (Line 13). Such cases can be handled

with caching. In our case, we only need to cache maxAPP/P + 1 pages, where P is

the disk page size.

Since the time complexity of initializing the SortSuf (D) array isO(|D|·|r|·log(|D|·

|r|)), the overall time complexity of the blocking process is O(|D| · |r| · (log(|D| · |r|) +

maxAPP)).

Algorithm SuffBlock outperforms SAB mainly for the following two reasons.
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First, SuffBlock incorporates a dynamic sliding window that requires only sequen-

tial input scans. Thus, it is very cache efficient. Contrary SAB conducts at least two

binary searches on the SortSuf array for each record suffix, to locate the start and end

of the block containing similar suffixes. Such searches suffer from poor locality and

are significantly more expensive than sequential scans. Additionally, SuffBlock

avoids iterating over all the prefixes of a certain suffix as SAB does. Overall, as the

experimental evaluation of Section 4.4 indicates SuffBlock outperforms SAB by

more than an order of magnitude.

Algorithm SuffBlock works exclusively in main memory, i.e., all data, data

structures and processing is performed in main memory. To remove the bounds set by

the main memory size and improve SuffBlock scalability, we may also incorporate

external storage. To this end, we use the disk-based algorithm of [79] to construct the

sorted suffixes SortSuf and array LCP . To access these structures, we use sequential

file scans. Note that only the working window w needs to reside in main memory.

4.2 Incremental record linkage

In this section, we propose a blocking method for incremental record linkage. In

the spirit of Section 4.1, we develop a suffix-based blocking method and focus on

the identification of the saved sets of records that correspond to suffix blocks of the

SortSuf array that satisfy minLCP and maxAPP constraints.

Similarly to the non-incremental case (Section 4.1), our approach takes advantage

of the sorted suffixes array SortSuf . To support efficient incremental operators, we

employ a StrB-tree [80] index SB on SortSuf , augmented with LCP values [81].

StrB-tree supports efficient searching and incremental updates (both operations can

be performed in O(log |D|) time); more details appear in [80, 81]. Our method is

illustrated in Algorithm IncSuffBlock. To insert a new record r in dataset D,

IncSuffBlock iterates over all suffixes of r (Line 2–19). IncSuffBlock inserts
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Algorithm: IncSuffBlock

Input: A new record r and the sorted suffixes SortSuf of a dataset D indexed by a
StrB-tree SB

Output: The set Saved of sets of records that require further processing
Parameters: maxAPP and minLCP

Local variables: i, curLCP , w, wS , s

1 Let Saved = ∅, LCP [|LCP |+ 1] = 0
2 for each suffix s of r do
3 Insert s into SortSuf using SB
4 Let i be the location of s in SortSuf
5 Let w = [w−, w+] be the working window; initially w− = w+ = i
6 Let wS = [wS

−,wS
+] be the saved window; initially wS = w

7 curLCP = max(LCP [i],LCP [i+ 1])
8 while minLCP ≤ curLCP and |w| ≤ maxAPP do
9 if LCP [w−] > LCP [w+ + 1] then

10 if LCP [w−] < curLCP then
11 wS = w
12 curLCP = LCP [w−]

13 w− = w− − 1 // Extend window w to the left

14 else
15 if LCP [w+ + 1] < curLCP then
16 wS = w
17 curLCP = LCP [w+ + 1]

18 w+ = w+ + 1 // Extend window w to the right

19 if |wS | > 1 then Add to Saved the set that contains all records corresponding to
the window wS

20 return Saved

suffix s into StrB-tree SB and constructs a working window w around the inserted

location. Initially, the window contains only the inserted suffix s . Then, w is expanded

to both directions (using the bidirectional list of the StrB-tree SB connecting the leaf

nodes) as much as possible while preserving the minLCP and maxAPP constraints. The

method of constructing the window is conceptually similar to Algorithm SuffBlock.

The prominent difference is that the case of IncSuffBlock the working window can

be expanded to both directions.

In more details, Algorithm IncSuffBlock to insert a new record r proceeds

as follows. Line 1 initializes variables. Then, it performs a “while” loop (Lines 2–
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Record suffix Record ID LCP

1 jim mat ny usa r1 0
2 jim mat tx usa r6 2
3 jim mat wa usa r4 2
4 jim ny usa r3 1
...

...
...

...

Figure 4.3: Inserting suffix {jim mat tx usa}

19) iterating over the suffixes of r. Every suffix s is inserted into SortSuf (Line

3) and the working and saved windows are initiated to the inserted location (Lines

5 and 6 respectively). Also, Line 7 sets curLCP to the maximum of LCP [i] and

LCP [i+1]. Following, as long as the minLCP and maxAPP constraints are not violated

(i.e., minLCP ≤ curLCP and |w| ≤ maxAPP), the algorithm considers two cases:

• if LCP [w−] > LCP [w+ + 1], window w is extended to the left (Line 13).

• if LCP [w−] ≤ LCP [w+ + 1], window w is extended to the right (Line 18).

In both cases, if during this extension, the value of LCP array is decreased (Lines 10

and 15) the current window w is saved to wS (Lines 11 and 16) and curLCP is updated

accordingly (Lines 12 and 17). Then, Line 19 adds to the output Saved the set that

contains all records corresponding to the saved window wS (provided that there are

more than one) and proceeds to the next suffix.

Example 5. Let us execute Algorithm IncSuffBlock with input the sorted suf-

fixes SortSuf and array LCP (Figure 4.1(b)) that correspond to the dataset D of

Figure 4.1(a), the new record r6 = “jim mat tx usa” and parameters maxAPP = 3

and minLCP = 2. The algorithm iterates over all suffixes of r6 (Lines 2-7). Let us

assume that the algorithm first considers suffix “jim mat tx usa”. Line 3 of IncSuff-

Block inserts the suffix into the proper location in SortSuf using the StrB-tree SB

(illustrated in Figure 4.3). Then, the algorithm sets w = wS = [2, 2] and curLCP = 2

(Lines 5-7). At the first iteration of the “while” loop (Lines 8-18), the algorithm
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extends w to [2, 3] while, at the second iteration, it extends w to [1, 3]. At the third

iteration, the algorithm sets wS = [1, 3], curLCP = 1 and w = [1, 4]. Following, Inc-

SuffBlock at Line 19 returns a set containing records {r1, r6, r4} corresponding to

wS = [1, 3] for further processing, and moves to next suffix.

Theorem 2. Algorithm IncSuffBlock inserts a new record r in a dataset D and

outputs all records of the new dataset D ∪ {r} having a common sequence with r

of at least minLCP words unless this common sequence appears more than maxAPP

times in D ∪ {r}.

Proof. Let seq be a subsequence of the newly inserted record r containing m words

that appear in n records of D ∪ {r}. The later means that there are n suffixes of

records of D ∪ {r} starting with subsequence seq (i.e., seq is their prefix). These

n suffixes will be adjacent in the StrB-tree SB (by the construction of the tree).

Algorithm IncSuffBlock starts from a window that contains the suffix s of r that

has seq as prefix and expands it to both directions in order to contain the suffixes

of the aforementioned n records. To output a window, IncSuffBlock ensures that

minLCP ≤ m and n ≤ maxAPP hold.

Proposition 3. The time complexity of Algorithm IncSuffBlock isO(|r|·(log |D|+

maxAPP)), where |r| is the size of the inserted record r. Similarly to SuffBlock,

the time complexity does not depend on the value of minLCP . Also, IncSuffBlock

performs O(|r| · (logP |D|+ maxAPP/P )) disk accesses (where P is the disk page size)

and outputs at most |r| ·maxAPP records.

Proof. The number of the “for” iterations (Lines 2-19) is O(|r|). In each iteration, the

algorithm (i) inserts a suffix into the StrB-tree which can be done in O(log |D|) time)

and (ii) executes a “while” loop (Lines 8-18) which can be done in O(maxAPP) time

(to verify this, note that for the “while” loop, initially |w| = 1, |w| is incremented

by one and the loop terminates when |w| > maxAPP). Thus, the total complexity of
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IncSuffBlock isO(|r|·(log |D|+maxAPP)). The disk access bound can be computed

similarly. Finally, for each “for” iteration, IncSuffBlock outputs at most maxAPP

records, thus in total, the algorithm outputs at most |r| ·maxAPP records.

Algorithm IncSuffBlock works exclusively in main memory. Similarly to Suff-

Block (Section 4.1), to remove the bounds set by the main memory size and improve

IncSuffBlock scalability, we may also incorporate external storage. To this end,

we horizontally divide the StrB-tree SB into two parts. The upper part, stored in

main memory, contains the root of SB. Additionally, if there is room in main memory,

it might contain some of SB’s top levels. The lower part, stored in external storage,

contains the remaining levels of SB and definitely the leaf nodes. The number of

the top levels of SB stored in main memory is determined by the size of the mem-

ory allotted for the record linkage process. Naturally, performance is improved when

more levels are stored in main memory. To maintain the StrB-tree, we appropriately

modify the algorithms of [80, 81].

4.3 Incremental entity resolution

“Incremental entity resolution” extends the problem of incremental record linkage

(that inserts a new record r in a dataset and identifies a group of records in the dataset

representing the same real-world entity with r, see also Section 4.2) by merging the

matching records. The process is recursively repeated, i.e., the merged record is,

in turn, checked for similar records and the matches are merged. The incremental

entity resolution process completes in the iteration that there are no matches for the

input record; in such case the input record is added to the dataset and the process

terminates.

R-Swoosh and F-Swoosh [25] are two of the first methods addressing the incremen-

tal entity resolution problem. F-Swoosh improves the performance of R-Swoosh, but,

both algorithms have quadratic cost [25], thus, they cannot scale to large datasets.
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Algorithm: IncEntRes

Input: A new record r and the sorted suffixes SortSuf of a dataset D indexed by a
StrB-tree SB

Parameters: maxAPP and minLCP

Local variables: Candidates, similar , merged

// Blocking stage of record linkage
1 Candidates = IncSuffBlock(SortSuf , r,maxAPP ,minLCP )

// Comparison stage
2 Check r with all records of Candidates and identify the similar records
3 if there are similar records to r in Candidates then
4 Let similar be the most similar
5 Delete similar from D
6 Let merged be the result of merging r and similar
7 IncEntRes(SortSuf ,merged,maxAPP ,minLCP )

8 else Insert r into D

For instance, executing F-Swoosh (respectively R-Swoosh) on a dataset of 20, 000

records, requires 8 (respectively 9) hours to complete [25].

To improve the performance of the incremental entity resolution, we propose

two blocking methods, coined IncEntRes and IncEntRes+, that are based on

the incremental record linkage algorithm IncSuffBlock discussed in Section 4.2.

Both methods significantly improve the performance of the entity resolution process.

Specifically, IncEntRes and IncEntRes+ require a few seconds to complete in the

same dataset of 20,000 records that F-Swoosh and R-Swoosh required 8 and 9 hours

to handle. However, since they are based on a blocking heuristic they both might

have misses.

More specifically, IncEntRes takes as input a new record r and the sorted suffixes

SortSuf of a dataset D indexed by a StrB-tree SB (which are required by IncSuff-

Block). IncEntRes uses IncSuffBlock to identify the candidate matches (Line

1). These matches are thoroughly checked for similarity (Line 2). If there are many

similar records the most similar record similar is identified (Line 4) and is removed

from D (Line 5). Following, r and similar are merged into merged (Line 6) and

IncEntRes is executed with input the record merged (Line 7). If similar records do
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ID Name Address

r1 jim tom ca usa
r2 jim tom california
r3 jim tom berkeley ca us

(a) Incoming records

r1 r2 r3

r1 — 0.82 0.91
r2 0.82 — 0.63
r3 0.91 0.63 —

(b) Similarity scores

Figure 4.4: Sample dataset D

ID Name Address

r12 jim tom california
r3 jim tom berkeley ca us

(a) Final result

r1r1

r2

r3

Record Database

r12

r12 r3

(b) Process

Figure 4.5: Illustration of IncEntRes (Example 6)

not exist, then IncEntRes inserts r in the dataset D (Line 8).

Proposition 4. Algorithm IncEntRes can be executed in O(µ · |r| · (log |D| +

maxAPP)) time, where µ is the number of similar records.

Proof. We make the natural assumption that similarity and merging functions can

be executed in constant time. The time complexity of IncEntRes is determined

by the invocations of Algorithm IncSuffBlock (Line 1 and 7). In the worst case

scenario, every invocation of IncSuffBlock discovers only one similar record, thus,

to discover the µ similar records IncSuffBlock should be invoked µ times. Then,

from Proposition 3, the time complexity of Algorithm IncEntRes is O(µ·|r|·(log |D|

+maxAPP)).

The following is an example of IncEntRes in operation.

Example 6. Let us insert the records of Figure 4.4(a) using IncEntRes into an

empty dataset D. Also assume that the similarities between these records are given

in Figure 4.4(b), the similarity threshold is 0.8 and the merging function returns the

larger input value (for instance merge(“ca usa”,“california”) = “california”).
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The process is illustrated in Figure 4.5(b). Since D is empty, inserting the first

tuple r1 is trivial. To insert r2, IncEntRes finds the most similar record r1, removes

it from D and inserts the record that results from merging r2 and r1. The merged

record, denoted by r12 is equal to record r2. To insert r3, IncEntRes looks for

similar records and since there are not any r3 is inserted into D. The final result is

illustrated in Figure 4.5(a).

The execution of IncEntRes in the above example is not able to take advantage

of the strong similarity between r1 and r3 (see also Figure 4.4(b)) because when r1 and

r2 were merged the original records were discarded. Algorithm IncEntRes+ tries

to overcome this problem by marking original records as deleted, without actually

removing them from the database. This allows future matching with original records

that are merged and deleted in previous steps. To keep track of the changes, each

original record maintains a link to the merged record as its parent. See for instance

Figure 4.6(b) where r1 and r2 are merged into r12. All records in the chain of links

starting from a specific record (including the record itself) are called “ancestors” of

that record. Each merged record will be the root of a tree describing the history of

all merge operations that form it.

More specifically, IncEntRes+ starts by inserting the new record r in the dataset

D (Line 1). Similar records are identified similarly to IncEntRes (Lines 2 and 3).

These matches are thoroughly checked for similarity (Line 3). Only similar records,

if any, are kept in set Candidates and sorted by non-increasing similarity scores (Line

4). For each similar record similar which does not have a common ancestor with

r, the following steps are performed. First, the highest common ancestors of r and

similar are merged into merged (Line 8). Second, records r and similar maintain

links to merged (Lines 9, 10). Third, records r and similar are marked as deleted

(Line 11). Finally, IncEntRes+ is executed with input the record merged (Line

12).
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Algorithm: IncEntRes+

Input: A new record r and the sorted suffixes SortSuf of a dataset D indexed by a
StrB-tree SB

Parameters: maxAPP and minLCP

Local variables: Candidates, similar , merged , hr , hsimilar

1 Insert r into D
// Blocking stage of record linkage

2 Candidates = IncSuffBlock(SortSuf , r,maxAPP ,minLCP )
// Comparison stage

3 Check r with all records of Candidates and identify the similar records
4 Remove from Candidates all records not similar to r and sort the remaining records

by non-increasing similarity scores
5 for each record similar ∈ Candidates do
6 if r and similar do not have a common ancestor then
7 Let hr and hsimilar be the highest ancestors of r and similar respectively
8 Let merged be the result of merging hr and hsimilar

9 Create a link from hr to its parent merged
10 Create a link from hsimilar to its parent merged
11 Mark hr and hsimilar as deleted
12 IncEntRes+(SortSuf ,merged ,maxAPP ,minLCP )

Proposition 5. Algorithm IncEntRes+ can be executed in O(µ2 +µ · |r| ·(log |D|+

maxAPP)) time, where µ is the number of similar records.

Proof. Following a similar reasoning to Proposition 4, Algorithm IncEntRes+ in-

vokes Algorithm IncSuffBlock at most µ times, for each new record, which costs

O(µ · |r| ·(log |D| +maxAPP)) time. An additional factor arises because for each merge

operation, the chain of parent links is followed until reaching the highest ancestor.

The maximum chain size is µ. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm IncEntRes+

is O(µ2 + µ · |r| · (log |D|+ maxAPP)).

The following is an example of IncEntRes+ in operation.

Example 7. Let us repeat Example 6 using IncEntRes+ this time. The process

is illustrated in Figure 4.6(b). Since D is empty, inserting the first tuple r1 is trivial.

To process r2, IncEntRes+ inserts r2 in D and computes Candidates = {r1} (Lines

2–4). Since r1 and r2 do not have parents, they are marked as deleted and the record
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ID Name Address

r123 jim tom berkeley ca us

(a) Final result

Record Database

r1r1

r3

r2 r1 r2 r12

r1 r2 r12 r3 r123

(b) Process

Figure 4.6: Illustration of IncEntRes+ (Example 7)

r12 that results in from merging r2 and r1 is inserted to D. Records r1 and r2 keep

links to the merged record, indicating parent relationship. The merged record r12

is equal to record r2. To process r3, IncEntRes+ inserts r3 in D and computes

Candidates = {r1} (Lines 2–4). Note that r1 appears in Candidates although it is

marked as deleted. Record r3 is merged with the highest ancestor of r1 which is r12,

resulting in the merged record r123. Both r3 and r12 are marked as deleted. Records

r3 and r12 keep links to their parent record r123. The final result is illustrated in

Figure 4.6(a).

Algorithms IncEntRes and IncEntRes+ can also be implemented to incor-

porate external storage. Similarly to Algorithm IncSuffBlock in Section 4.3, the

StrB-tree SB is divided horizontally into two parts; the top that contains the root is

stored in memory and the bottom that contains the leaves is stored in disk. Moreover,

for Algorithm IncEntRes+ the additional structure that maintains the history of

deletions and merge operations may also be stored in disk.

4.4 Experimental evaluation

We start by discussing our experimental setting (Section 4.4.1). Then, we present the

evaluation of our methods developed to handle record linkage (Section 4.4.2), incre-

mental record linkage (Section 4.4.3) and incremental entity resolution (Section 4.4.4).

Finally, in Section 4.4.5 we evaluate the performance of disk-based implementation.
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Table 4.1: Properties of Patients [1], and Clean and Dirty datasets [2]

Dataset Num of Original Duplicates Duplicates Modifications Modifications
records /record /attribute /record

Patients 105 84% 16% up to 8 up to 1 up to 6

Clean 106 80% 20% up to 3 up to 1 up to 3

Dirty 106 60% 40% up to 9 up to 3 up to 10

4.4.1 Experimental setting

To evaluate the proposed methods, we have used real-world and synthetic datasets.

Specifically, we have used the real dataset of [1] that contains comparison results

between 5, 749, 132 record pairs. The original records are not publicly available,

since they represent critical and private information about patients, but, they can

partially be reconstructed by the comparison results. The reconstructed dataset,

coined Patients, contains 100, 000 records; its detailed properties are illustrated in

Table 4.1.

Similarly to previous record linkage research efforts [2,18,33,82], to create synthetic

datasets, we have used the Febrl tool [82]. Febrl creates datasets with records having

15 words on average. Similarly to [2], we have created two datasets called Clean

and Dirty each containing 106 records. These datasets differ on the number of

original and duplicate records, the number of duplicates per record, and the number

of modifications per attribute/record. Their detailed properties are illustrated in

Table 4.1.

All evaluated methods were implemented in C++ and all experiments were exe-

cuted on a machine with two Intel 6-core CPUs at 2.67GHz and 16GB RAM running

Linux.

4.4.2 Record linkage

We compare our record linkage method SuffBlock (Section 4.1) with SAB [32] and

the work of [33] which we call RSAB. To this end, we have used the Clean and
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison of record linkage

Dirty datasets. For the SuffBlock and SAB algorithms, we have set maxAPP =

20 and minLCP = 1. Note that SuffBlock and SAB produce exactly the same

result. The output of RSAB is different but achieves a similar accuracy in all our

experiments.

We focus on and illustrate the running performance and ignore the loading, pre-

processing and output of data which are the same for all methods. Our results are

illustrated in Figure 4.7. Clearly, SuffBlock is at least 5 times faster than RSAB

and an order of magnitude faster than SAB. Interestingly, the difference in the per-

formance increases with the size of the input dataset. Algorithm SuffBlock out-

performs RSAB because RSAB requires several queries to the inverted index that

stores all suffixes, which suffer from poor locality. Also SuffBlock is faster than

SAB because it uses a dynamic sliding window which is very cache efficient. On

the contrary, SAB conducts binary searches on the array SortSuf to locate blocks of

similar suffixes, which suffer from poor locality. Also, SuffBlock avoids iterating

over all the prefixes of a certain suffix as SAB does. For more details refer to Section

4.1 and [32,33].
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4.4.3 Incremental record linkage

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our incremental record linkage method

IncSuffBlock. As discussed in Section 4.2, IncSuffBlock provides record link-

age in an incremental and blocking-based fashion and can be tuned by the minLCP

and maxAPP parameters. In a nutshell, decreasing minLCP and/or increasing maxAPP

renders IncSuffBlock to consider more record combinations and decrease number

of missed pairs; increasing minLCP and/or decreasing maxAPP has the opposite effect.

Similarly to Section 4.4.2, to compare IncSuffBlock we may devise and use

incremental variations of the SAB and RSAB algorithms. Unfortunately, such vari-

ations do not exist in the related literature. Also, by studying the properties and data

structures of the SAB or RSAB algorithms, there does not seem to be a natural way

to construct an efficient incremental counterpart. Additionally, to the best of our

knowledge, there does not exist another algorithm with the incremental and block-

ing characteristics of IncSuffBlock. Thus, we base our comparison on Multi-Pass

Blocking [27], a method commonly used in practice [28,36]. We appropriately modify

the original method of [27] to support incremental record linkage while producing the

same output. We refer to this method as MPB. As in the original method [27], MPB

is tuned by the size of the working window. Increasing the size of the window results

in more pairs for comparison and less missed pairs; decreasing the window size has

the opposite effect.

To evaluate the accuracy of the blocking stage (discussed in Section 4.1) offered

by IncSuffBlock and MPB, we use two metrics, namely the number of missed

pairs and the number of pairs for comparison. The “number of missed pairs” met-

ric counts the number of record pairs that the blocking stage falsely excludes. This

metric is analogous to the “pairs completeness” metric [83]. The “number of pairs

for comparison” metric counts the total number of pairs outputted by the blocking

stage and fed to the comparison stage. This measure is analogous to “reduction ra-
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Figure 4.8: Incremental record linkage (IncSuffBlock vs. MPB)

tio” metric [83]. We compare IncSuffBlock and MPB using Clean, Dirty and

Patients. Our results are illustrated in Figure 4.8. Clearly IncSuffBlock outper-

forms MPB for all these datasets. Specifically, for the Clean dataset (Figure 4.8(a)),

for the same number of pairs for comparison IncSuffBlock has 3 orders of mag-

nitude less missed pairs than MPB (notice that both axes are in log-scale). Since

the Dirty dataset contains a large proportion of duplicates, the respective difference

between IncSuffBlock and MPB is smaller, but it is still more than an order of

magnitude (Figure 4.8(b)). For the Patients dataset, the minimum number of pairs

for comparison for MPB is about 106 (the leftmost red square in Figure 4.8(c)); for

these comparisons MPB has 347 missed pairs. Contrary, IncSuffBlock achieves
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison of incremental record linkage

313 missed pairs with just 250, 000 pairs for comparison (i.e., an order of magnitude

less). It also worth to note that with about 750, 000 pairs for comparison IncSuff-

Block finds all pairs (the rightmost black circle in Figure 4.8(c)).

To evaluate the performance of incremental record linkage, we perform the follow-

ing two experiments.

• In the first one, we start from an empty database and insert one record at a time

until all records are inserted. In Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(c), we report the total

insertion time at 10 specific points of time for the Clean and Dirty dataset

respectively.
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• In the second experiment, we start from a nonempty database and insert 100

records, one record at a time, and we report their average insertion time. Our

results are illustrated in Figures 4.9(b) and 4.9(d) for the Clean and Dirty

dataset respectively.

For both experiments, we compare IncSuffBlock with MPB; their performance

for the Clean and the Dirty datasets is illustrated in Figure 4.9. Note that MPB

and IncSuffBlock do not produce the same output, thus, MPB is tuned to pro-

duce a close number of missed pairs with IncSuffBlock. Our results show that

IncSuffBlock outperforms MPB by at least 8 times for the Clean dataset and

by at least two times for the Dirty dataset.

4.4.4 Incremental entity resolution

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our incremental entity resolution meth-

ods IncEntRes and IncEntRes+. As discussed in Section 4.3, IncEntRes and

IncEntRes+ provide incremental and blocking-based entity resolution that can be

tuned by the minLCP and maxAPP parameters. Overall, decreasing minLCP and/or

increasing maxAPP renders IncEntRes and IncEntRes+ to consider more rec-

ord combinations and decrease number of missed pairs; increasing minLCP and/or

decreasing maxAPP has the opposite effect.

In the related literature, there does not exist another algorithm with the incre-

mental and blocking characteristics of IncEntRes and IncEntRes+. Thus, we

have chosen to compare with R-Swoosh [25] which is a state-of-the-art incremental

entity resolution method.

Metrics to evaluate incremental entity resolution algorithms, typically include pair

precision [19,22,27], pair recall [19,22,27], pair F1 [22], and merge distance [22]. Given

a dataset D, let L be the set of actual linked record pairs in D and let R be the set

of record pairs that result in by the algorithm under evaluation. We, then, have [22]:
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Table 4.2: Comparison for incremental entity resolution methods (best values appear
in bold)

Pair Pair Pair Merge Time
Dataset Algorithm

Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) Distance (minutes)

Higher is better Lower is better

Clean
R-Swoosh 99.974 99.621 99.798 559 11,124.55
IncEntRes 99.986 99.105 99.543 1,208 1.92
IncEntRes+ 99.980 99.820 99.900 303 2.05

Dirty
R-Swoosh 98.185 96.079 97.121 15,935 12,525.14
IncEntRes 99.589 89.886 94.489 22,304 1.97
IncEntRes+ 98.829 98.566 98.697 6,157 2.57

• “Pair precision”, defined as |R∩L||R| , shows the fraction of the correct pairs in the

result R of the evaluated algorithm.

• “Pair recall”, defined as |R∩L||L| , shows the fraction of the correct pairs that are

discovered by the evaluated algorithm.

High pair precision values indicate that the evaluated algorithm discovers a small

fraction of incorrect pairs. High pair recall values indicate that the evaluated al-

gorithm discovers a large fraction of the actual pairs. “Pair F1” is defined as the

harmonic mean of pair precision and pair recall, thus, it combines these metrics.

“Merge distance” metric undertakes a different approach. Instead of evaluating pairs,

it merges pairs having a common element into clusters and evaluates these clusters.

Specifically, merge distance is defined as the number of splits and merges required

to transform the clusters generated by the evaluated algorithm into the clusters that

result in by the actual linked record pairs of the dataset. Lower values of the metric

denote better accuracy. Formal definitions of the above metrics appear in [22].

To evaluate Algorithms R-Swoosh, IncEntRes and IncEntRes+, we use the

Clean and Dirty datasets. Unfortunately, the Patients dataset cannot be used

since to apply the merging functions (Line 6 of IncEntRes and Line 8 of IncEn-

tRes+) the actual data are required (we remind the reader that the Patients

dataset contains comparison results and not the actual data; see also Section 4.4.1).
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The results of the comparison are illustrated in Table 4.2.

For the accuracy metrics, note that IncEntRes+ performs more comparisons

than IncEntRes since it compares every new record with the records of the dataset

“and the stored deleted” records (while IncEntRes compares only with the records

of the dataset). These additional comparisons render IncEntRes+ to discover more

candidate pairs than IncEntRes. A small portion of these additional pairs are

incorrect, which may cause IncEntRes+ to have slightly lower pair precision (by

0.006% and 0.76% for the Clean and Dirty datasets respectively). However, the

larger portion of these additional discovered pairs are correct, which increases the pair

recall of IncEntRes+ (by 0.71% and 8.68% for the Clean and Dirty datasets

respectively). Moreover, since the number of additional correct pairs significantly

exceeds the number of additional incorrect pairs, IncEntRes+ has better pair F1

(by 0.36% and 4.21% for the Clean and Dirty datasets respectively) and merge

distance (by an order of magnitude) than IncEntRes.

For time efficiency, as expected Algorithms IncEntRes and IncEntRes+, due

to their proposed blocking, outperform R-Swoosh by 4 orders of magnitude for both

the Clean and Dirty datasets.

4.4.5 Disk-based implementation

All previous experiments (Sections 4.4.2–4.4.4) were conducted exclusively in-memory

(i.e., all datasets and indexes are stored in main memory). In this section, we will

consider the variations of the introduced algorithms that also facilitate disk storage.

These variations are naturally slower than the memory-based counterparts, but, allow

us to perform the record linkage and entity resolution tasks to datasets that cannot

fit in main memory.

We will start with the variation of the SuffBlock algorithm that uses disk stor-

age (see Section 4.4.2 for more details). To experimentally evaluate the performance
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Figure 4.10: Performance comparison of on-disk record linkage (SuffBlock vs.
RSAB)

of SuffBlock, we need datasets that require disk storage. To this end, we use

Clean×100 and Dirty×100 datasets, which have similar properties to the Clean and

Dirty datasets but each contains 100 million records; a total number or records 100

times larger than the Clean and Dirty datasets.

Similarly to Section 4.4.2, we compare the disk-based variations of algorithms

SuffBlock and RSAB. Our results are illustrated in Figure 4.10. Similarly to the

main memory case (illustrated in Figure 4.7) SuffBlock is at least 5 times faster

than RSAB. The disk-based variation of SuffBlock is faster than the respective

variation of RSAB because SuffBlock performs the whole blocking process by

one disk seek followed by sequential disk access. Contrary, RSAB conducts several

queries to an inverted index that stores the suffixes, which suffer from poor locality.

The behavior of the external memory implementations of Algorithms IncSuff-

Block, IncEntRes and IncEntRes+ are similar and are omitted for brevity.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we considered “record linkage”, i.e., the problem that identifies the

different records that represent the same real-world object and “entity resolution”,
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i.e., the problem that ensures that a real-world object is represented by a single record.

We also considered the incremental versions of record linkage and entity resolution

that address the respective problems after the insertion of a new record in the dataset.

To improve the execution performance and accuracy, we used blocking methods based

on suffixes. We presented memory-based and disk-based techniques that outperform

existing methods.
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Chapter 5

Accurate correction of next-generation sequencing data

errors

In this chapter, we present Karect, a novel error correction technique based on mul-

tiple alignment. Karect is disk-based and can handle a very large number of DNA

read sequences while achieving high accuracy compared to existing methods. This

chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces Karect. Section 5.2 discusses

experimental results. Finally, Section 5.3 concludes the chapter.

5.1 KAUST assembly read error correction tool (Karect)

The general framework of the introduced error correction mechanism is described in

Algorithm CorrectErrors. The novel aspects of the algorithm are explained in

the following subsections. Our framework uses partial order graphs (“POG”s) to ac-

cumulate partial alignment results. POGs are directed acyclic graphs that represent

multiple alignment information of a set of sequences. POGs are used in various bioin-

formatics applications, including protein alignment [39] and the DAGCon module

within the HGAP assembler [71].

5.1.1 Selecting candidate reads

Let R be the set of reads from the sequencing machine. We consider each r ∈ R

as reference read and select a set Cr ⊂ R of candidate reads to align with r (line

3 in Algorithm CorrectErrors). Ideally Cr should contain all reads that have
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Algorithm: CorrectErrors

Input: Set of reads R
Output: Set of corrected reads R′

1 foreach r ∈ R do
2 Create initial partial order graph Gr for r
3 Select a set Cr of candidate reads overlapping with r
4 foreach c ∈ Cr do
5 Find valid semi-global alignment between c and r
6 Normalize the resulting alignment
7 Encode the normalized alignment into Gr

8 Extract the corrected read r′ from Gr and add r′ into result set R′

9 return R′

Figure 5.1: Selecting candidate reads to align with r (i.e., the reference read being
corrected). Assume k = 9. Each small rectangle represents a sequence of size l = 3.
White rectangles correspond to error-free matches, whereas gray rectangles allow up
to d = 2 errors. The figure depicts examples of k-mers that must be contained
in candidate reads of match type (a), (b), (c) and (d). These k-mers match the
underlined k-mer of the read r.

significant overlap with r. However, this would result in very high computational

cost during the alignment phase. Therefore, existing error correction techniques rely

on heuristics to select a small set of candidate reads. For example, Coral [70] selects

reads that share with r at least an exact k-mer. Unfortunately, this heuristic is too

restrictive and may incorrectly discard many useful reads.

Karect employs an improved heuristic that becomes progressively less restrictive

by allowing mismatches/indels. It generates all k-mers1 of the reference r and each

1Default k ranges from 27 to 42 based on number of reads.
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candidate read, and splits each k-mer in three equal parts of length l = k/3. Let ri be

a k-mer of r; an example for ri = “AAACCCTTT” is shown in Figure 5.1. Let Cri be

the set of candidate reads containing a k-mer that matches ri. To construct Cri, four

types of matches are used: Type-(a): Karect first initializes Cri to reads that share

with r exactly k-mer ri (Figure 5.1.a). Type-(b): If less that m type-(a) reads are

found (m is a user-defined constraint2), Karect adds to Cri reads that may contain

up to d mismatches/indels in the l-prefix or l-suffix of k-mer ri (Figure 5.1.b), where

d is a user-defined parameter (default d = 2). To count the mismatches or indels,

the Hamming or edit distance is used, respectively. Type-(c): If |Cri| < m Karect

generates two smaller k′-mers of ri, where k′ = 2l, and searches for exact k′-mer

matches (Figure 5.1.c). Type-(d): If |Cri| < m, Karect searches for reads that contain

up to d mismatches/indels in the l-prefix or l-suffix of the k′-mer (Figure 5.1.d).

In order to reduce the effect of bias towards specific k-mers, Cri is allowed to

include at most m reads sharing the same k-mer or k′-mer. Cri reads are added to

Cr, and the process is repeated for other k-mers of r. Algorithm SelectCands

describes the process to select candidate overlapping reads.

If there exist more than m candidate reads sharing the same k-mer with the

reference read, m of them are chosen arbitrarily (the actual implementation chooses

the first m reads encountered). Threshold m reduces the effect of repetitive sequences.

Assume that a read has two k-mers, a repetitive and a non-repetitive one. The m

randomly chosen reads for the repetitive k-mer will most probably be distributed

over the repetitive genome regions (including the correct region). In contrast, the

m randomly chosen reads for the non-repetitive k-mer will come from the correct

genome region. Consequently, the number of candidate reads from the correct region

is, with high probability, more than the number of reads from irrelevant regions, due

to the m constraint. Section 5.2.4.3 includes experiments that verify this argument.

2Default m = max(30,min(150, 0.6 · estimatedCoverage)).
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Algorithm: SelectCands

Input: Set of read sequences R, a reference read r
Output: Set Cr of candidate overlapping reads with r
Parameters: Integers m, k (where k is a multiple of 3)
Local variables: Sr, si, e, Cri, Ctemp

1 Let R′ be the set of all reads ∈ R in addition to their reverse complement sequences
2 Cr ← φ

3 l← k
3

4 Divide r into a set of overlapping sub-sequences Sr such that |si| = k for all si ∈ Sr,
and for each si ∈ Sr there exist sj 6= si ∈ Sr having an overlap of size ≥ l with si

5 foreach si ∈ Sr do
6 Let si = sasbsc such that |sa| = |sb| = |sc| = l
7 Cri ← Find ≤ m reads ∈ R′ containing si
8 for e← 1 to 2 do
9 if |Cri| < m then

10 Ctemp ← Find reads ∈ R′ containing s′i, where s′i is a string which equals
si allowing at most e errors in either sa or sc

11 Force Ctemp to include at most m reads having the same shared sequence
12 Cri ← Cri ∪ Ctemp

13 for e← 1 to 2 do
14 if |Cri| < m then
15 Ctemp ← Find reads ∈ R′ containing s′ab or s′bc, where s′xy is a string

which equals sxsy allowing at most e errors in either sx or sy
16 Force Ctemp to include at most m reads having the same shared sequence
17 Cri ← Cri ∪ Ctemp

18 Cr ← Cr ∪ Cri

19 return Cr

To facilitate the described procedure, an array L is constructed and saved in main

memory. The entries of L are the tuples < left l -mer , right l -mer , read location >.

Each k -mer of the input read sequences is mapped to a set of these tuples, where

each tuple corresponds to a location of that l -mer in the input read sequences, along

with its two adjacent l -mers in this location. Section 5.1.8 discusses the case where

the main memory is not sufficient to hold L.
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Figure 5.2: Candidate read alignment (The top rectangle represents the reference
read, while the bottom rectangle represents the candidate read)

5.1.2 Alignment of candidate reads

Our goal is to correct reference read r. Karect aligns each read c in the candidate set

Cr, against r (line 5 in Algorithm CorrectErrors). The result includes the start

and end of c or r (semi-global alignment), to allow the alignment of overlaps.

The first step of aligning a candidate read to the reference read to identify the

longest common sub-strings between the two reads (which are the exact-match regions

B1 and B2 in Figure 5.2). Then a variant of Needleman-Wunsch [84] algorithm is used

to perform alignment of the two sub-strings A1 and A2. Since the target is to align

only the overlapping regions of the two reads, this alignment must include both right

ends and at least one left end of the two sequences A1 and A2. Similarly, another

variant of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is used to perform alignment of the two

sub-strings C1 and C2. This alignment must include both left ends and at least one

right end of the two sequences C1 and C2. Algorithm AlignLeftOnly computes

the latter alignment distance and right ends. After getting the right ends, the actual

alignment operations can be obtained by the standard Needleman-Wunsch procedure.

A similar algorithm (with appropriate modifications) is used to align A1 and A2.

In order to exclude candidate reads sequenced from different genome regions, an

alignment is considered valid only if the overlap exceeds a threshold3 τ1, and the

number of mismatches/indels within the overlap does not exceed a threshold4 τ2.

This rudimentary filter may still accept some reads from irrelevant genome regions.

To further minimize this problem, Karect assigns a weight wc to each read (refer to

3Default τ1 = max(min(0.7 · avgReadLen, 35), 0.2 · refReadLen).
4Default τ2 = 25% of the overlap.
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Algorithm: AlignLeftOnly

Input: Reference read right region A (A = C1 in Figure 5.2), and candidate read
right region B (B = C2 in Figure 5.2)

Output: (1) Edit distance ed of the alignment including both left ends, and at least
one right end of A and B (2) The right locations ra and rb of the
alignment as indexes in A and B

Local variables: ia, ib, pT , d1, d2, d3, array T of size |B|+ 1

1 for ib← 0 to |B| do T [ib]← ib
2 ra← 0, rb← |B|, ed← T [|B|]
3 for ia← 1 to |A| do
4 ib← 0, pT ← T [ib], T [ib]← ia
5 if ia = |A| and T [ib] ≤ ed then ra← ia, rb← ib, ed← T [ib]
6 for ib← 1 to |B| do
7 d1 ← pT , d2 ← T [ib] + 1, d3 ← T [ib− 1] + 1
8 if A[ia] 6= B[ib] then d1 ← d1 + 1
9 pT ← T [ib], T [ib]← min(d1, d2, d3)

10 if (ia = |A| or ib = |B|) and T [ib] ≤ ed then
11 ra← ia, rb← ib, ed← T [ib]

12 return ed, ra, rb

Section 5.1.6).

5.1.3 Normalization of candidate reads alignments

Consider reference read r = “CAA” and candidate read c1 = “GAAA”. r can be

transformed to c1 by substituting ‘C’ with ‘G’ at position 1 and inserting ‘A’ at posi-

tion 4. Substitutions are modeled as deletions followed by insertions. Therefore, the

alignment corresponds to: Delete(‘C’, 1); Insert(‘G’, 1); Insert(‘A’, 4). Now consider

another candidate read c2 = “AAA”. r can be transformed to c2 by the following

operations: Delete(‘C’, 1); Insert(‘A’, 1). Observe that, inserting an ‘A’ at position

1 generates the same string as inserting ‘A’ at position 4. Therefore, an equivalent

representation for the alignment is: Delete(‘C’, 1); Insert(‘A’, 4). We call this the

“normalized” form of the alignment (line 6 in Algorithm CorrectErrors), where

normalization means that operations are shifted as far as possible to the right. Nor-

malization allows better grouping of operations of a set of candidate reads, which
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enables Karect to correct reference reads with high accuracy. In the previous ex-

ample, after normalization it is revealed that, in order to correct r, we must insert

an ‘A’ at position 4, with high probability. The concept of normalization is also

used in DAGCon [71], but the resulting representation is suboptimal. Note that nor-

malization is not required if the sequencing technology generates only substitution

errors.

Algorithm NormalizeAlignment computes the correct normalization. The in-

put to this Algorithm is a list of operations with respect to the reference read, along

with the reference read itself. The basic idea of the algorithm is to first convert

each substitution to insertion and deletion, then move each operation to the right-

most possible place with respect to the reference read. The algorithm starts with

the last operation, moves it to the rightmost place, then continues with the previous

operation, and so on. The rightmost location for an operation is determined by the

operation original location, the incorporated base, and the reference read bases. After

determining the rightmost location, the operation is moved to that location, possibly

changing the locations of in-between operations.

Consider the alignment of “TACA” to reference read “AAAA”. The sequence of

alignment operations that minimizes the edit distance between the two reads is O =

{Substitute(1, ‘A’, ‘T’), Substitute(3, ‘A’, ‘C’)}. Algorithm NormalizeAlignment

takes as input reference read “AAAA” along with the sequence of operations O.

After the execution of Line 1, O = {Insert(1, ‘T’), Delete(1, ‘A’), Insert(3, ‘C’),

Delete(3, ‘A’)}, where O[1].type = insert, O[1].pos = 1, O[1].ch = ‘T’, O[2].type =

delete, O[2].pos = 1, O[2].ch = ‘A’, and so on. After the first iteration of the main

loop (Line 4), operation Delete(3, ‘A’) will be moved to the rightmost possible place,

i.e., Delete(4, ‘A’). The second iteration has no effect since Insert(3, ‘C’) is already in

the rightmost possible place. The third iteration will move operation Delete(1, ‘A’) to

the rightmost possible place, i.e., Delete(3, ‘A’) (note that the last ‘A’ of the reference
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Algorithm: NormalizeAlignment

Input: Reference read R, Sequence of alignment operations sorted by location O
Output: Normalized sequence of alignment operations
Local variables: lastDEL, q, i, j, a, b

1 Convert each Substitute(q, a, b) ∈ O into {Insert(q, b), Delete(q, a)}
2 lastDEL ← |R|+ 1
3 Let R[|R|+ 1]← $ // Non-DNA character
4 for i← |O| to 1 do
5 if O[i].type = delete then
6 q ← the smallest index where: O[i].pos ≤ q ≤ lastDEL and R[q] 6= O[i].ch
7 if q does not exist then q ← lastDEL

8 O[i].pos← q − 1, lastDEL ← q − 1
9 for j ← i to |O| − 1 do

10 if O[j + 1].type = delete or O[j].pos < O[j + 1].pos then break
11 Swap(O[j], O[j + 1]), O[j].pos← O[j].pos− 1

12 else if O[i].type = insert then
13 q ← the smallest index where: O[i].pos ≤ q ≤ |R|+ 1 and R[q] 6= O[i].ch
14 O[i].pos← q
15 for j ← i to |O| − 1 do
16 if O[j + 1].type = delete then
17 if O[j].pos < O[j + 1].pos then break
18 if O[j].ch = O[j + 1].ch then
19 Remove(O[j]), Remove(O[j + 1])
20 break

21 Swap(O[j], O[j + 1])
22 if O[j + 1].pos ≤ |R| then
23 O[j + 1].pos← O[j + 1].pos+ 1

24 q ← the smallest index where:
25 O[j + 1].pos ≤ q ≤ |R|+ 1 and R[q] 6= O[j + 1].ch
26 O[j + 1].pos← q

27 else if O[j + 1].type = insert then
28 if O[j].pos ≤ O[j + 1].pos then break
29 Swap(O[j], O[j + 1]), O[j].pos← O[j].pos+ 1

30 return O

read is already deleted by Delete(4, ‘A’)). This last movement causes a decrease in the

location of the intermediate operation Insert(3, ‘C’) to be Insert(2, ‘C’). The fourth

iteration has no effect since Insert(1, ‘T’) is already in the rightmost possible place.

The output of this Algorithm is the correct normalized sequence of alignment op-
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Table 5.1: Application example of Algorithm NormalizeAlignment

O[1] O[2] O[3] O[4]

Initial Insert(1, ‘T’) Delete(1, ‘A’) Insert(3, ‘C’) Delete(3, ‘A’)
1st iter Insert(1, ‘T’) Delete(1, ‘A’) Insert(3, ‘C’) Delete(4, ‘A’)
2nd iter Insert(1, ‘T’) Delete(1, ‘A’) Insert(3, ‘C’) Delete(4, ‘A’)
3rd iter Insert(1, ‘T’) Insert(2, ‘C’) Delete(3, ‘A’) Delete(4, ‘A’)
4th iter Insert(1, ‘T’) Insert(2, ‘C’) Delete(3, ‘A’) Delete(4, ‘A’)

erations O = {Insert(1, ‘T’), Insert(2, ‘C’), Delete(3, ‘A’), Delete(4, ‘A’)}. Table 5.1

lists O after each iteration of the main loop of Algorithm NormalizeAlignment.

Figure 5.3 shows more normalization examples.

Figure 5.3: Two normalization examples of aligning reads “ATCTTCTT” and
“ATCCAATT” to the reference read “ATTGCCATT”

5.1.4 Storing alignments in the POG

Each normalized alignment is stored in a POG Gr associated with the reference read

r (line 7 in Algorithm CorrectErrors). Initially, Gr represents only r. The

candidate read alignments are then added incrementally in Gr in a manner similar to

DAGCon, with the difference that similar out-nodes (i.e., nodes connected by edges

coming out from the same node) are merged instantly; this saves time and space. Also,

in contrast to DAGCon, similar in-nodes (i.e., nodes connected by edges going to the

same node) are not merged, since this is not required by our extraction algorithm;

this also saves computational time. Figure 5.4 illustrates an example of aligning four

candidate reads c1, . . . , c4 to reference read r. The value on each edge corresponds to
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Figure 5.4: Example partial order graph (POG). The first row shows the initial POG
for reference read r. In the second row, c1 introduces an insertion and a substitution.
Next, c2 includes a deletion, an insertion and a substitution; and so on. At each row,
the newly introduced changes are shown in bold.

the number of alignments passing through that edge. We are going to modify these

values in Section 5.1.6.

For sequencing technologies that generate only substitution errors, instead of a

POG we use an array of size |r| to accumulate alignment weights.
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Figure 5.5: Normalized POG of Figure 5.4. The extracted path is shown in bold.

5.1.5 Extracting corrected read from the POG

Given POG Gr for a reference read r, the corrected read r′ corresponds to a path

within Gr (line 8 in Algorithm CorrectErrors). There are many ways to select

such a path. For instance, it can be the path that maximizes the sum of edge scores,

but the quality of error correction is expected to be low, because the heuristic favors

longer paths. As another example, DAGCon assigns each node a score based on the

weights of the out-edges and local coverage, and selects the path that maximizes the

sum of node scores.

We propose a novel approach. First, we normalize all edge weights such that the

sum of the out-edge weights of any node is 1 (see Figure 5.5). The rationale is that,

after normalization, edge weights will reflect the transition probability between nodes.

Then, the problem is mapped to the classic problem of finding the most reliable path

in a network [85], which is the path that maximizes the product of edge weights.

Since POGs are directed acyclic graphs, the score of the best path can be found by

dynamic programming using the following recursive rule:

pW (s) = 1

pW (u) = max
v∈V (Gr)

{pW (v) · w̄(v, u)}
(5.1)

The score of the best path is pW (t) where s and t are unique start and end nodes,

V (Gr) is the set of nodes in the POG, w̄(v, u) is the normalized edge weight between

nodes v, u ∈ V (Gr), or 0 if they are not directly connected. The corrected read r′
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corresponds to the nodes of the best path.

For sequencing technologies that generate only substitution errors, r′ is computed

as the consensus (i.e., the sequence containing the most frequent base in each position)

in a gap-free multiple alignment.

5.1.6 Handling high-error regions

For simplicity, in Figure 5.4 we assumed weight wc = 1 for each read c. An aligned

read increases the value of all relevant edges by wc. To accommodate for the fact that

some of the aligned reads may be sequenced from a different region of the genome,

for each read c we calculate wc as follows:

wc = 1−
√

overlapError/(overlapSize ·maxErrorRate) (5.2)

where overlapError is the edit distance between the overlapping regions of the

two reads (or the Hamming distance if only substitution errors are considered),

overlapSize is the size of the aligned reference read overlap, and maxErrorRate

is a constant (default is 0.25). Intuitively the equation favors very similar reads that

belong with high probability to the same genome region, to less similar ones that are

still probable to be from the same region but highly affected by sequencing errors.

This configuration enables our approach to handle high-error regions better than pre-

vious approaches. If quality values from the sequencing machine are available, we set

edge weights to wc · (1− 10−0.1qci), where qci is the quality value associated with the

destination base at position i.

5.1.7 Handling coverage variability

Let there be two regions in the genome that are very similar (e.g., they differ by

only a few bases). Assume that coverage is not uniform, which is the typical case for

NGS technologies, and let one of these regions be more covered than the other. For
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example, assume genome region “AAAAAAA” is covered by 50 reads, whereas region

“AAACAAA” is covered by only 20 reads. The POGs resulting from the methodology

described above, will be biased towards converting all reads from the lesser covered

region, to match those of the higher covered one; obviously this is wrong. To minimize

this problem, if an “original” edge weight in the POG exceeds a threshold5 τ3, Karect

eliminates all other out-edges from its source node before extracting the corrected

read. By original edge we mean an edge in the initial POG of the reference read r

being corrected, such as the topmost POG in Figure 5.4.

In order to compute threshold τ3, coverage is estimated by sorting all 17-mers by

frequency, and then the frequency of the median 17-mer is multiplied by the total

number of input read bases divided by the total number of input read 17-mers. The

estimated coverage is multiplied by 1
2

if the cell type is diploid, to get the coverage

of a single chromosome copy. Since calculating the median 17-mer frequency is time

consuming, it is approximated by sorting 10-mers by frequency, then the 1000 10-

mers closest to median frequency are flagged, then the value is set to the average

frequency of 17-mers with frequency > 5 and share a 10-mer prefix with one of the

flagged 10-mers.

5.1.8 Working in limited memory

Although nowadays main memory is becoming larger and cheaper, in some situations

it is required to run the computational task in limited memory budget if the available

resources are not enough, or to consume less resources.

The structure consuming most memory in our approach is the array L described

in Section 5.1.1. Our technique can be configured to work in limited memory budget

by specifying the amount of available memory in the command line. If the array L

is not going to fit in memory, the set of input reads R is divided into disjoint subsets

5Default τ3 = min(100, 0.42 · estCoverage).
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Table 5.2: Description of the datasets. For the 454 and Ion Torrent datasets we report
the average read length, since reads do not have the same length.

Dataset Sequencing Accession Reference Genome Read Number Number of Coverage Aligned
machine number genome length length of reads base pairs (×) bases (%)

h.pylori.454#a 454 FLX SRR023794, SRR023796 NC 017355.1 1,588,278 233 279,235 65,048,583 40.96 95.22
z.mobilis.454#a 454 FLX SRR017972, SRR029606 NC 006526.2 2,056,363 190 210,814 40,087,238 19.49 96.05
e.coli.454#b 454 Titanium Roche NC 000913.3 4,641,652 216 439,155 94,874,123 20.44 99.14
e.coli.ion#c Ion Torrent B22-730 NC 010473.1 4,686,137 326 492,537 160,671,071 34.29 99.06
s.aureus.ill#d Illumina SRR022868 - GAGE NC 010079.1 2,903,081 101 1,294,104 130,704,504 45.02 78.19
human.c14.ill Illumina GAGE NC 000014.8 88,289,540 101 36,504,800 3,686,984,800 41.76 95.10
c.elegans.ill#e Illumina SRR065390 wormbase 100,286,401 100 67,617,092 6,761,709,200 67.42 90.72

#a Available from NCBI SRA: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
#b Available from Roche: http://www.medcomp.medicina.unipd.it/Ecoli dataset/
#c Available from Ion Torrent, under name B22-730: http://ioncommunity.lifetechnologies.com/welcome
#d We used the GAGE reference of s.aureus.ill, which includes two plasmid sequences in addition to NC 010079.1
#e c.elegans.ill reference is available at:
ftp://ftp.wormbase.org/pub/wormbase/species/c elegans/sequence/genomic/c elegans.PRJNA13758.WS241.genomic.fa.gz

Ri, such that the array Li for any subset can fit in memory. For each read subset

Ri, all alignments whose candidate reads are members of Ri are stored in the POG

of “all” reads, and then another read subset is handled. The POGs are subsequently

stored and loaded from the disk in order to save memory.

5.2 Experimental evaluation

We compare the error correction quality of Karect against the state-of-the-art tools

for substitution errors, namely: Lighter [47], Trowel [49], BLESS [51], Musket [52],

RACER [37], SGA [64], Quake [54], Reptile [53], and Diginorm [74]. We also compare

against the top performing tools that support insertion and deletion errors, namely:

Blue [48], Fiona [69], DAGCon [71], Coral [70], MuffinKmeans [73], and HSHREC [68].

We employ a Linux machine with 2×6-core Intel CPUs at 2.67GHz and 192GB RAM.

5.2.1 Datasets

We use data from the 454, Ion Torrent, and Illumina sequencing machines; Table 5.2

lists the details. (i) The 454 datasets consist of fragment and paired-end libraries

of Helicobacter pylori, Zymomonas mobilis, and Escherichia coli. The same datasets

were also used by [86], but in their study they used only the paired-end library for

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
http://www.medcomp.medicina.unipd.it/Ecoli_dataset/
http://ioncommunity.lifetechnologies.com/welcome
ftp://ftp.wormbase.org/pub/wormbase/species/c_elegans/sequence/genomic/c_elegans.PRJNA13758.WS241.genomic.fa.gz
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Zymomonas mobilis, whereas we use the fragment library, too, to increase coverage.

Also, we discard a portion of the reads for Helicobacter pylori, to obtain moderate

coverage. (ii) The Ion Torrent dataset is a fragment library of Escherichia coli.

(iii) The Illumina datasets consist of paired-end libraries of: Staphylococcus aureus,

Human Chromosome 14, and Caenorhabditis elegans. They appear in various previous

studies such as GAGE [87] and the works of [37, 51, 52, 88]. We use the Roche tools

to filter 454 and Ion Torrent data, and employ QUAST [89] to evaluate the resulting

assemblies. Additional datasets for ultra-high coverage datasets and RNA-Seq data

appear in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.1.1 Non-uniform coverage of datasets

Since all datasets are results of real experiments, they exhibit non-uniform coverage

along the genome, which is a major challenge for error correction. The “mean mapped

read depth” and the “inter-quartile range (IQR)” metrics in Table 5.3 are suggested

by Illumina to measure the coverage uniformity of datasets. Mean mapped read depth

is the sum of the mapped read depths at each reference base position, divided by the

number of bases in the reference. The inter-quartile range (IQR) is computed by

subtracting the value at position 0.25 × |L| from the value at position 0.75 × |L| of

the list L consisting of the sorted mapped read depths at each base. Larger IQR

indicates higher coverage variation (less uniformity). Note that the mean mapped

read depth can be smaller than the raw read depth because the aligner may not be

able to map some reads. Also, the mean mapped read depth can be larger than the

raw read depth since some reads can be mapped to several genome positions because

of repeated genome regions.

Since the ideal distribution of read locations over the reference genome is Poisson

(whose mean is equal to its variance), we expect correlation between IQR values

and mean mapped read depths (although there exist other sources of variation, such
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as the sequencing machine behavior and genome criteria). From the IQR values of

Table 5.3, we conclude that our datasets vary from near-uniform coverage to non-

uniform coverage.

Table 5.3: Dataset coverage statistics

Dataset Uncovered Low-covered#a Mean map IQR
bases bases (%) read depth

h.pylori.454 0 0.025 39.79 10
z.mobilis.454 60 2.881 19.04 7
e.coli.454 14 1.617 21.28 7
e.coli.ion 272 0.598 37.96 16
s.aureus.ill 39 0.679 36.00 19
human.c14.ill 126,081 0.969 45.47 16
c.elegans.ill 21,222 0.190 82.13 24

#aBases covered by less than 10 reads are considered low-covered.

5.2.2 Read alignment for evaluation

For the purpose of accurate evaluation, first we filter 454 and Ion Torrent reads using

Roche tools as described in Appendix A, while Illumina reads are not filtered. We

do not filter reads containing ‘N’ symbols, since these reads still have a significant

amount of information. Current versions of evaluated tools in this document support

‘N’ symbols, with the exception of Reptile. Before passing reads to Reptile, we

randomly change ‘N’ symbols to known symbols.

After filtering input reads, we align them to the corresponding reference genomes,

using an accurate aligner which is guaranteed to find the alignment(s) having the

smallest edit distance (or hamming distance when only substitution errors exist)

for each aligned read. Reads that can not be mapped are excluded from evaluation

(however, they are not excluded from the input to error correction tools). The aligner

is guaranteed to find the minimum distance alignments of all reads which can be

mapped to the reference genome with less than breadLen/(dlog4(2×genomeLen)e−5)c

errors. Column “Allowed errors per read” of Table 5.4 lists these bound values for
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the average read length for each dataset. We do not exclude reads containing ‘N’

symbols from evaluation (their number is shown in column “Mapped reads with N”

of Table 5.4), unless the aligner fails to map them. Table 5.4 also shows error rates

based on mapped reads differences with the reference genome. The aligner is included

with Karect tool; Appendix A describes its usage, and how its output can be used

for evaluation.

5.2.3 Novel quality evaluation framework

Two main metrics have been used in previous work to evaluate the quality of error

correction. The first one considers “individual bases” and differentiates correct base-

operations from incorrect ones [52,70,90]. The second metric is applied on the granu-

larity of “entire reads” and differentiates correct reads from incorrect ones [37,38,67].

Although each metric has its tradeoffs [37, 52], depending on the biological applica-

tion, both are useful. For example, in the case of single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) discovery, the base-level metric is more appropriate, whereas in the case of

“de novo” assembly, the read-level metric is more suitable. For completeness, in this

chapter we report results for both metrics. However, the instantiations of the met-

rics in previous work have drawbacks. Below we propose improved versions for both

metrics.

In the following, we define “true positive” (TP ) an instance that was wrong ini-

tially, but became correct after the application of the error correction algorithm, de-

Table 5.4: Dataset alignment statistics

Dataset Total Reads Mapped Mapped Read Allowed errors Error
reads with N reads reads with N length per read rate (%)

h.pylori.454 279,235 8,345 264,777 7,856 (3%) 233 37 0.5
z.mobilis.454 210,814 6,127 201,968 5,830 (3%) 190 30 0.6
e.coli.454 439,155 21,155 434,893 20,725 (5%) 216 29 0.7
e.coli.ion 492,537 0 485,003 0 (0%) 326 45 0.8
s.aureus.ill 1,294,104 138,548 1,011,910 50,510 (5%) 101 13 2.6
human.c14.ill 36,504,800 171,297 34,715,050 64,332 (0.2%) 101 10 1.0
c.elegans.ill 67,617,092 461,349 61,341,381 329,791 (0.5%) 100 10 0.6
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noted as: TP := wrong→ correct. In a similar way, we define “true negative” TN :=

correct → correct; “false positive” FP := correct → wrong; and “false negative”

FN := wrong → wrong. We use the common definitions of: “Recall”= TP/(TP +

FN); “Precision”= TP/(TP + FP ); “FScore”= (2 · Precision · Recall)/(Precision +

Recall); and “Gain”= (TP − FP )/(TP + FN).

5.2.3.1 Individual base-operations metric

The metric lists the edit operations to transform the original and corrected read to

the reference region, respectively, and counts the differences [90]. It works when

only substitution errors are considered, but it is not well-defined in the presence of

insertions and deletions [51], because in this case there are multiple ways to list the

edit operations. We propose an alternative definition based on the actual distance,

instead of the list of edit operations.

Let o and c be the original and corrected read, respectively. The distance between

them is the number of bases that were wrong in o but got corrected in c (i.e., true

positives TP ), plus the number of bases that were correct in o but got wrongfully

altered in c (i.e., false positives FP ); formally D(o, c) = TP +FP . D is the Hamming

distance for substitution-only errors, or the edit distance, otherwise; in both cases D

can be computed unambiguously. Let Po be the set of several genome regions where

o can be mapped with minimum distance, and pc be the member of Po that has the

smallest distance to c; formally pc = arg minp∈Po D(p, c). Using the same methodology

as above, we define D(o, pc) = TP +FN and D(c, pc) = FP +FN . Solving the system

of equations results in: FN = 1
2
(D(o, pc) −D(o, c) + D(c, pc)); TP = D(o, pc) − FN

and FP = D(o, c)− TP .
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5.2.3.2 Entire reads metric

We align the original read o with the reference genome and, similar to the previous

section, we obtain the set Po of (possible many) genome regions where o can be

mapped with minimum distance D. Let c be the corrected read after applying the

correction algorithm on o. o and c are considered “correct” if they match exactly any

region p ∈ Po, else they are considered “wrong”. On the basis of this definition, we

use the formulas from Section 5.2.3 to calculate TP , FP and TN .

5.2.4 Correction quality

We evaluate Karect against existing tools in terms of recall, precision, Fscore, and

gain, using both the individual base operations and the entire reads metrics; Tables 5.5

and 5.6 summarize the results. For each dataset, the best result of each column is

shown in bold. We use the default parameters for all tools. If some parameter does not

have default value, we select the value suggested by the examples associated with that

tool. Since DAGCon is not a stand-alone error correction tool (it is a component inside

HGAP assembler), we run it by selecting candidate reads as proposed in Section 5.1.1,

then align them using edit distance, and pass alignments to DAGCon. We disable

trimming in all tools, except Quake. We run Quake such that it outputs corrected

and uncorrected reads. Diginorm is not included in the tables, because it filters rather

than correcting reads. More details about the setup are given in Appendix A. Karect

consistently outperforms existing methods for most datasets (up to 10% increase in

accuracy gain). Summary of these results using sum-of-ranks approach appear in

Section 5.2.6. We also test Karect with ultra-high coverage datasets and RNA-Seq

data. The results appear in the following subsections.
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Table 5.5: Quality of error correction on datasets containing insertion and deletion
errors.

Dataset
Error Base-operations (%) Whole reads (%) Time Memory
Correction Recall Precision FScore Gain Recall Precision FScore Gain (min) (GB)

h.pylori.454

Karect 95.85 99.77 97.77 95.63 97.33 99.94 98.62 97.28 1.13 1.47
DAGCon 96.85 97.70 97.27 94.57 97.45 99.42 98.42 96.88 1.83 —
Fiona 88.43 97.22 92.62 85.90 82.94 99.99 90.67 82.94 2.68 0.81
Blue 90.93 75.41 82.44 61.28 53.63 99.81 69.77 53.52 1.77 0.62
Coral 87.66 68.03 76.60 46.46 62.66 64.68 63.65 28.44 16.77 3.69
MuffinKmeans 77.42 81.62 79.47 59.99 65.30 91.54 76.22 59.26 6.63 0.80
HSHREC 70.34 69.67 70.00 39.72 63.23 98.63 77.06 62.35 9.57 13.03

z.mobilis.454

Karect 95.02 99.61 97.26 94.64 93.60 99.87 96.63 93.48 1.17 0.92
DAGCon 96.85 91.11 93.89 87.40 94.30 98.61 96.41 92.97 1.50 —
Fiona 90.66 95.78 93.15 86.67 82.77 99.84 90.51 82.64 2.28 0.97
Blue 89.33 77.17 82.80 62.90 55.20 99.86 71.10 55.12 1.17 0.32
Coral 88.50 74.00 80.61 57.41 66.29 72.36 69.19 40.97 3.88 3.41
MuffinKmeans 60.33 79.32 68.53 44.60 51.38 92.01 65.94 46.91 4.92 0.97
HSHREC 73.42 86.71 79.51 62.17 73.83 98.87 84.53 72.98 5.58 8.39

e.coli.454

Karect 96.34 99.62 97.96 95.98 94.49 99.91 97.12 94.40 5.32 2.12
DAGCon 97.35 91.47 94.32 88.27 94.09 98.90 96.44 93.05 6.16 —
Fiona 92.87 98.59 95.64 91.54 88.54 99.92 93.89 88.47 3.78 1.21
Blue 91.39 80.15 85.40 68.76 59.72 99.73 74.70 59.55 3.82 1.13
Coral 88.37 78.83 83.33 64.64 63.83 81.18 71.46 49.03 16.01 4.40
MuffinKmeans 56.52 62.94 59.56 23.25 44.44 91.74 59.88 40.44 14.93 1.85
HSHREC 63.76 88.38 74.07 55.37 52.58 99.96 68.91 52.56 9.07 4.81

e.coli.ion

Karect 96.27 99.24 97.73 95.53 89.62 99.74 94.41 89.39 4.23 3.61
DAGCon 97.92 95.25 96.57 93.03 91.34 99.06 95.04 90.47 5.98 —
Fiona 84.80 98.45 91.12 83.47 71.88 99.89 83.60 71.80 4.75 1.34
Blue 89.03 77.33 82.77 62.93 48.06 99.68 64.85 47.91 6.25 1.15
Coral 87.41 86.51 86.96 73.78 63.86 89.81 74.65 56.62 51.15 5.26
MuffinKmeans 72.15 69.74 70.92 40.84 49.28 92.57 64.32 45.33 15.13 2.19
HSHREC 69.54 86.32 77.02 58.52 57.45 99.60 72.87 57.22 20.33 14.36

We compare against tools which support insertion and deletion errors. All programs use 12 threads.

5.2.4.1 Correction quality for ultra-high coverage datasets

In this section, we analyze the behavior of Karect with three ultra-high coverage

datasets from the study of [90]. The reason for being interested in these datasets

is that, according to [90], some correction tools behave in an unexpected way when

applied to these datasets, due to their ultra-high coverage. Therefore, we want to

make sure that Karect behaves normally when applied to them. Table 5.7 lists the

details. We selected the D2, D5, and D6 datasets analyzed in [90]. The datasets are

high coverage Illumina paired-end libraries of Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus,

and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Table 5.8 summarizes the results of correction quality

with Karect on these datasets.

According to Table 5.8, Karect behaves normally when applied to ultra-high cov-
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Table 5.6: Quality of error correction on datasets containing substitution errors (Il-
lumina).

Dataset
Error Base-operations (%) Whole reads (%) Time Memory
Correction Recall Precision FScore Gain Recall Precision FScore Gain (min) (GB)

s.aureus.ill

Karect 99.54 99.93 99.73 99.46 98.87 99.99 99.42 98.86 3.25 2.58
Fiona 83.31 99.38 90.64 82.79 83.56 99.94 91.02 83.51 5.48 1.25
BLESS 89.10 99.75 94.12 88.87 90.56 100.00 95.05 90.56 6.67 0.01
Blue 95.61 95.70 95.66 91.32 96.08 99.91 97.96 95.99 2.87 1.95
SGA 71.66 99.72 83.39 71.46 84.67 100.00 91.70 84.67 2.49 0.09
Musket 72.04 99.86 83.70 71.94 78.46 99.99 87.93 78.45 1.67 0.23
RACER 89.87 97.94 93.73 87.98 88.73 99.92 93.99 88.66 0.80 1.24
Trowel 46.89 71.95 56.77 28.60 40.11 92.37 55.94 36.80 0.13 0.47
Lighter 62.86 99.65 77.09 62.64 76.27 99.95 86.52 76.24 0.17 0.10
Coral 57.59 98.19 72.60 56.52 79.37 99.25 88.20 78.77 6.32 6.05
Quake 37.91 — — — 21.37 — — — 5.20 0.30
Reptile 8.90 86.83 16.14 7.55 8.26 96.36 15.21 7.94 9.67 2.21
MuffinKmeans 57.19 40.26 47.25 -27.68 52.39 94.24 67.35 49.19 56.65 2.50

human.c14.ill

Karect 85.23 97.74 91.06 83.26 71.46 99.79 83.28 71.31 47.48 81.30
Fiona 80.49 94.95 87.13 76.21 68.62 99.66 81.28 68.39 113.8 28.91
BLESS 70.64 95.44 81.19 67.26 65.93 99.87 79.43 65.85 193.50 0.14
Blue 78.88 87.00 82.74 67.10 64.58 99.06 78.19 63.97 35.77 17.75
SGA 70.03 96.70 81.23 67.64 63.84 99.98 77.92 63.82 54.82 1.33
Musket 67.68 94.61 78.91 63.82 59.45 99.79 74.51 59.33 40.22 2.35
RACER 75.73 57.88 65.61 20.62 64.00 99.22 77.81 63.49 18.01 10.58
Trowel 55.74 92.50 69.56 51.22 46.19 99.86 63.17 46.13 13.60 19.48
Lighter 60.51 86.37 71.16 50.96 51.95 99.88 68.35 51.89 6.10 0.48
Coral 72.70 75.65 74.15 49.30 69.25 87.70 77.39 59.54 285.82 58.83
Quake 42.41 — — — 14.31 — — — 35.27 2.07
Reptile 4.04 17.74 6.58 -14.70 1.76 12.33 3.08 -10.78 414.62 9.98

c.elegans.ill

Karect 88.69 98.77 93.46 87.58 86.23 99.89 92.56 86.14 102.93 147.83
Fiona 80.82 97.27 88.28 78.55 79.87 99.89 88.76 79.78 244.67 58.48
BLESS 78.82 98.54 87.58 77.65 81.55 99.98 89.83 81.54 328.35 0.17
Blue 82.26 74.11 77.97 53.53 81.28 98.29 88.98 79.87 40.57 16.58
SGA 77.03 99.04 86.66 76.28 79.55 100.00 88.61 79.55 81.15 2.27
Musket 59.65 95.89 73.55 57.09 70.03 99.91 82.34 69.97 42.60 2.82
RACER 80.63 66.52 72.90 40.04 80.14 99.80 88.89 79.97 34.75 12.38
Trowel 54.86 93.43 69.13 51.01 56.39 99.11 71.89 55.89 23.30 29.65
Lighter 51.63 83.96 63.94 41.77 56.35 99.96 72.07 56.33 10.95 0.53
Coral 70.22 74.98 72.52 46.78 75.87 83.78 79.63 61.18 632.25 85.62
Quake 42.41 — — — 14.37 — — — 40.95 2.15

All programs use 12 threads, except BLESS and Reptile use 1 thread. Reptile failed for c.elegans.ill. MuffinKmeans
failed for human.c14.ill and c.elegans.ill. We omitted some Quake results since trimming reduces correction quality,
by treating each trimmed base or read as false positive or false negative.

erage datasets. The gain in the “s.cerevisiae.high” dataset is small because of the

significant differences between the sequenced individual and the available reference

genome.

5.2.4.2 Correction quality for RNA-Seq data

In this section, we analyze the behavior of Karect with RNA-Seq dataset used in [91].

Table 5.9 lists the details. The dataset is RNA-Seq Illumina paired-end libraries of
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Table 5.7: Description of ultra-high coverage datasets

Dataset Sequencing Accession Reference Genome Read Number Number of Coverage Aligned
machine number genome length length of reads base pairs (×) bases (%)

e.coli.high Illumina ERR008613 NC 000913.3 4,641,652 100 28,428,648 2,842,864,800 612 97.50
s.aureus.high Illumina SRR022866 NC 010079.1 2,903,081 76 25,551,716 1,941,930,416 669 74.87
s.cerevisiae.high Illumina SRR352384 NC 001133-48#a 12,157,105 76 52,061,664 3,956,686,464 325 88.94

All datasets are available from NCBI SRA. #a The reference genome used for s.cerevisiae is the set of 16 chromosome
sequences: NC 001133 to NC 001148, with the addition of mitochondrion sequence NC 001224

Table 5.8: Quality of error correction with Karect on ultra-high coverage datasets

Dataset
Base-operations (%) Whole reads (%) Time Memory

Recall Precision FScore Gain Recall Precision FScore Gain (min) (GB)

e.coli.high 99.70 99.94 99.82 99.64 99.46 100.00 99.73 99.46 36.12 63.61
s.aureus.high 98.74 99.93 99.33 98.67 97.62 100.00 98.79 97.62 94.92 38.52
s.cerevisiae.high 29.66 98.10 45.55 29.09 17.66 99.11 29.98 17.50 62.33 84.66

Arabidopsis thaliana. We include in the evaluation only the input reads that can be

mapped to contiguous locations in the reference genome. We excluded splice-aligned

reads from evaluation; we used the Tophat [92] aligner specialized in RNA-Seq data,

to align input reads to the reference genome, and we filtered the results to exclude

all spliced alignments. The actual Tophat command used is listed in Section 7.

Tophat is able to align 72.65% of the input reads. Only 55.94% of the input

reads can be mapped to contiguous locations, and are used for evaluation. However,

we passed the whole input reads to Karect for correction (since we can not assume

that we know such information beforehand). Table 5.10 summarizes the results of

correction quality with Karect on this dataset.

Table 5.9: Description of RNA-Seq dataset

Dataset Sequencing Accession Reference Genome Read Number Number of Aligned
machine number genome length length of reads base pairs bases (%)

a.thaliana.rna Illumina SRR391052 TAIR database 119,667,750 76 53,365,692 4,055,792,592 55.94

The dataset is available from NCBI SRA. The reference genome is the set of 5 chromo-
some sequences, with the addition of chloroplast and mitochondria sequences, available at:
ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Sequences/whole chromosomes/

Table 5.10: Quality of error correction with Karect on RNA-Seq dataset

Dataset
Base-operations (%) Whole reads (%) Time Memory

Recall Precision FScore Gain Recall Precision FScore Gain (min) (GB)

a.thaliana.rna 87.92 96.47 91.99 84.70 88.16 99.07 93.30 87.34 42.08 87.64
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Table 5.11: Effect of threshold m value on error correction with Karect

Experiment
Base-operations (%) Whole reads (%) Time Memory

Recall Precision FScore Gain Recall Precision FScore Gain (min) (GB)

Experiment 1 85.23 97.74 91.06 83.26 71.46 99.79 83.28 71.31 47.48 81.30
Experiment 2 72.98 99.11 84.06 72.32 61.89 99.84 76.41 61.79 876.07 81.55
Experiment 3 80.08 98.62 88.39 78.96 66.98 99.83 80.17 66.86 88.52 81.34
Experiment 4 85.22 97.79 91.07 83.29 71.48 99.80 83.30 71.34 47.42 81.30

Results show that Karect can be successfully applied to RNA-Seq data.

5.2.4.3 Effect of threshold m

In this section, we analyze the effect of threshold m defined in Section 5.1.1 on the

results. We conducted several experiments with the Human chromosome 14 dataset

(human.c14.ill), where the effect is more clear. “Experiment 1” of Table 5.11 shows

results of running Karect (without modifications) on this dataset. In “Experiment

2”, we set m = ∞. This reduced base-operations accuracy gain from 83.26 down to

72.32, confirming that constraint m is important in avoiding reads from irrelevant

regions. In “Experiment 3”, we set m =∞ only if we are within the same candidate

reads category (refer to Figure 5.1 a,b,c, and d), which again reduced base-operations

accuracy gain from 83.26 down to 78.96. In “Experiment 4”, we used different ways

to select the m random candidates. The base-operations accuracy gain was almost

unaffected (i.e., from 83.26 to 83.29), demonstrating that the selection of specific m

reads is not crucial.

5.2.5 “De novo” assembly

We evaluate the effect of error correction on “de novo” assembly using the following

top performing assemblers: Celera [93] and Newbler (from Roche company) for the

454 and Ion Torrent datasets; and Velvet [94], SGA [64], and Celera for the Illumina

datasets. Celera requires read quality values as input. Since Fiona, DAGCon and

HSHREC do not output such information, we manually set their quality values to
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‘I’. Newbler is tested both with and without quality values as input; the later case

is denoted by Newbler (NQ). We do not test Newbler with diginorm, since diginorm

alters the read headers in a way that Newbler is unable to detect paired reads. SGA

is run after filtering out its initial error correction stage. More details about the

setup are included in Appendix A. Assemblies are evaluated using QUAST [89]. All

contigs/scaffolds are split such that each of them aligns to the reference genome;

contigs/scaffolds with less than 500bp are excluded. For both contigs and scaffolds,

we report the standard metrics: (i) “NGA50” is the size of the contig/scaffold such

that all contigs/scaffolds larger than or equal to it cover at least 50% of the reference

genome. (ii) “LGA50” is the number of contigs with size ≥ NGA50 bp. (iii) “Number

of misassemblies” is the number of misassembled contigs/scaffolds locations. (iv)

“Number of local misassemblies” is similar, but local misassemblies have much less

effect on the quality. (v) “Number of unaligned contigs/scaffolds” is the number

of contigs/scaffolds that can not be aligned to the reference genome. (vi) “Rate

of mismatches and indels” is the number of mismatches and indels per 100 kbp of

assembly contigs/scaffolds. (vii) “Coverage” is the percentage of the covered genome

by all contigs/scaffolds. (viii) “Rate of N symbols” is the number of N symbols per

100 kbp of assembly scaffolds.

Tables 5.12–5.18 summarize the results for the “de novo” assembly of the Es-

cherichia coli 454, Helicobacter pylori 454, Zymomonas mobilis 454, Escherichia coli

Ion Torrent, Staphylococcus aureus Illumina, Human Chromosome 14 Illumina, and

Caenorhabditis elegans Illumina datasets, respectively. The results demonstrate that,

compared with existing error correcting methods, Karect improves significantly the

assembly quality (up to 10% increase in NGA50).

Table 5.19 summarizes detailed results of “de novo” assembly of Staphylococcus

aureus Illumina dataset using the Velvet assembler. This table differs from Table 5.16

in that, for each correction method, we performed “de novo” assembly on the corrected
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reads for all odd k values between 23 and 75, where k is the k-mer size Velvet input.

The value of k that maximizes NGA50 for each correction method was selected to

include its assembly results in the table.

Table 5.12: Assembly of the Escherichia coli 454 Titanium dataset (e.coli.454)

Error
Assembler

Contigs Scaffolds
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

—
Celera 472,473 4 3 11 0 12 99.93 1,750,103 2 4 21 0 11 99.94 46
Celera (sff) 639,160 3 4 13 1 13 99.86 2,346,056 1 4 18 1 13 99.86 56
Newbler 112,331 15 0 5 0 2 98.14 1,295,223 2 4 77 0 2 97.85 1,982

Karect
Celera 858,863 3 2 13 0 10 99.97 2,565,113 1 3 17 0 10 99.98 90
Newbler 112,524 14 0 10 0 9 98.20 1,109,133 2 6 80 0 9 97.80 2,143
Newbler (NQ) 110,321 15 0 10 0 9 98.21 3,362,497 1 4 82 0 9 97.84 2,004

DAGCon
Celera 235,860 6 6 22 1 53 99.80 1,130,974 2 10 51 0 53 99.82 84
Newbler (NQ) 73,648 20 1 15 1 22 97.36 618,779 3 7 115 0 22 96.70 3,368

Fiona
Celera 682,339 3 2 10 0 11 99.95 2,569,644 1 2 17 0 11 99.96 15
Newbler (NQ) 117,500 13 0 7 1 9 98.12 962,800 2 5 79 0 9 97.85 1,983

Blue
Celera 780,219 3 2 9 0 10 99.97 2,345,312 1 4 15 0 10 99.98 5
Newbler 111,928 14 0 7 1 8 98.20 1,492,028 2 7 77 0 8 97.88 1,897
Newbler (NQ) 112,390 14 0 9 1 8 98.21 923,165 2 8 76 0 8 97.87 2,047

Coral
Celera 473,444 5 4 12 0 171 99.90 1,809,222 2 7 22 0 166 99.95 66
Newbler 125,630 13 0 10 1 173 98.10 845,431 3 8 80 0 173 97.76 2,128
Newbler (NQ) 112,408 13 0 8 0 172 98.09 923,986 2 6 81 0 172 97.79 2,186

MuffinKmeans
Celera 562,359 4 3 19 0 18 99.83 2,881,627 1 4 30 0 18 99.83 115
Newbler 103,722 15 0 11 1 13 98.07 942,705 2 5 85 0 12 97.69 2,414
Newbler (NQ) 97,794 16 0 11 1 14 98.08 941,847 2 5 87 0 14 97.72 2,429

HSHREC
Celera 115,342 13 2 16 0 17 99.64 1,137,457 2 9 59 0 18 99.72 224
Newbler (NQ) 78,203 20 1 7 0 11 97.95 823,237 3 7 109 0 11 97.66 2,733

Diginorm Celera 3,354 387 3 11 0 20 84.20 73,273 20 246 872 0 26 84.70 13,889

Data are filtered using the Roche tools, except for Celera (sff). GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misas-
semblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatches/indels per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100
kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Newbler (NQ) means data is passed to Newbler without quality values.
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Table 5.13: Assembly of the Helicobacter pylori 454 FLX dataset (h.pylori.454)

Error
Assembler

Contigs Scaffolds
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

—
Celera 264,997 3 2 3 1 12 99.61 322,089 3 3 5 1 12 99.61 17
Celera (sff) 280,626 3 2 3 0 11 99.74 322,553 3 2 5 0 11 99.74 35
Newbler 125,256 5 0 0 4 2 98.40 231,222 3 5 10 2 2 98.01 619

Karect
Celera 394,550 2 1 2 1 7 99.30 394,550 2 1 2 1 7 99.30 0
Newbler 125,293 5 0 0 4 3 98.53 382,542 2 5 10 2 3 98.14 657
Newbler (NQ) 125,253 5 0 0 4 3 98.41 382,499 2 3 10 1 3 98.07 523

DAGCon
Celera 263,140 3 4 5 1 10 99.38 327,008 3 2 9 1 12 99.64 46
Newbler (NQ) 105,946 5 0 0 4 4 97.98 241,580 3 4 18 2 4 97.64 1,001

Fiona
Celera 322,080 3 2 2 1 7 99.66 322,080 3 2 2 1 7 99.66 0
Newbler (NQ) 125,265 5 0 0 4 3 98.44 382,418 2 3 11 2 3 98.05 545

Blue
Celera 326,495 3 1 3 1 6 99.75 326,495 3 1 3 1 6 99.75 1
Newbler 125,259 5 0 1 3 3 98.40 382,609 2 3 12 1 2 98.00 536
Newbler (NQ) 125,608 5 0 1 3 3 98.41 383,012 2 3 11 1 3 98.08 473

Coral
Celera 327,257 3 2 5 1 217 99.64 360,766 3 2 5 1 217 99.64 1
Newbler 125,544 5 0 2 4 213 98.52 383,515 2 4 11 2 213 98.15 558
Newbler (NQ) 147,285 4 0 0 4 213 98.52 383,309 2 5 10 2 213 98.13 622

MuffinKmeans
Celera 326,892 3 4 5 1 17 99.81 326,892 3 5 6 1 17 99.81 2
Newbler 112,403 5 0 0 4 5 98.30 327,962 2 3 14 2 5 97.91 841
Newbler (NQ) 112,453 5 0 1 3 6 98.32 382,509 2 3 12 2 5 97.87 653

HSHREC
Celera 194,747 4 1 1 1 42 99.50 322,443 3 1 5 1 44 99.52 10
Newbler (NQ) 125,264 5 0 0 4 33 98.42 327,965 2 3 12 1 33 98.02 601

Diginorm Celera 5,970 80 2 1 6 35 94.87 5,970 80 2 1 6 35 94.87 0

Data are filtered using the Roche tools, except for Celera (sff). GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misas-
semblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatches/indels per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100
kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Newbler (NQ) means data is passed to Newbler without quality values.
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Table 5.14: Assembly of the Zymomonas mobilis 454 FLX dataset (z.mobilis.454)

Error
Assembler

Contigs Scaffolds
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

—
Celera 181,141 3 1 2 31 17 99.65 1,135,181 1 1 10 10 18 99.65 536
Celera (sff) 242,372 3 3 2 29 16 99.81 355,999 2 3 8 7 17 99.81 478
Newbler 158,142 5 1 1 37 5 99.11 353,510 2 3 15 5 5 98.92 807

Karect
Celera 181,138 3 1 4 31 18 99.73 1,134,905 1 1 11 11 19 99.73 411
Newbler 158,129 5 1 3 36 14 99.11 1,486,637 1 2 17 6 12 98.96 745
Newbler (NQ) 158,129 5 1 3 37 15 99.12 1,485,701 1 2 19 6 12 98.91 761

DAGCon
Celera 162,952 5 2 4 34 40 99.13 352,544 2 2 16 12 41 99.17 563
Newbler (NQ) 104,617 7 1 1 45 24 98.15 274,938 3 5 25 5 19 97.75 1,393

Fiona
Celera 181,138 3 1 3 29 20 99.73 1,134,894 1 1 10 11 20 99.73 489
Newbler (NQ) 158,134 5 1 2 37 15 99.12 1,486,151 1 2 15 6 15 98.93 792

Blue
Celera 181,145 3 1 3 31 16 99.72 1,134,957 1 1 10 9 17 99.73 471
Newbler 181,154 5 1 1 38 11 99.09 1,343,323 1 1 14 6 10 99.00 810
Newbler (NQ) 163,726 5 1 1 39 11 99.05 1,342,871 1 2 14 6 10 98.89 822

Coral
Celera 181,548 5 1 3 30 203 99.63 1,136,404 1 1 11 10 204 99.64 401
Newbler 158,431 5 1 1 37 198 99.07 1,132,905 1 3 13 5 197 98.83 717
Newbler (NQ) 158,428 5 1 1 37 197 99.05 1,132,326 1 3 14 6 196 98.81 705

MuffinKmeans
Celera 160,449 4 2 3 30 31 99.42 355,596 2 3 12 13 32 99.43 397
Newbler 160,237 5 1 1 35 18 99.02 1,128,324 1 3 20 5 18 98.71 878
Newbler (NQ) 160,241 5 1 1 37 23 98.92 353,613 2 3 15 5 23 98.59 985

HSHREC
Celera 138,851 6 1 2 37 53 99.68 1,135,056 1 1 14 11 54 99.69 491
Newbler (NQ) 124,568 5 1 2 40 49 99.08 353,149 2 3 15 5 49 98.85 915

Diginorm Celera 3,111 211 0 0 41 24 87.73 3,147 208 0 3 40 24 87.74 178

Data are filtered using the Roche tools, except for Celera (sff). GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misas-
semblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatches/indels per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100
kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Newbler (NQ) means data is passed to Newbler without quality values.
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Table 5.15: Assembly of the Escherichia coli Ion Torrent dataset (e.coli.ion)

Error
Assembler

Contigs
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov

—
Celera 42,886 33 0 13 2 17 93.65
Celera (sff) 44,562 31 0 12 1 16 93.77
Newbler 60,012 24 0 14 0 85 95.30

Karect
Celera 68,004 21 0 20 2 19 93.53
Newbler 63,473 21 0 17 0 20 95.35
Newbler (NQ) 60,171 23 0 14 0 21 95.26

DAGCon
Celera 56,937 27 1 28 3 31 93.24
Newbler (NQ) 58,862 27 0 21 1 27 94.69

Fiona
Celera 59,606 24 1 13 3 21 93.96
Newbler (NQ) 63,241 22 0 13 0 19 95.36

Blue
Celera 41,048 35 2 13 1 15 94.00
Newbler 60,449 23 1 12 0 13 95.25
Newbler (NQ) 57,670 27 0 11 0 13 95.25

Coral
Celera 58,384 25 0 12 1 117 93.82
Newbler 63,593 21 1 16 0 118 95.30
Newbler (NQ) 63,371 22 1 14 0 118 95.28

MuffinKmeans
Celera 40,758 38 1 8 1 30 93.50
Newbler 59,395 24 0 11 1 26 95.19
Newbler (NQ) 58,851 23 0 10 1 37 95.17

HSHREC
Celera 47,956 28 0 15 1 49 93.78
Newbler (NQ) 60,036 23 0 13 0 50 95.34

Diginorm Celera 31,547 44 1 11 0 29 95.24

Data are filtered using the Roche tools, except for Celera (sff). GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misas-
semblies, UA: unaligned contigs, MM: rate of mismatches/indels per 100 kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Newbler (NQ)
means data is passed to Newbler without quality values. Scaffolds results are not shown since this dataset contains
only fragments, and does not contain any paired reads.
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Table 5.16: Assembly of the Staphylococcus aureus Illumina dataset (s.aureus.ill)

Error
Assembler

Contigs Scaffolds
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

—
Velvet 3,024 295 10 0 2 9 93.88 3,941 234 10 16 16 18 93.88 566
SGA 1,491 565 5 0 0 1 85.86 1,530 555 6 0 0 2 86.01 0
Celera 6,644 135 6 4 1 20 91.92 8,603 104 9 35 1 22 91.95 67

Karect
Velvet 27,586 34 7 3 0 3 97.95 37,926 23 7 6 0 4 97.96 73
SGA 24,633 39 3 1 0 2 98.08 25,321 38 4 1 0 2 98.14 0
Celera 24,177 38 6 5 0 13 97.18 33,840 29 8 14 0 15 97.20 32

Fiona
Velvet 20,239 47 5 3 0 8 97.79 26,282 35 7 6 0 12 97.81 116
SGA 15,721 58 2 2 0 4 97.69 15,861 57 3 2 0 4 97.71 0
Celera 16,003 56 8 3 0 21 96.95 23,109 42 9 15 0 24 96.97 50

BLESS
Velvet 6,823 128 10 0 1 6 97.24 8,853 99 12 9 5 12 97.26 302
SGA 4,676 190 2 0 0 1 95.91 4,842 182 4 0 0 1 95.98 0
Celera 5,397 169 9 2 1 18 91.11 8,393 105 11 18 0 26 91.30 166

Blue
Velvet 26,459 35 9 3 0 3 97.88 32,271 28 9 7 0 4 97.88 74
SGA 19,863 45 4 1 0 2 97.77 21,851 43 5 1 0 2 97.87 1
Celera 24,936 37 8 5 0 18 97.24 33,321 27 12 13 0 19 97.24 32

SGA
Velvet 8,610 104 5 1 0 2 97.42 9,576 92 6 3 1 4 97.51 121
SGA 6,767 131 3 1 0 1 96.89 6,857 128 4 1 0 1 96.94 0
Celera 8,408 98 7 4 0 22 94.89 12,393 72 7 27 0 25 94.92 77

Musket
Velvet 13,862 68 6 2 0 5 97.63 17,295 51 7 14 0 8 97.64 161
SGA 9,020 98 4 0 0 1 97.49 9,314 97 5 0 0 2 97.52 0
Celera 12,366 73 13 3 0 10 96.25 18,811 49 11 17 0 15 96.30 90

RACER
Velvet 7,779 113 11 4 2 15 97.39 10,690 80 23 13 0 26 97.53 284
SGA 5,754 157 6 0 3 3 96.43 5,923 151 8 1 3 4 96.56 1
Celera 6,839 129 23 4 3 26 93.30 11,918 77 31 21 2 32 93.43 147

Trowel
Velvet 2,209 402 20 4 228 139 90.08 3,101 292 27 68 149 166 90.12 703
SGA 1,178 696 44 1 167 53 80.91 1,270 640 36 14 146 71 81.66 93
Celera 3,726 244 33 3 31 124 80.56 4,819 186 61 52 14 135 80.68 142

Lighter
Velvet 6,399 138 9 1 1 7 97.08 8,521 107 11 13 2 13 97.19 334
SGA 4,386 203 2 0 0 3 95.74 4,450 199 3 0 0 4 95.79 0
Celera 8,293 106 9 3 0 14 93.65 12,022 76 12 17 0 18 93.74 91

Coral
Velvet 17,801 49 10 7 2 19 97.50 22,173 41 10 11 3 15 97.49 82
SGA 14,286 64 4 2 1 10 97.37 14,702 62 6 4 1 10 97.37 3
Celera 15,767 55 10 6 2 28 96.00 20,301 44 13 18 2 29 96.02 34

Quake
Velvet 4,257 218 9 0 1 6 95.96 4,845 180 9 7 9 11 96.10 344
SGA 3,397 262 4 0 0 2 94.60 3,397 262 4 0 0 2 94.60 0
Celera 3,976 228 13 0 3 30 83.71 4,668 186 13 17 3 32 83.75 68

Reptile
Velvet 2,986 301 9 1 2 12 93.44 3,918 238 11 19 17 21 93.48 586
SGA 1,490 570 3 0 2 1 85.50 1,530 559 4 0 2 1 85.65 0
Celera 6,570 135 11 2 1 30 91.51 8,253 107 13 31 1 32 91.55 62

MuffinKmeans
Velvet 3,925 237 11 3 0 14 95.20 4,757 199 13 23 4 18 95.54 339
SGA 2,688 329 8 0 1 6 93.00 2,688 329 8 0 1 6 93.00 0
Celera 5,586 164 18 2 3 33 91.14 6,715 131 18 27 2 35 91.19 67

Diginorm Velvet 606 1,524 7 0 2 16 60.32 606 1,461 9 12 194 24 59.07 1,004

GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misassemblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatch-
es/indels per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100 kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Celera results are not included, since
it needs a significant time to run for each test (more than 30 hours) while its results are much worse than other
assemblers for this particular dataset. Diginorm with SGA failed to produce contigs longer than 500bp, causing
QUAST to ignore the results.
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Table 5.17: Assembly of the Human Chromosome 14 Illumina dataset (human.c14.ill)

Error
Assembler

Contigs Scaffolds
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

—
Velvet 4,898 5,089 924 429 484 134 93.17 6,841 3,641 2,034 3,359 716 139 92.99 764
SGA 4,010 6,032 74 29 170 96 88.69 4,313 5,591 93 62 163 97 88.91 3
Celera 9,380 2,717 754 116 135 144 92.18 11,905 2,144 855 587 81 146 92.20 56

Karect
Velvet 5,044 4,830 763 376 544 134 93.31 6,543 3,742 3,053 3,172 752 136 93.14 693
SGA 6,229 3,964 70 30 191 103 92.41 7,287 3,383 102 47 175 105 92.71 3
Celera 12,781 2,039 661 97 123 144 93.93 14,721 1,747 770 443 86 146 93.94 30

Fiona
Velvet 5,101 4,799 852 392 521 137 93.01 6,811 3,580 3,616 3,009 739 141 92.86 735
SGA 5,807 4,231 80 24 193 103 90.92 6,615 3,735 101 40 181 105 91.20 3
Celera 12,697 2,049 802 124 179 152 93.72 14,553 1,774 913 552 131 153 93.73 29

BLESS
Velvet 4,768 5,223 1,244 402 779 142 92.66 6,284 3,899 3,418 2,881 930 145 92.43 726
SGA 5,015 4,821 140 20 257 100 90.06 5,631 4,319 155 35 250 101 90.32 1
Celera 8,924 2,871 855 118 259 149 91.75 10,911 2,339 990 650 170 151 91.76 52

Blue
Velvet 4,102 5,934 792 186 563 135 91.39 5,190 4,691 4,204 2,688 939 138 91.26 701
SGA 4,795 5,086 113 26 191 102 88.25 5,400 4,459 146 40 173 104 88.56 2
Celera 10,375 2,436 996 111 305 163 92.32 12,018 2,095 1,165 486 227 164 92.33 35

SGA
Velvet 4,753 5,161 1,092 550 475 138 93.00 6,195 3,953 2,479 3,267 724 139 92.85 678
SGA 5,558 4,411 102 24 138 102 90.12 6,123 3,992 118 37 132 103 90.37 1
Celera 10,918 2,344 817 121 160 150 93.09 12,958 1,966 914 474 102 151 93.11 38

Musket
Velvet 4,481 5,516 981 490 582 137 92.58 5,894 4,161 2,918 3,675 858 139 92.42 762
SGA 5,329 4,557 63 27 157 101 89.81 5,787 4,205 86 36 155 102 90.02 1
Celera 10,718 2,380 814 108 165 147 93.10 12,757 2,018 934 446 113 148 93.11 38

RACER
Velvet 4,386 5,581 1,363 206 1,331 147 91.62 5,199 4,711 4,203 1,699 1,475 148 91.53 513
SGA 4,876 4,995 333 24 345 101 89.26 5,407 4,540 360 32 338 103 89.49 1
Celera 7,270 3,466 1,363 126 470 167 90.31 7,908 3,193 1,650 411 405 168 90.32 30

Trowel
Velvet 4,756 5,221 1,075 668 828 139 93.04 6,429 3,846 2,947 3,788 859 143 92.87 750
SGA 4,779 5,057 113 29 253 99 89.33 5,222 4,651 125 59 242 101 89.55 2
Celera 11,222 2,314 706 113 195 146 93.13 13,123 1,920 813 547 144 147 93.15 39

Lighter
Velvet 4,950 5,015 925 381 449 139 93.52 6,912 3,624 2,030 3,696 721 142 93.36 760
SGA 5,255 4,629 70 35 161 101 89.99 5,645 4,298 85 45 156 102 90.20 1
Celera 10,547 2,439 739 116 126 147 93.17 13,067 1,966 834 557 91 149 93.20 49

Coral
Velvet 4,295 5,666 1,031 212 664 159 90.57 5,395 4,558 3,264 2,245 825 163 90.51 601
SGA 4,663 5,253 295 51 355 133 89.86 5,025 4,875 415 116 323 136 89.96 12
Celera 7,048 3,557 2,076 154 569 247 89.65 7,660 3,249 2,507 429 478 248 89.67 36

Quake
Velvet 4,503 5,464 839 442 413 136 92.86 7,018 3,533 1,740 4,681 788 138 92.53 989
SGA 4,531 5,418 49 30 142 94 90.94 4,531 5,418 49 30 142 94 90.94 0
Celera 6,756 3,720 819 124 186 147 90.96 10,486 2,400 992 1,057 99 153 91.05 122

Reptile
Velvet 3,300 7,390 603 200 455 140 88.14 3,868 6,195 2,807 2,398 940 143 88.11 587
SGA 2,688 8,662 81 23 201 101 81.59 2,807 8,269 118 57 194 102 81.77 4
Celera 7,969 3,173 1,386 113 394 195 90.10 8,899 2,824 1,638 502 304 196 90.11 35

Diginorm Velvet 922 28,641 247 53 418 118 73.34 935 27,940 358 660 1,463 120 73.01 212

GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misassemblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatch-
es/indels per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100 kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Celera results are not included, since
it needs a significant time to run for each test (more than 30 hours) while its results are much worse than other
assemblers for this particular dataset. Diginorm with SGA failed to produce contigs longer than 500bp, causing
QUAST to ignore the results.
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Table 5.18: Assembly of the Caenorhabditis elegans Illumina dataset (c.elegans.ill)

Error
Assembler

Contigs Scaffolds
Correction NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

—
Velvet 15,522 1,662 496 404 595 26 93.53 25,014 1,015 1,195 2,683 296 28 93.45 459
SGA 10,571 2,383 82 84 1,323 5 93.02 22,420 1,161 206 1,387 492 11 94.07 146

Karect
Velvet 19,064 1,395 447 438 402 28 93.90 27,577 927 1,065 2,513 260 31 93.80 393
SGA 12,694 1,999 61 74 381 5 93.10 25,779 996 187 1,544 218 11 94.29 136

Fiona
Velvet 17,110 1,484 472 415 495 30 93.61 26,114 970 1,313 2,676 250 33 93.53 433
SGA 11,833 2,129 72 69 456 6 92.70 23,224 1,105 185 1,468 236 13 93.92 141

BLESS
Velvet 15,515 1,646 511 410 636 27 93.51 24,812 1,022 1,315 3,025 289 30 93.44 514
SGA 10,820 2,268 91 68 728 5 92.74 23,390 1,107 204 1,570 274 11 94.01 152

Blue
Velvet 14,794 1,700 529 357 425 31 93.06 23,517 1,085 1,492 3,478 305 33 93.00 584
SGA 10,614 2,318 106 57 386 5 92.10 21,526 1,187 192 1,538 237 12 93.39 141

SGA
Velvet 16,567 1,554 472 416 435 26 93.62 25,803 991 1,226 2,820 267 28 93.57 463
SGA 12,112 2,090 71 64 424 5 92.92 24,016 1,088 192 1,507 247 11 94.09 137

Musket
Velvet 16,016 1,582 457 445 489 28 93.57 25,705 985 1,182 3,061 277 31 93.49 489
SGA 11,680 2,140 69 72 490 5 92.90 23,128 1,113 172 1,385 251 12 94.05 138

RACER
Velvet 13,977 1,754 603 335 733 32 93.18 22,402 1,127 1,690 3,454 370 34 93.13 578
SGA 10,153 2,401 210 73 592 6 92.54 21,526 1,182 295 1,602 277 15 93.83 158

Trowel
Velvet 14,559 1,740 554 402 741 30 93.37 24,653 1,031 1,346 3,279 308 33 93.32 553
SGA 9,441 2,728 117 82 1,130 7 92.69 21,916 1,164 217 1,904 397 16 93.91 180

Lighter
Velvet 16,173 1,565 491 422 431 27 93.66 25,892 980 1,165 2,890 264 29 93.59 472
SGA 12,260 2,066 74 80 407 5 93.08 24,204 1,079 173 1,410 231 11 94.19 133

Coral
Velvet 12,162 2,036 1,363 546 662 74 91.72 18,069 1,375 3,939 3,099 362 69 91.92 483
SGA 9,855 2,474 519 219 491 41 91.31 15,862 1,583 891 1,264 297 50 91.77 127

Quake
Velvet 12,940 1,980 531 393 899 26 93.14 23,656 1,080 1,323 3,147 497 27 93.09 557
SGA 11,086 2,254 82 87 780 5 93.15 11,086 2,254 82 87 780 5 93.15 0

Diginorm Velvet 1,233 24,565 644 182 3,965 29 81.95 2,852 9,348 1,537 5,403 7,117 75 79.91 3,158

GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misassemblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatch-
es/indels per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100 kbp, Cov: Coverage (%). Celera results are not included, since
it needs a significant time to run for each test (more than 30 hours) while its results are much worse than other
assemblers for this particular dataset. Diginorm with SGA failed to produce contigs longer than 500bp, causing
QUAST to ignore the results.
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Table 5.19: Velvet assembly of the Staphylococcus aureus Illumina dataset (s.aureus.ill)

Error Contigs Scaffolds
Correction K NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov K NGA50 LGA50 GM LM UA MM Cov N

— 37 17,291 56 7 5 1 12 96.99 33 21,912 41 11 15 1 14 96.57 102
Karect 41 40,826 24 8 4 0 7 97.62 41 45,820 20 11 5 0 6 97.61 30
Fiona 41 32,859 28 11 6 0 13 97.44 43 39,373 24 13 5 1 12 97.45 42
BLESS 35 21,225 46 9 6 0 17 97.10 35 25,791 39 15 7 0 18 97.13 76
Blue 37 35,679 26 9 3 1 7 97.38 31 41,248 22 10 6 1 11 97.04 20
SGA 31 28,843 33 8 7 1 8 96.89 33 34,985 27 10 13 0 9 96.92 62
Musket 37 24,091 37 6 3 2 11 97.10 37 27,678 31 9 7 1 11 97.12 51
RACER 29 25,700 38 11 4 1 17 96.72 33 31,424 30 23 11 0 22 96.87 53
Trowel 45 2,970 289 22 5 131 135 92.23 45 4,208 205 38 44 70 154 92.81 587
Lighter 33 17,487 56 7 9 2 14 96.62 33 22,767 43 10 13 1 14 96.72 112
Coral 35 32,264 29 14 9 0 15 96.98 41 36,421 25 6 12 1 19 97.24 37
Quake 33 14,162 56 8 5 0 9 96.79 33 23,142 42 13 9 1 10 96.82 181
Reptile 35 15,325 61 7 5 0 11 96.48 37 18,596 50 14 7 1 12 96.76 94
MuffinKmeans 33 18,107 53 12 6 1 15 96.77 35 22,106 46 17 13 0 17 96.76 96

K: The k-mer size Velvet input that maximizes NGA50 (all odd values from 23 to 75 are tried),
GM: global misassemblies, LM: local misassemblies, UA: unaligned contigs/scaffolds, MM: rate of mismatches/indels
per 100 kbp, N: rate of N symbols per 100 kbp, Cov: Coverage (%).

5.2.6 Results summary

Tables 5.20 and 5.21 include summary of all results using sum-of-ranks approach as

the following: For each evaluation metric, correction tools are ranked for all datasets

according to this metric, then sum-of-ranks over all datasets are computed. Finally,

correction tools are ranked according to the resulting sums.

Table 5.20: Comparison of all methods that deal with indel errors using sum-of-ranks ap-
proach on the “h.pylori” 454, “z.mobilis” 454, “e.coli” 454 and “e.coli” Ion Torrent datasets
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— — — — — — — — — 5 4 2 6 7 2 — —
Karect 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 4 2 4
DAGCon 1 3 2 2 1 5 2 2 7 7 8 8 8 7 5 4
Fiona 4 2 3 3 3 1 3 3 4 2 1 4 1 2 4 2
Blue 3 5 4 4 7 3 5 5 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 1
Coral 5 7 5 5 4 7 6 6 2 5 5 3 5 6 8 7
MuffinKmeans 6 6 7 7 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 4 1 5 6 3
HSHREC 6 4 6 6 5 4 4 4 8 8 6 7 5 7 7 8
Diginorm — — — — — — — — 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 6

Tables 5.20 and 5.21 show that Karect consistently outperforms all other tools in

most accuracy evaluation metrics.
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Table 5.21: Comparison of all methods that deal with substitution errors using sum-of-
ranks approach on the “s.aureus”, “human.c14” and “c.elegans” Illumina datasets

Base-operations (%) Whole reads (%) Contigs Scaffolds
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— — — — — — — — — 7 8 6 7 7 7 — —
Karect 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 14
Fiona 3 5 2 2 4 6 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 12
BLESS 5 3 4 3 2 2 2 2 8 7 8 8 8 8 13 1
Blue 2 9 3 4 3 9 3 3 5 5 7 6 6 6 5 11
SGA 6 2 5 5 7 1 6 6 3 3 5 4 4 3 8 3
Musket 8 4 6 6 8 4 8 8 4 4 4 5 4 3 6 6
RACER 4 10 7 7 4 7 5 4 11 11 9 11 11 9 3 9
Trowel 10 7 10 7 10 8 10 10 9 9 9 8 8 10 2 10
Lighter 9 6 9 9 9 3 9 9 5 6 3 3 3 3 1 2
Coral 7 8 8 10 6 10 7 7 10 10 12 10 10 12 14 13
Quake 11 12 11 12 11 12 11 11 13 13 11 12 12 11 7 5
Reptile 13 11 12 11 13 11 13 13 12 12 13 13 13 13 10 8
MuffinKmeans 12 13 12 13 12 13 12 11 14 14 13 14 14 13 4 4
Diginorm — — — — — — — — 15 15 15 15 15 15 11 6

5.3 Summary

Next-generation sequencing generates large amounts of data affected by errors in the

form of substitutions, insertions, or deletions of bases. Error correction based on

the high-coverage information, typically improves “de novo” assembly. Most exist-

ing tools can correct substitution errors only; some support insertions and deletions,

but accuracy in many cases is low. In this chapter, we presented “Karect”, a novel

error correction technique based on multiple alignment. Our approach supports sub-

stitution, insertion and deletion errors. It can handle non-uniform coverage as well

as moderately covered areas of the sequenced genome. Experiments with data from

Illumina, 454 FLX and Ion Torrent sequencing machines demonstrate that Karect is

more accurate than previous methods, both in terms of correcting individual-bases

errors (up to 10% increase in accuracy gain), and post “de novo” assembly quality (up

to 10% increase in NGA50). We introduced a disk-based technique that can handle

a very large number of read sequences while preserving accuracy. We also introduced

an improved framework for evaluating the quality of error correction.
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarks

This chapter concludes this document with a summary of our contributions and pos-

sible future research directions.

6.1 Summary of contributions

String operations are very important for several applications. When strings increase

either in count or sizes, indexing and processing them become challenging especially

when (i) the available techniques assume that strings and their indexes will fit in the

main memory or (ii) the available techniques suffer from bad performance because of

poor locality of memory accesses.

First, we proposed ERa, a method that construct the suffix tree for very long

strings. Suffix trees are essential for many practical applications that include bioinfor-

matics, processing of financial data (e.g., time series of stock market data), document

clustering, etc. The volume of such data increases rapidly; therefore it is essential

to have fast suffix tree construction methods. ERa works efficiently even if memory

is very limited and is easily parallelizable. Extensive experimental evaluation with

very large real datasets revealed that our method is much more efficient than existing

ones in terms of speed and computational resources. ERa indexes the entire human

genome in 19 minutes on an ordinary 8-core desktop computer with 16GB RAM; and

in 8.3 minutes on a low-end cluster with 16 commodity computers with 4GB RAM

each. To the best of our knowledge the fastest existing method (i.e., PWaveFront)
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needs 15 minutes on an IBM BlueGene/L supercomputer with 1024 CPUs and 512GB

RAM.

Second, we proposed a blocking method to facilitate record linkage and entity res-

olution by efficiently clustering records sharing common sequences, such that these

sequences do not occur frequently in the database. Record linkage and entity res-

olution problems arise naturally in the context of data warehouses, heterogeneous

databases and data mining and pertain to data cleansing. We have considered the

non-incremental variation of record linkage and presented a method that is at least 5

times faster and achieves the same accuracy as the current state-of-the-art suffix-based

blocking method. Following, we have considered the incremental variation of record

linkage and proposed a novel incremental suffix-based blocking mechanism that out-

performs existing incremental methods in terms of blocking accuracy and efficiency.

Also, we have considered incremental entity resolution and presented two novel meth-

ods based on suffix blocking that handle the tested dataset in a few seconds (while

a current state-of-the-art method requires more than 8 hours). Our second method,

proposes a novel method that keeps a history of the deleted records and the merging

process. This allows us to discover alternative matches for the inserted record that

are not possible for existing methods and improve the accuracy of the algorithm.

We have implemented and extensively experimentally evaluated all our methods. We

proposed a memory-based implementation which offers the best performance, and a

disk-based implementation which is able to handle very large datasets.

Finally, we proposed Karect, a novel error correction technique for next-generation

sequencing data. Next-generation sequencing data are essential in many applica-

tions such as genome assembly, resequencing, and DNA-protein interaction discovery.

Sequencing data suffer from sequencing errors which complicate further processing.

Karect is based on multiple alignment, supports substitution, insertion and deletion

errors, and handles effectively non-uniform coverage as well as moderately covered ar-
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eas. Karect starts by clustering similar reads, then proceeds with multiple alignment

of the overlapping parts of similar reads. Extensive experimental evaluation demon-

strates that Karect achieves superior error correction compared to existing state-of-

the-art methods. Karect also enables substantially improved assemblies, when used

as preprocessing step for modern assemblers.

A common factor in improving disk-based methods is to reduce the number of

disk seeks as much as possible. Ideas from disk-based techniques can lead to cache

efficient memory-based techniques as well.

6.2 Future research directions

One possible research direction is how to reduce the amount of required main memory

needed to construct suffix trees for very long strings. Also, how to construct the suffix

tree in a more compact way so that the final structure consumes less memory, in order

to support larger strings, such as the concatenation of several genome sequences.

Another possible research direction is how to utilize parallel architectures in order

to improve the performance of suffix blocking for record linkage and entity resolution

for larger datasets, such as the medical records of all patients of a specific country.

Finally, a possible research direction is how to reduce the main memory consump-

tion of alignment-based techniques that correct DNA read sequences, while achieving

satisfactory accuracy. Consuming less memory will improve the performance of error

correction for larger datasets, such as DNA read sequences of very large genomes.
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APPENDICES

A Tools usage for Karect evaluation

A.1 Input filtering

Illumina reads are used without any filtering; however, 454 and Ion Torrent reads are

filtered by applying the following Roche command on the input “sff” file:

./runAssembly -force -tr -cpu 1 -o ${output dir} ${input file}

The filtered “fastq” file can be obtained from the output files: “454TrimmedReads.fna”

and “454TrimmedReads.qual”.

A.2 Error correction

We used default parameter values for all tools, unless there is a well-defined way

to set specific parameters for some tool. If some parameters do not have default

values, we use the values recommended by the examples associated with that tool.

The ${num threads} variable is set to 12 in all our experiments, since we run all

experiments on a 12-core machine. For each correction tool, running time is calculated

using the “time” Linux command, and peak memory consumption is calculated using

the “memusg”1 script. This section includes the specific commands used for all tools.

1https://github.com/aminallam/memusg
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A.2.1 Karect (v1.0)

The following command is used to run Karect on the input “fastq” file:

./karect -correct -threads=${num threads} -matchtype=${match type} \

-celltype=${cell type} -inputfile=${input file} -resultdir=${result dir} \

-tempdir=${temp dir}

where ${match type} is set to “hamming” for Illumina datasets, and “edit” for 454

and Ion Torrent datasets. ${cell type} is set to “diploid” for the “human.c14.ill” and

“c.elegans.ill” datasets, and set to “haploid” otherwise. ${result dir} and ${temp dir}

must exist before running this command.

A.2.2 DAGCon

Since DAGCon is not a stand-alone error correction tool, we used Karect to select

candidate reads for each reference read, and applied the DAGCon module from the

available C++ DAGCon implementation as shown in Algorithm DAGCon.

Algorithm: DAGCon

Input: Reference read referenceREAD ,
Candidate alignments Alignments (obtained from Karect)

Output: Corrected read correctedREAD

Local variables: ag, aln, nor

1 AlnGraphBoost ag(referenceREAD); // Set referenceREAD as backbone;
2 foreach aln ∈ Alignments do
3 Alignment nor ← normalizeGaps(aln);
4 ag.addAln(nor);

5 ag.mergeNodes();
6 string correctedREAD ← ag.consensus(0);
7 return correctedREAD

A.2.3 Fiona (v0.2)

The following command is used to execute Fiona on the input “fastq” file for 454

and Ion Torrent datasets:
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./fiona -g ${ref size} -nt ${num threads} ${input file} ${result file}

The following command is used to execute Fiona on the input “fastq” file for Illumina

datasets:

./fiona illumina -g ${ref size} -id 0 -nt ${num threads} ${input file} ${result file}

where ${ref size} is the size of the reference genome.

A.2.4 Blue (v1.1.2)

The following commands are used to execute Blue on the input “fastq” file for 454

and Ion Torrent datasets:
mono ./Tessel.exe -k 25 -g ${ref size} -t ${num threads} ./blue temp ${input file}

mono ./Blue.exe -m ${min rep} -t ${num threads} -hp -variable \

./blue temp 25.cbt ${input file} -o ${result dir}

The following commands are used to execute Blue on the input “fastq” file for Illumina

datasets:

mono ./Tessel.exe -k 25 -g ${ref size} -t ${num threads} ./blue temp ${input file}

mono ./Blue.exe -m ${min rep} -t ${num threads} -fixed \

./blue temp 25.cbt ${input file} -o ${result dir}

where ${ref size} is the size of the reference genome. We set ${num threads} to

1 to force Blue to output reads in the same order as input, for valid evaluation.

However, we run other experiments where ${num threads} equals to 12 to report

time and memory usage. Following Blue manual instructions, ${min rep} is set to

11 for “h.pylori.454” dataset; 4 for “z.mobilis.454” and “s.aureus.ill” datasets; 5 for

“e.coli.454” dataset; 8 for “e.coli.ion” and “c.elegans.ill” datasets; and 6 for “hu-

man.c14.ill” dataset.
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A.2.5 Coral (v1.4)

The following command is used to execute Coral on the input “fastq” file:

./coral -p ${num threads} -fq ${input file} -o ${result file} -${seq}

where ${seq} is set to “illumina” for Illumina datasets, and “454” for 454 and Ion

Torrent datasets.

A.2.6 MuffinKmeans

We obtained the binaries from the authors of MuffinKmeans. The following com-

mands are used to execute MuffinKmeans on the input fastq file:

./sphkm-index ${input file pref} <${input file}

./sphkm-kmer -k 12 ${input file pref}

./sphkm-group ${input file pref}

./sphkm-out ${input file pref}

./corrector --${seq} -p ${num threads} -q ${input file pref} \

-o ${input file pref} corr.fastq

python ./sort order in out.py ${input file} ${input file pref} corr.fastq

mv ${input file pref} corr.fastq.sort ${result file}

where ${input file pref} is the file name without the “.fastq” extension, and ${seq}

is set to “454”, “ion” or “illumina”.

A.2.7 HSHREC

The following command is used to execute HSHREC on the input “fasta” file:

java -Xmx${mem}g -cp ${hshrec dir} Shrec -n ${ref size} \

-s ${strictness} ${input file}

where ${mem} is the size of memory in GB, ${hshrec dir} is the directory containing

HSHREC, ${ref size} is the size of the reference genome. ${strictness} is set to 7 for

“h.pylori.454” and “e.coli.ion” datasets; and 5 for “z.mobilis.454” and “e.coli.454”
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datasets. First, we try ${strictness} equal to 7, which is the default value. If it does

not work (i.e., the program reports a warning and quits), we decrease it until the

program works.

A.2.8 BLESS (v0.12)

The following command is used to execute BLESS on the input “fastq”paired

Illumina files:
./bless -read1 ${input file1} -read2 ${input file2} \

-prefix ${result dir}/bless -kmerlength ${kmer size}

where ${kmer size} is set to 21 for “s.aureus.ill” dataset; and 31 for “human.c14.ill”

and “c.elegans.ill” datasets. There is no well-defined method to determine ${kmer size}.

Since the same “s.aureus.ill” and “human.c14.ill” datasets are used in BLESS pa-

per [51], we used the same ${kmer size} values reported there. For the “c.elegans.ill”,

we set ${kmer size} to 31 since its genome size is similar to “human.c14.ill”; the same

value is also suggested in BLESS examples.

A.2.9 RACER (v1.0.1)

The following command is used to execute RACER on the input “fastq” file:

./RACER ${input file} ${result file} ${ref size}

where ${ref size} is the size of the reference genome

A.2.10 Trowel (v0.1.4.2)

The following commands are used to execute Trowel on the input fastq files:

echo “${input file1} ${input file2}” >./file list.txt

./trowel -f ./file list.txt -k ${kmer size} -t ${num threads} -ntr

where ${kmer size} is set to 15 for “s.aureus.ill” dataset; and 19 for “human.c14.ill”

and “c.elegans.ill” datasets.
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A.2.11 Lighter (v1.0.5)

The following command is used to execute Lighter on the input “fastq” files:

./lighter -t ${num threads} -K 17 ${ref size} \

-r ${input file1} -r ${input file2} -od ${output dir}

where ${ref size} is the size of the reference genome.

A.2.12 Musket (v1.1)

The following command is used to execute Musket on the input “fastq” file:

./musket -inorder -p ${num threads} ${input file} -o ${result file}

A.2.13 SGA (v0.10.13)

The following commands are used to perform SGA correction on the input “fastq”

file:
./sga preprocess --permute-ambiguous --no-primer-check -o ./pre.fastq ${input file}

./sga index -a ropebwt -t ${num threads} --no-reverse ./pre.fastq

./sga correct --learn -t ${num threads} -o ${result file} ./pre.fastq

A.2.14 Quake (v0.3.5)

The following command is used to execute Quake on the input “fastq” file:

./quake.py -r ${input file} -k ${kmer size} -u --headers -p ${num threads}

where ${kmer size} is set to 15 for “s.aureus.ill” dataset; and 17 for “human.c14.ill”

and “c.elegans.ill” datasets. These values are obtained from a formula in Quake

paper [54].

A.2.15 Reptile (v1.1)

The following commands are used to execute Reptile on the input “fastq” file:
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perl ./utils/fastq-converter-v2.0.pl ./data/ ./data/ 2

./src/reptile-v1.1 ./reptile config.txt

./utils/reptile merger/reptile merger ./input file.fa ./reptile output.txt

where folder “./data” contains the input file “input file.fastq”.

We expect parameter tuning for each dataset to improve Reptile results, however,

we apply the same set of parameter values for all datasets, as given in the Reptile

manual examples.

A.2.16 Diginorm

The following commands are used to perform digital normalization for 454 and

Ion Torrent datasets:
./normalize-by-median.py -C 20 -k 20 -N 4 -x 5e8 -s normC20k20.kh ${input file}

./filter-abund.py normC20k20.kh ${input file}.keep

./normalize-by-median.py -C 5 -k 20 -N 4 -x 5e8 ${input file}.keep.abundfilt

The following commands are used to perform digital normalization for Illumina

datasets:

./interleave-reads.py ${input file1} ${input file2} -o paired.fq

./normalize-by-median.py -C 20 -k 20 -N 4 -x 5e8 -p -s normC20k20.kh paired.fq

./filter-abund.py normC20k20.kh paired.fq.keep

./extract-paired-reads.py paired.fq.keep.abundfilt

./normalize-by-median.py -C 5 -k 20 -N 4 -x 5e8 -p paired.fq.keep.abundfilt.pe

./split-paired-reads.py paired.fq.keep.abundfilt.pe.keep
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A.3 Error correction evaluation

Error correction evaluation is done using the following commands:

./karect -align -threads=${num threads} -matchtype=${match type} \

-inputfile=${input file} -refgenomefile=${ref file} -alignfile=${align file}

./karect -eval -threads=${num threads} -matchtype=${match type} \

-inputfile=${input file} -resultfile=${result file} -refgenomefile=${ref file} \

-alignfile=${align file} -evalfile=${eval file}

where ${match type} is set to “hamming” for Illumina datasets, and “edit” for

454 and Ion Torrent datasets. The first command aligns the input dataset to the

reference genome and produces alignment file ${align file}. This command should

be executed once per dataset. The second command evaluates the correction results

${result file} of a specific tool using alignment information of ${align file}. This

command assumes that corrected reads in ${result file} are provided in the same order

as the original reads ${input file}. ${ref file} is a fasta file containing the reference

genome sequence(s). Currently, reference sequences up to 1 billion base-pairs in total

are supported.

A.3.1 RNA-Seq data error correction evaluation

We used the following Tophat (v2.0.13) command to align the Arabidopsis thaliana

RNA-Seq dataset (a.thaliana.rna) described in Section 5.2.4.

./bowtie2-build ./athaliana.fasta athaliana

./tophat –no-convert-bam –no-sort-bam –keep-fasta-order -p ${num threads} \

–segment-mismatches 3 -N 9 –read-gap-length 0 –read-edit-dist 9 \

–read-realign-edit-dist 0 –splice-mismatches 2 -r 103 ./athaliana \

./SRR391052 1.fastq ./SRR391052 2.fastq

where ./athaliana.fasta contains the reference genome sequences.
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Then, we filtered the results to exclude all spliced alignments, and then executed

the evaluation command at the beginning of of this section.

A.4 “De novo” assembly

A.4.1 Celera (v8.1)

To perform assembly with Celera, “./sffToCA” or “./fastqToCA” are used to

prepare input, then “./runCA” performs the actual assembly. We use these commands

in the way described in the Celera documentation. Table A.1 includes insert size

means and standard deviations used for paired reads.

Table A.1: Insert size means and standard deviations used for Celera assembler

Insert size
Library Mean Std dev.
h.pylori.454 3,000 750
z.mobilis.454 3,000 750
e.coli.454 8,192 2,200
s.aureus.ill 180 45
human.c14.ill 155 40
c.elegans.ill 356 90

A.4.2 Newbler (v2.9)

The following command is used to perform assembly using Newbler:

./runAssembly -force -notrim -cpu 1 -o ${result dir} ${input file}

The number of threads is set to 1 for Newbler experiments because Newbler behaves

in non-deterministic way (produces different results for equal inputs) if the number of

threads is greater than 1. If the input is a “sff” file, the “-notrim” option is not used.

Otherwise, the input should be provided as “fasta” file, optionally associated with

“qual” file in the same directory. If the library contains paired-end data, ${input file}

must be separated into two files: fragments and pairs, which should be both listed in

place of ${input file}.
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A.4.3 Velvet (v1.2.10)

The following commands are used to perform assembly using Velvet:

./velveth ${result dir} ${kmer size} -fastq -shortPaired \

-separate ${input file1} ${input file2}

./velvetg ${result dir} -scaffolding no -exp cov auto

./velvetg ${result dir} -scaffolding yes -exp cov auto

where ${kmer size} is set to 55. We selected the value 55 for the following reason:

BLESS [51] used read length equal to 101 (similar to the read lenghts of our Illumina

datasets) and run assembly experiments with various k-mer lengths. They concluded

that the best values of k vary from 41 to 79. Based on this range, we run exper-

iments on the original data (without error correction) for the “human.c14.ill” and

“c.elegans.ill” datasets using k-mer sizes: {35, 45, 55, 65, 75} and we found that

k = 55 leads to the largest NGA50 for both datasets. We also run additional experi-

ments with the “s.aureus.ill” dataset; Table 5.19 shows the results. For that particular

dataset, the best k varies between 29 and 45. Based on the above-mentioned cases,

we conclude that k = 55 is a good compromise for several combinations of datasets

and error correction methods.

A.4.4 SGA (v0.10.13)

The following commands are used to perform assembly using SGA:

overlap final=75; indexed reads=4000000; min contig len=200

./sga preprocess --permute-ambiguous --pe-mode 1 -o ./reads.ec.fastq \

${input file1} ${input file2}

./sga index -a ropebwt -t ${num threads} ./reads.ec.fastq

./sga filter -t ${num threads} --homopolymer-check --low-complexity-check \

./reads.ec.fastq

./sga fm-merge -t ${num threads} -o ./reads.merged.fa ./reads.ec.filter.pass.fa
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./sga index -d ${indexed reads} -t ${num threads} ./reads.merged.fa

./sga rmdup -t ${num threads} ./reads.merged.fa

./sga overlap -t ${num threads} ./reads.merged.rmdup.fa

./sga assemble -m ${overlap final} -o ./assemble ./reads.merged.rmdup.asqg.gz

contigs=./assemble-contigs.fa; graph=./assemble-graph.asqg.gz

./sga-align -t ${num threads} --name ./reads.pe ${contigs} \

${input file1} ${input file2}

./sga-bam2de.pl -t ${num threads} --prefix ./libPE ./reads.pe.bam

./sga-astat.py -m ${min contig len} ./reads.pe.refsort.bam > ./libPE.astat

./sga scaffold -m ${min contig len} --pe ./libPE.de -a ./libPE.astat \

-o ./scaffolds.scaf ${contigs}

./sga scaffold2fasta -m ${min contig len} -a ${graph} -o ./assemble-scaffolds.fa \

--use-overlap --write-unplaced ./scaffolds.scaf

A.5 “De novo” assembly evaluation

The following commands are used to evaluate contig and scaffold assemblies using

QUAST (v2.3):

python ./quast.py -t ${num threads} -o ${result dir} \

-R ${ref genome file} ${contigs}

python ./quast.py -t ${num threads} -o ${result dir} \

-R ${ref genome file} --scaffolds ${scaffolds}
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